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Abstract 
--------------------------- 

 
 
 
 
This PhD research project investigates the phenomenological affect of the sonic object. 

Through a multi-disciplinary body of work composed of installation, performance, and 

recorded sound work, I interrogate the vibratory transference of affect through the 

medium of sound. The research was conducted in various locations throughout the 

world, where I worked as an artistic nomad in residencies within the human defined 

borders of India, Nepal, China, Finland, Iceland, Spain, and Australia throughout my 

candidature. Through the manipulation of found objects, my installation work 

examined the visual and sonic aesthetics of the various geographical locations I was 

experiencing through my journey. The addition of hand built circuitry and electronic 

apparatus created sonic vibration to the apparent static objects; in turn generating 

affective synchronic resonances between the work and its audience. My performances 

attempted to extend the possibilities of creating meaningful connections between 

audience and sound-generating technological object-hood. I explored different roles of 

both the object and audience in this work, examining the possibilities of interaction and 

engagement. The methods of instigating participation from the audience were always 

enhanced by sonic vibration. My recorded sound works delved deeper in the 

physiological and psychological affect of pure sonic vibration. Throughout the research 

project, notions of value were constantly questioned, as I utilised discarded objects and 

selected sonic frequencies that moved beyond any systemised standardisation of taste, 

exploring sound for its affective qualities that encouraged deep listening to find the 

harmony among the noise.  
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Introduction 
 

     ------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
This studio-based research project began as a continuation of the work undertaken in 

my Honour’s research, which was based on a theoretical framework informed by Carl 

Jung’s theory of ‘synchronicity’,1 as well as the findings of scientists working in the field 

of quantum mechanics. I produced a body of work consisting of several individual 

pieces, such as can:can (2010, figure 1), which created ‘acausal’ relationships between the 

phenomenological world and the simulated technological reality of the on-screen 

spectacle.  

 

I was interested in Jung’s theory because it proposed correlations and interconnections 

between subjects and objects that moved beyond the Western science Cartesian division 

of subject/object and mind/body. In other words, it proposed an empathetic connection 

between conscious subject and observed object in the physical world.2 Although Jung’s 

proposal of a correlation between these inner and outer worlds was re-enforced by 

scientific discoveries in the field of quantum mechanics, I was not fully convinced of the 

contemporary relevance of Jung’s work. Therefore, I began this PhD research project 

with the intention on focusing on the sonic phenomenologies of the technological 

object, attempting to combine what I had discovered during my Honour’s research with 

my long-held interests in music and sound.  
 

                                                             
1. According to Jung, the causality principle asserts that the connection between cause and effect is a 
necessary one. The synchronicity principle asserts that the terms of a meaningful coincidence are 
connected by simultaneity and meaning. Carl Gustav Jung, Synchronicity: An Acausal Connecting Principle 
(East Sussex: Routledge, 2008), 95. 
2. Harold Coward, “Taoism and Jung: Synchronicity and the Self,” Philosophy East and West 46, no. 4  

(1996): 477. 
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  Figure 1 Travers Nash can:can 2010 

 

 

While I was certain I would continue my investigation through the manipulation of 

sonic objects that I created from the full range of humble, freely available materials, 

electronic or otherwise, I could not have predicted that I would have the opportunity to 

test the relationships between geographical and cultural site and the production of sonic 

and visual work. What began as a successful application for one competitive residency 

led to another and another until it was evident that I could claim a privileged insight as 

an artistic nomad of sorts. It is important to note here, that the sequence and location of 

the residencies undertaken and described in this exegetical project resulted from chance 

applications to open-calls and opportunities that happened to be granted to me at the 

specific time, rather than as a means of undertaking a pre-planned nomadic projective. It 

should also be noted that the ‘nomadic’ aspect of this research project was in no way a 

conscious or strategic adaptation of Nomadism as outlined in the writings of Rosi 

Braidotti.3 

                                                             
3. Rosi Braidotti, "Nomadism: Against Methodological Nationalism." Policy Futures in Education 8, no. 

3-4 (June 2010): 408-18. 
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During my PhD candidature (2012–16), I participated in residencies located within the 

human-defined borders of India, Nepal, China, Finland, Iceland and Spain. Following 

this, I returned to Melbourne, where I continued to make and exhibit artworks. My 

studio work in each instance was heavily influenced not only by the physical and 

cultural landscape, but also the linguistic and environmental (both natural and artificial) 

soundscapes. During this period of nomadic travelling and setting up studios, I gained 

an important appreciation for the way in which location can impact on artistic 

production. I found that the location of production influenced the works in many ways. 

The most notable impact resulted from the materials that were available, selected and 

used to elicit response in each location.  

 

Gathering materials has always formed a major part of my studio practice. During my 

Honour’s year, I focused my attention on distributors of mass-produced consumerist 

products. The kitsch, low-cost output and detritus of global capitalism had been the 

major resource for my sculptural practice. Once I began travelling, I had to leave behind 

the familiar hunting grounds of IKEA and Bunnings. I found the process of exploration 

and gathering local materials increasingly fascinating. As my travels increased and my 

bank balance decreased, it became more necessary to gather the cheapest possible 

materials. It thus became an obvious choice to focus on the less-desirable, often 

discarded, and neglected objects of each cultural setting. As this research project drew to 

a close, the process of wandering and exploring my local surroundings in the search for 

materials formed the foundation of each exhibition period. The longer I spend in one 

location, the more I become familiar with the materialistic culture of the local residents 

through the objects I gather.  
 
The most obvious insight from my diverse travels has been the dominance of global 

consumer culture mostly manifested in electronic consumer products. Evidently, the 

spread of globalised capitalism has produced a degradation of cultural variation. The 

standardisation of objecthood the world over has reduced what was once a diverse pool 

of imaginative, cultural variety into a narrow band of easily consumed dictates of  
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‘fashionable taste’. However, this sterilisation of culture is not just taking place in the 

realm of objects. The spread of generic Western popular music and the promotion of 

English as the global language have helped strike further blows to cultural diversity. In 

The Radicant (2009), Nicolas Bourriaud observes that: 

 For thirty years, the global cultural landscape has been shaped, on the one hand, by the 
 pressure of the overproduction of objects and information, and, on the other, by the 
 rampant standardization of cultures and languages. The dense chaos of cultural objects 
 and works within which we are evolving encompasses both present production and that 
 of the past, since the museum of the imagination henceforth extends to every 
 civilization and continent, which was not the case in the past.4 
 
Sonic diversity is just as important as any other aspect of cultural signification. If, as I 

propose, sound has a more direct impact on cognitive functioning than the purely ocular 

digestion of objecthood, then maintaining diversity in auditory culture is one of the 

most important weapons in the fight against the sterilisation of the imagination induced 

by the unhindered spread of globalised capitalism. Bourriaud outlines a proposal for a 

new form of global modernity that he terms ‘altermodernity’. He argues that artists 

working in contemporary society need to work against the sterilising effects of globalised 

capitalism in order to preserve any sort of diversity in cultural signs. He believes that we 

need to cherish heterogeneity through more than just simple acts of conservation; 

instead, we need to establish diversity itself as a conceptual category. 5  
 
The distribution of identical, uninspired, mass-produced objects throughout not just the 

developed, but also developing world creates a cultural field void of diversity. I have 

found that the most interesting position for the gathering of mass-produced objects is at 

the end of the consumptive cycle. Once an object has been consumed past the point of 

perceived functionality and discarded, the artistic significance can take new trajectories 

into interrogations of perceived value, desirability, functionality, usefulness, and 

collectability. Re-purposing the discarded also reveals the conditions our culture imposes 

on objects in determining these factors.  

                                                             
4. Nicolas Bourriaud, The Radicant (New York: Lukas & Sternberg, 2009), 19. 
5. Ibid., 20. 
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All too often, it is a change in fashion and taste that determines if an object is no longer 

of any personal value; rather than a malfunction, disintegration or structural redundancy 

within the object. For instance, I have found an astounding number of Sony Trinitron 

televisions, the objective pinnacle of home entertainment only ten or so years ago, laying 

discarded on the curb side in the suburbs of Melbourne. In many cases, these gadgets are 

still completely functional; it is simply the mobility of fashion or taste that dictates that 

this form of technology is no longer of value. Jean Baudrillard observes the use of 

superficial differentiation by the capitalistic system to fuel desire for new technology that 

in fact offers little in the way of technological innovation:  

 There is a cancer of the object: the proliferation of astructural elements that 
 underpins the object’s triumphalism is a kind of cancer. It is upon such astructural 
 elements (automatism, accessory features, inessential differences) that the entire social 
 network of fashion and controlled consumption is founded... On their account, while 
 appearing to manifest all the metamorphic powers of a prodigious health, objects that 
 are already saturated wear themselves out completely through convulsive formal 
 variation and changes whose impact is strictly visual ... Improvement, refinement, 
 packaging—anything to enhance the prestige of the object, but nothing by way of 
 structural innovation. 6 
 

By gathering objects that have reached the end of their perceived functionality in the 

consumptive cycle and re-contextualising them as art objects, I am attempting to disrupt 

and interrogate society’s codes of desire and re-examine notions of value.  
 
I began my exploration of the sonic phenomenologies of objects sourced from different 

world cultures within a framework of artistic nomadism. In this exegesis, I have followed 

a chronological timeline as much as possible to describe the work produced as the 

project developed. However, due to the intermittent periods spent working on specific 

fields of inquiry, it has been necessary to break this chronology at certain points. For 

instance, research into EEG signals and its incorporation into my artistic practice took 

place sporadically throughout the candidature; thus, it is necessary to jump forwards and 

backwards in the project timeline in order to describe all the work in this area in one 

chapter (Chapter Two). The same is true of the performance and recorded sound work 

(Chapter Five). I have described the theoretical framework related to these lines of 

                                                             
6. Jean Baudrillard, The System of Objects (London: Verso, 1996), 134–35. 
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inquiry within a single chapter. The research in these areas fed into my sculptural 

installation practice that was being undertaken both simultaneously and subsequent to 

these areas of investigation. In the interest of clarity, the theoretical framework will be 

established alongside descriptions of the recorded work undertaken throughout the 

entire candidature period, with a description of the relevant physical object-based work 

to follow. Chapters One through Six chart the accumulative insights of my global 

investigation, with Chapter Seven giving an outline of the final works made for 

exhibition in Australia and representing a summation and culmination of my findings. 

My first port of call during this journey was India, and Chapter One is devoted to that 

experience and how it impacted the development of my work early in the candidature. 

Chapters Two and Three deal with my extended time in China working across a 

number of projects and residencies. In Chapter Two, I break the chronology of the 

project in order to describe my investigations into EEG signals. I return to the 

chronological development in Chapter Three to continue to explain other work 

undertaken in China.  
 

Chapter Four maps the continuation of the project through Nepal and Finland. I once 

again break the chronological development in Chapter Five in order to explain my 

extensive investigations into sonic vibration in the form of recorded and performance 

works. Chapter Six picks up my travels again to discuss the projects development in 

Iceland and Barcelona, charting the geographical location points of these residencies and 

events that marked the conceptual development of my thinking that the pervasive 

medium of sound, and its cognitive resonances, was the key to breaking out of the 

bondage of abstracted, technologically mediated signs. As I will show, sound offers a way 

to disrupt un-imaginative technological signals, allowing for new connections and 

experiences that create a more fulfilling human embodiment of experience.  
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Chapter One  

The Art of Dislocation: Adrift in a World without Bunnings 
------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Within the first few months of candidature, I undertook a six-week residency with 

Studio Verve, located in Ahmedabad City in the state of Gujarat, India. In such an 

intensely vibrant cultural landscape as India, Gujarat lacks any major tourist attractions, 

besides being the location chosen by Mahatma Gandhi to set up his home base 

(Ashram) during his most influential years. The city now boasts a large business-class 

population, who all choose to drive white-coloured sedans or hatchbacks, since a car of 

another colour costs more, so white is the most economical choice.  India assaults the 

senses: every day is full of noise, smells, and intense colours, from the colourful saris and 

turbans to the painted streets and buildings. Thus, the abundance of conservative white 

vehicles in Ahmedabad is actually quite a noticeable aesthetic experience. The actual 

location of the residency was about a ten-minute drive from the outskirts of the city, 

surrounded by farms and a ‘country club’ down the street, which provided the only 

source of food much of the time.  
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Figure 2 Travers Nash Doorway #1 2012 
 

I was extremely isolated during much of the residency period, with only one other local 

artist occupying the house periodically, and the operators of the residency visiting or 

calling every now and then. This was the first time I had attempted to produce work 

without the luxury of being able to jump in a car and drive to a local hardware store 

whenever I needed some materials. In this new context, I was required to think ahead of 

time and contact somebody in the city with specific requests for them to bring next time 

they visited; or else make a list of ideas of things to look for on one of the special 

occasions I got taken into the cities diverse bazaars. The ‘shopping’ process in 

Ahmedabad is very different from what I was used to. For example, if I required an 

electronics component, I would have to be taken to a particular street in the city, which 

was full of little stores selling soldering equipment, another store selling resistors, 

another selling cable, and so on. It removed me from my usual habit of walking the 

aisles of big-box chain stores and choosing objects that caught my attention, and using 

that as the starting point of building a work. In the bazaar system of Ahmedabad, I had 

to have a vague idea of the particular object I wanted to work with before I could be 

taken to the right area and could choose materials from among a large variety of similar 

objects. 
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                  Figure 3 Travers Nash Doorway #1 2012 (detail) 

 

After spending a couple of isolated days at the house trying to generate a visual idea, I 

decided on sourcing some sort of door and a couple of mannequins (one male, one 

female) for the creation of two separate works. Both works would involve light-

generating electronics. My initial idea involved using fluorescent lighting with the 

mannequins, and a large quantity of light-emitting diodes (LEDs) for the door. After 

further thought and consideration of power requirements, I decided to also use LEDs 

with the mannequin work. Finding a suitable door proved a little difficult; however, an 

antique door specific to the local Gujarati architecture was found in a store located in a 

house-wrecking establishment on the outskirts of the city. Locating the mannequins was 

quite easy; there was a particular bazaar full of retail and shop-fitting materials. While 

there was a large variety to choose from, my final choice was based on financial reasons 

more than aesthetic (I settled on the cheapest, painted matt black, despite being 

particular attracted to ‘chrome’ gold and silver ones). I felt the choice of black, though 

primarily a financial one, would work in conveying the figures as dark, shadowy souls. 

When presenting documentation of this work, I have been asked about the colour of the 

mannequins and on one occasion was even questioned if it was of some sort of racial 

signification, but this was not my intention. In most cases however, attention was more 

focused on the unusual interactive event I instigated with the figures. 
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Both of the works, Doorway #1 (2012, figures 2 and 3) and Composition for Bucket and 

Airhorn Performed for an Audience of Two (2012, figure 4), were heavily influenced by 

the uniquely intense Indian cultural aesthetic (visual aesthetic in the case of the former 

work, and both visual and sonic in the case of the latter). I find the influence of Hindu 

mythology on the local visual landscape to be particularly fascinating. The 

overabundance of an aesthetic style that would be termed ‘kitsch’ in Western culture is 

endeared with the greatest spiritual signification and merit within Hindu religious 

practice. Daily aesthetic life is full of towering fibreglass sculptures depicting the gods of 

Hindu mythology, painted in often overbearing synthetic colours. Cheaply made 

holographic prints emblazoned with LED lights are given just as much religious 

significance. Yet, as was explained to me on more than one occasion by practicing 

Hindus, according to the Hindu mindset, all is ‘god’. On a certain overnight train trip, I 

began putting my plastic rubbish into my backpack as I usually did, since there are no 

garbage bins anywhere on the trains, when one of the passengers on the seat opposite 

began earnestly trying to convince me to throw the rubbish out the window as is the 

usual local practice. When he failed to convince me verbally, he proceeded to take the 

rubbish from my hand and throw it out the window. He then explained in broken 

English “this [pointing outside to the rice paddies we were travelling through] god.... 

this also god [pointing to the empty plastic water bottle he was holding)”.  
 

There is no separation of natural and man-made objecthood in the Hindu way of 

thinking. While this lack of distinction is quite appealing in certain respects, especially 

as the Western insistence on Cartesian duality reveals its faults, the idea of no separation  
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  Figure 4 Travers Nash Composition for Bucket and Airhorn Performed for an Audience of Two 2012  

 

or distinction between nature and artificial plastics—and chemicals in particular—is 

particularly terrifying if, as is predicted, the major production of objects of mass 

consumption moves from China to India.1  
 
During the construction period of the Ahmedabad residency, I discovered a great deal 

about power and energy flow. The working environment proved both challenging and 

hazardous. Events such as an electric shock and encounters with a snake searching for 

water in the bathroom late at night, coupled with the at times overbearing heat, made it 

difficult for me to settle into a relaxed and productive work routine. It took days to 

connect the 140-odd individual LEDs used in Doorway #1 (2012), which involved 

cutting and soldering individual connections from each of the two legs of the LEDs to 

                                                             
1. Having spent a large amount of time in China (discussed in greater detail later), I have observed the 
palpable shift from major producer to a major consumer the country is undergoing. As the Chinese 
economy is growing, the factory workers are starting to notice that they should be paid much more than 
they are. So a new centre for production with cheap labour seems inevitable, with India being likely. See 
also Bruce Einhorn, “India vs. China: The Battle for Global Manufacturing: India Aims to Be the Next 
Manufacturing Power,” Bloomberg, 6 November 2014, http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2014-
11- 06/india-vs- dot-china-the-battle-for-global-manufacturing. 
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positive and negative voltage supplies. I arranged the LEDs in a geometric pattern that 

was inspired by the symbology of the Mandala. This work presented me with a steep 

technical learning curve to resolve the amount of power required for the large number of 

LEDs, as well as a complete circuit re-design and rebuild after I discovered from 

communicating with one of my supervisors via email that each LED should be wired in 

parallel rather than in series connections (as I had already done). Adding to the 

difficulties associated with this work was the late arrival of the battery required to power 

the array, which negated any testing. The first-time public performance was 

unfortunately a brief flash of light followed by the destruction of many of the LEDs. 

Though this work failed to act as I had planned, the exercise of working to produce it in 

a challenging and unfamiliar environment helped raise my awareness of the sort of 

flexibility in thinking and action I would need going forward in working within a 

nomadic framework. 

 

Composition for Bucket and Airhorn Performed for an Audience of Two (2012) proved to 

be a more successful outcome. This piece was completed several days before the public 

presentation, enabling visitors to engage with a working interactive sound-generating 

installation. The major sound component was generated by a novelty truck horn that 

could be turned on and off with a switch. It was accompanied by LEDs that lit up when 

a button on the top of a plastic bucket was activated whenever it was drummed on with 

a metal cake tin. The LEDs were located in the forehead of the mannequins, in a 

position known as the ‘third eye’ in certain spiritual traditions, and is a location that is 

regularly decorated with a ‘tika’ or red spot within Hindu custom. The sound 

component was influenced by the intense soundscape of much of India, especially what 

is experienced while travelling by road. Long distance bus drivers usually undertake their 

occupation at their own risk, without any insurance, so any accidental damage to the 

bus has to be paid for out of their own pocket. Therefore, the desire to avoid any 

collision with other vehicles, or the large variety of obstacles on the road, including 

pedestrians, cows, and other livestock, ensures that there is a non-stop barrage of air 

horns being given off as warnings. 
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 Figure 5 Angela Bullock Horizontal Technicolor 2002 
 
 

 

The final exhibited work was presented as an interactive instrument, in which the 

participant engaged in a simulated connection between two replicated humans 

(mannequins) filled with technological apparatus. The participant was humbled, 

required to squat on their knees and engage in a musical interaction with the two 

mannequins. This work represented an important shift in my thinking. Like my 

previous work, it relied heavily on the humorous visuals of the sculpturally ‘pathetic’. 

Yet it also introduced an emphasis on sound as an outcome and on viewer interaction; 

both of which developed into key features of my continuing research project. Other 

artists to investigate the synaesthesia of the senses, particularly through the use of sound 

and light, include Angela Bullock and Marco Fusinato. Bullock creates audio-visual 

spectacles in works such as Horizontal Technicolor (2002, figure 5), which fuses 

illuminated cubes with an electronic music composition by David Grubbs.2 

                                                             
2. Alex Farquharson, “Angela Bulloch,” Frieze, 11 November 2002, http://frieze.com/article/angela-
bulloch-0. 
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 Figure 6 Marco Fusinato Aetheric Plexus 2009  
 
Although enlarged to an unrecognisable and ‘pixilated’ scale, the content of the cubes’ 

display is an extremely low-resolution film sequence. The flashing of the cubes occurs at 

a pace related to the average human heartbeat, and provides a visual sense of time to the 

rhythmless soundtrack. Although not directly ‘interactive’, the light and sound of this 

work probe the possibilities of altered perception through the processing of sensory 

information, which would be heightened by the pace of the rhythmic movement of 

lights. In Aetheric Plexus (2009, figure 6), Marco Fusinato reverses the technological 

apparatus associated with musical performance, turning it to face the audience rather 

than hold it in its traditional role of highlighting the performer. The audience is 

confronted with “an assault of 13,000-plus watts of white light and 105 decibels of 

white noise ... an unequivocal, overwhelming action. It assaults the audience—

simultaneously crushing them into the corner of the gallery space and making them the 

spectacular object”.3   

                                                             
3. Barbara London, Soundings: A Contemporary Score (New York: Museum of Modern Art, 
 2013), 28. 
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As in Composition for Bucket and Airhorn Performed for an Audience of Two (2012), with 

this work, Fusinato converts the spectator into the unwilling performer. In contrast to 

my work, which humbles the performance spectacle through the act of squatting below 

the level of the simulated audience, Fusinato’s turns the unwilling spectator in the object 

of the spectacle. Fusinato’s use of overbearing levels of light and sound instigates further 

debate about the necessity of such obvious, overbearing stimulation of the senses, which 

I will explore further in Chapter Five.  
 
An important outcome of this residency was my consolidated thinking on, and 

understanding of, the use of the term ‘technology’. In India, where the boundaries 

between high and low technology were erased through necessity, I found confirmation 

that the technological object is best defined as any object either created or used by the 

human species in any manner removed from its original natural purpose. Throughout 

the research, I have kept an open mind about what objects to include within my studio 

work, since they are to be contained within the framework of the ‘technological-object’. 

I have never seen any need to exclude a plastic take-away food container from the 

classification of technology, even though it may well be far less ‘high-tech’ than an 

iPhone. As I would have reinforced in my next residency, the bamboo chopstick and the 

metal fork are two equally important forms of simple technology. The next phase of my 

nomadic investigation of cross-cultural soundscapes in China is examined in the 

following chapter.  
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Chapter Two 
Mixed Signals: EEG Experimentation 

       -------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This chapter describes the work undertaken during the next phase of my nomadic artist 

investigations. I used this period to begin researching the potentials of utilising human 

brain signals within my artistic practice. My interest in sympathetic resonances made 

possible through the medium of sound led to an interest in the correlations between 

sound and cognitive functioning. The signals from an electroencephalogram (EEG) 
seemed like an interesting area of investigation that utilised these connections. 

Beginning my research into this area whilst in China, I continued my investigations in 

EEG signals sporadically throughout the rest of my candidature. In the interest of 

clarity, I break with the chronological timeline to describe all the research into this area 

together. I then return to the chronological development of my project after concluding 

the description of the EEG investigations. 
 

My investigations into EEG began when I participated in a postgraduate exchange with 

Shandong University of Art and Design, in Jinan City in Shandong Province. I spent 

one academic semester there, in which time I had little in the way of a working studio 

besides the bedroom I was given. I took this time and lack of a work space as an 

opportunity to research an idea for a new interactive instrument that I had developed as 

a further investigation into the ‘spiritual’ connection shared between musicians jamming 

together. The cognitive scientist William Benzon outlines a theory of ‘interactional 

synchrony’1 to examine the inter-subjective coupling of nervous systems that occurs 

                                                             
1. William Benzon, Beethoven’s Anvil (New York: Basic Books, 2001), 28. 
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through musical acts (listening, performing, and dancing), which he believes creates a 

“uniquely human social space”.2 He argues that through the medium of sound, 

interactions between subjects operate on all levels of neural structuring, bringing each 

participating consciousness into synchronic resonance. Benzon, however, is not the first 

to postulate a correlation between sound-waves and the deeper operations of human 

consciousness. Anthony Enns provides a thorough study of the original developments of 

wireless radio technology, noting that its initial invention was interwoven with scientific 

perceptions of ‘psychic phenomena’ and notions of ‘the ether’.  

 The invention of wireless was originally based on the notion that an invisible yet 
 material ether permeated the universe, which allowed the movement of all vibrations, 
 including light, sound and electricity. This theory was employed to explain the transfer 
 of thoughts along the nerves of the body as well as the perception of waves external to 
 the body, and thus the notion of sensory channels was gradually equated with nerve 
 channels, thought channels and even radio channels. By conceiving of thoughts as a 
 form of radiation, scientists began to describe consciousness as a wireless receiver and 
 transmitter, and the soul was similarly described as material yet invisible vibrations. The 
 development of  radio thus inspired a new conception of the psychic apparatus that 
 equated human personality with  electricity, which effectively exploded the limits of the 
 body and extended consciousness across space and time.3  
 
The development of this new sound-signal transference technology, which can be seen 

as an early ancestor to our contemporary forms of communication technology, was 

deeply interconnected with physiological studies and theories of the vibratory 

transmission of bio-signals within the human nervous system.  
 
 As a development of the work Composition for Bucket and Airhorn Performed for an 

Audience of Two (2012), I wanted to create an installation in which people with no 

musical skill could still connect and ‘jam’ together as musicians could. An obvious 

approach was the use of brainwaves, as this would provide a direct link between the 

sound being produced and the electrical bio-signals of the two participants. I obtained 

two very basic level EEG-signal reading devices, originally intended for use in a 

children’s toy game. I was able to ‘hack’ these devices and allow input of apparent 

brainwave signals into my laptop. Through some basic application of the max/msp 

                                                             
2. Ibid., 41–42. 
3. Anthony Enns, “Psychic Radio: Sound Technologies, Ether Bodies and Spiritual Vibrations,” The  

Senses and Society 3, no. 2 (2008): 138. 
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programming environment (a visual programming language intended for use by artists), 

I was then able to read and translate the signals from the EEG headsets and control the 

parameters of a basic sound-generating patch.  
 

Research into the basics of EEG, as well as research into other people’s work using EEG 

to computer interfacing, indicated that of the various bands of frequencies produced by 

the human brain, Alpha waves, which are in the frequency range of 7.5–12.5 Hz, are the 

most interesting and useful in terms of control-ability and isolation of the signal. Initial 

testing seemed to indicate that there was a direct correlation between ‘attention’ and 

‘meditation’ levels of the wearer and the sound that was output. This work was later 

presented as We Are Loop (2013),4 an interactive performance at Zajia Lab, a multi-

disciplinary art / experimental music / performance space in Beijing that is located in the 

front temple, which, since the Cultural Revolution, remains as the only section of a 

centuries old Taoist temple (formerly the major Taoist temple of Beijing). After 

consultation with the venue, it was decided to host the performance outside the space 

within the Hutong (small alley or street). The Hutongs of Beijing are an amazing 

network of small narrow streets surrounded by traditional courtyard homes (rapidly 

being replaced by high-rise apartments) and they have an incredible active and lively 

community feeling. The Hutong provided a diverse soundscape as a background to the 

performance, and the sound being output from the brain-reader contributed a somewhat 

surreal addition to the surrounding sonic environment. 
 
Despite creating an interesting sounding event, there seemed to be something lacking in 

the technology used in this work. There did not appear to be any uniqueness to the 

signal being generated by the headset device, and thus many people commented that  

                                                             
4. Unfortunately, no documentation of this event is available. The venue had promised to document it, 
and since I would be busy with the performance, I agreed. However, when I noticed that there was no 
filming taking place, I asked one of the audience members who had a camera if I could take some photos 
and a short video, and he agreed. He was a French tourist visiting Beijing for a short time, and I was 
unfortunately unable to obtain the files before he left. After several attempts at contacting him and 
requesting the files, and receiving no positive response, I have given up for now but do hope that 
documentation will find its way back into my hands.  
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Figure 7 Alvin Lucier Music for Solo Performer 1965. In this incarnation of the performance, Lucier  
appears to be receiving assistance from John Cage.  
 

everybody sounded the same. In other words, there did not appear to be any variation to 

the sound being generated by different participants who, in theory, would be 

experiencing different emotional states and thus producing a variety of brain signals. I 

developed two theories from this outcome: one was that this was because everybody was 

nervous due to the public nature of performance and thus there was in fact little 

variation in the emotion states of the participants, and the other was that the devices 

were in fact useless toys that simply outputted random number signals that had little 

correlation with the wearer’s actual mental state. I decided to set the toys aside and 

further investigate these theories in an attempt to realise my proposed event in which 

two non-musicians could participate in a musical event in which their immaterial 

‘spiritual’ connection was output as sound.  
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         Figure 8  Erkki Kurenniemi  
 

A number of artists have been drawn to the potentials of unlocking the bio-signals of the 

nervous system from the unconscious ‘ether’ and making them audible to the human 

consciousness. For example, American composer Alvin Lucier experimented extensively 

with using bio-signals as sound sources in his compositions. Most notably, his Music for 

Solo Performer (1965, figure 7) utilised his own electromagnetic brainwaves as both 

sound source and control mechanism5. Developed in consultation with physicist 

Edmond Dewan, Lucier’s work amplified the sub-audible frequencies of alpha brain-

waves and fed them through a large array of speakers and control switches. The speakers 

made contact with various objects, mostly percussion instruments, which all 

reverberated and resonated with the brain signals. In effect, the inaudible was rendered 

audible via vibratory transference through the objective interface. His system also 

incorporated a number of switches that controlled tape loops of pre-recorded alpha 

waves that were sped up to increase their frequency and thus brought them into the 

threshold of human hearing.  
 

                                                             
5. Douglas Kahn, Earth Sound Earth Signal: Energies and Earth Magnitude in the Arts (Berkeley: University  

of California Press, 2013), 83–92. 
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Another artist who attempted to develop a brain interface for musical expression was the 

Finnish polymath and instrument designer Erkki Kurenniemi (figure 8). His Dimi-T 

(1973) instrument utilised the alpha waves produced by the human brain while sleeping 

as a control signal to affect the pitch of an electronic oscillator, with the ‘T’ designating 

‘thinking’.6 Kurenniemi was apparently influenced by an encounter with the work of 

Manford L. Eaton, a pioneer in the field of ‘biomusic’. Eaton’s book Bio-Music (1973) 

outlines his own personal research and theories related to the “stimulation of bio-

organisms, through sensory (aural and visual) and electric stimulation in feedback 

loops”.7 Eaton’s research and discoveries have also influenced my investigations into bio-

feedback and synchronisations of nervous systems.  
 

My investigation into this field of research was aided by further synchronistic 

connections on a personal level. Finnish academic and practicing artist Jari Suominen 

has an active interest in the work of Kurenniemi through several years of research, as 

well as projects of restoring and re-creating some of his instruments. He was also 

fortunate enough to participate in a live performance with Kurenniemi himself using 

some of the designer’s inventions. Suominen is also a board member of the Titanik  

 

  Figure 9 Travers Nash We Are Loop 2.0 2014. Initial tests (left) and first public presentation at  
         Titanik Artsapce, Turku (right).  
 

 

                                                             
6. Mikko Ojanen, Jari Suominen, Titti Kallio, and Kai Lassfolk, “Design Principles and User Interfaces  
 of Erkki Kurenniemi’s Electronic Musical Instruments of the 1960’s and 1970’s,” paper presented at  
 the 7th International Conference on New Interfaces for Musical Expression, June 2007, 92.  
http://www.nime.org/proceedings/2007/nime2007_088.pdf. 
7. Manford L. Eaton, Bio-Music (Barton: Something Else Press, Inc., 1974), 1. 
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Artspace in Turku, Finland, and was therefore interested in my residency application in 

which I mentioned that I would like to further develop my own EEG instrument. Thus, 

several months after my initial experiments in Beijing, I continued my research into 

EEG sonification during my residency in Turku.  
 

   
Following the original We Are Loop performance in Beijing, I decided that I needed to 

upgrade the headsets I was using in order to obtain more accurate readings of the 

participants’ ‘state of mind’. I upgraded from a headset intended for use as a toy, and 

acquired two headsets that had been developed as part of an open-source EEG project. 

These devices are intended for amateur EEG enthusiasts to use to interface directly to 

their computer. Although these devices were intended for hobbyists, and also intended 

for brain computer interfacing, there was no evidence of any projects using these 

particular devices with computer software to generate music. So once again this project 

required a little ‘hacking’ and building a patch in max/msp from scratch. I was able to 

identify the signal from each of the three brain bands, and used them as low-frequency 

oscillators that modulated other audio level oscillations. The frequencies generated by 

the human brain are below the human hearing threshold (approximately 20Hz–20kHz), 

so converting the brainwaves directly to sonic vibration would in fact be inaudible to the 

human ear. Thus, it is necessary to either scale them up to audible frequencies, or else 

simply use these signals to control more ear-friendly frequencies.  
 

The new device and software that I later developed in Turku was first presented as the 

public interactive performance We Are Loop 2.0 (2014, figure 9). This particular 

performance took place inside of the Titanik Artspace. Although being inside the white 

cube made the overall sonic experience less diverse than the Hutong of Beijing, it did 

provide a more controllable listening environment, and thus it was easier to listen closely 

to the sounds being produced by the volunteer participants (many in the audience did 

seem apprehensive about taking a device from a bearded man and strapping it to their 

heads though). After a brief question-and-answer period at the conclusion of the 
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performance, it was apparent that the overall consensus of the audience was that it 

sounded the same no matter who wore it. Video documentation of this particular 

version reveals that the device was in fact working as it should have. For example, there 

was a fairly extreme variation in sound if the wearer made a conscious decision to 

undertake physical movement such as flexing their arm. Suominen, who had witnessed 

the performance, commented afterwards that it did sound the same for all the 

volunteers, but that when I wore the device at the end of the performance, he observed a 

noticeable variation in the sound. As a result, we concluded that my familiarity of the 

device allowed me to relax and achieve at least a semi-‘meditative’ state of mind, and 

thus achieve a steadier and less chaotic brain signal to modulate the sound being 

produced.  

 
Each of the other participants were obviously extremely nervous at the new experience of 

wearing the headset, coupled with being in front of an audience. Therefore, each would 

have been outputting a similar chaotic brain signal, which in turn produced a similar 

sounding chaos of computer noise to most of the audience. After further research into 

other artists/composers who have experimented with using EEG devices as musical 

instruments, I concluded that with an inexperienced user, it is difficult to use these 

devices to obtain any controllable signal to create interesting, varied sounds. Kurenniemi 

had intended his device to be worn while the ‘performer’ was sleeping, or at least in a 

restful state away from public attention.9 Lucier’s experimentations with EEG were 

intended for public performance; however, he only ever used himself as performer, and 

only after spending a lot of effort practising in laboratories learning how to achieve a 

meditative state in order to control the alpha waves being produced.10 Other artists of 

note who have experimented with utilising EEG signals as an expressive interface 

include Richard Teitelbaum, David Rosenboom, Ralph Lundsten, and Andrey Smirnov. 

However, aside from a proposal never realised by Kurenniemi to build four of his Dimi-

T instruments, allowing four sleeping musicians to ‘perform’ listening to one another’s 

brainwaves, each of these explorations has involved a single performer. In each of these 

                                                             
9. Ojanen et al., “Design Principles and User Interfaces,” 92. 
10. Kahn, Earth Sound Earth Signal, 83–92. 
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cases, the EEG signal of a solo performer was used simply as an audio control signal, 

rather than a sonic expression of the synchronous connection shared between two 

participants that I was attempting to create. 
 

By far the most technologically complex and ambitious project that I have found that 

utilises neural activity as a method of sound control is the collaborative project CellF 

(2015, figure 10). The project was instigated by American-born, Perth-based artist Guy 

Benary, and employs the input of a collective of artists, engineers, and scientists. The 

instrument consists of actual living neural networks, housed in Petri dishes, and bio-

engineered from Benary’s biological cells. The neural networks emit electrical control 

signals, which are fed into custom-made analogue synthesiser systems, creating a synergy  

between bio matter and electronics components. The project is intended to be presented 

as a series of performances in which musicians are invited to perform along-side CellF.  
 

Figure 10 Guy Benary CellF 2015 
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One performance has already taken place, with more planned for the future. The sound 

output from the musician is fed as electrical stimulus to the neural networks, creating a  

living feedback system between neural network, analogue synthesiser, and human 

performer.11  
 
 

A project involving so much technological complexities and innovations is beyond the 

scope of my personal and technical aptitude and desires. I am more interested in a low-

tech exploration of the technological object, preferring to expose and interrogate its 

inner workings, rather than blindly following the trends of technological innovation. 

After once again being disappointed at the outcomes of my investigations into bio-

feedback methodologies utilising EEG signals in Turku, I decided to abandon my quest 

to create an interactive musical instrument for non-musicians, and focus more on low-

tech analogue circuitry as a means of exposing the inner workings of the technological 

sound-producing object.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
  

                                                             
11. Guy Benary, “Guy Benary: cellF,” http://guybenary.com/work/cellf/. 
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Chapter Three 
 

Return to Low-Tech: Performing the Sonic Object 
------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

While I was in Beijing, I had the opportunity to further experiment and investigate 

other ideas besides bio-feedback that were related to the musical performance event. 

During an unofficial one-month residency at Zajia Lab, where I had conducted my first 

public presentation of We Are Loop (2013), I was able to meet and collaborate with a 

number of local, like-minded artists and sound explorers, one of whom was Aming Ling, 

who was running Zajia at the time. We both share similar ideas about the definitions of 

sound/noise/music, as well as improvised versus rehearsed performance. We also have 

similar skills and abilities at extracting sounds from a variety of instruments, traditional 

or improvised. Aming and I were able to jam and perform almost every night for a 

month in the Zajia Lab Performance Space, with these events regularly turning into 

improvised jam sessions with guests, both musicians and non-musicians.  

 

We utilised a variety of Western and Chinese music instruments, attempting to extract 

all manner of sound, traditionally musical or otherwise. When experimentation with 

musical instruments proved too limiting, we began experimenting to find new sonic 

material, such as rolling bottles on the floor, scratching the wall, playing the coffee 

machine as a sound source, and so on. I saw these sonic explorations as an extension of 

the earlier EEG investigations, instigating ‘immaterial’ connections and social 

interactions through the sonic vibration of everyday objects. Douglas Kahn suggests that 

the removal of the ‘mystical appreciation’ of the hidden energies that pervade the 
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subjective subconscious has all but removed their appreciation from our collective 

objective consciousness:  

 it is much easier to empathize with creatures with eyes and limbs (sentience and 
 technic), or with objects (e.g., those that maintain proscribed bounds, occupy fairly 
 stable locations, and especially those consumer electronic objects that themselves take on 
 creature characteristics),  than it is with ever-moving nondescript energies. Only when 
 mythological energies assume an oddly evacuated, godlike omniscience may 
 anachronistic forces be with you; but when energies are granted nominal entity status 
 without being grand entities, they are most often relegated to relations, durations, and 
 processes.1  
 
In these improvised jam sessions, we were investigating the potentials of the vibrating 

sonic object to bring awareness to the energies of the human nervous systems and its 

surrounding objective world, exploring these energies’ role in generating new forms of 

social interaction through the medium of sound. At Zajia, we were creating 

interactive/performance art at its most open and inclusive, without the pretensions or 

structure of performing in an institutional setting. The spontaneity and openness of 

these explorations, along with the philosophical and experiential underpinnings we 

established, provided important information for me to consider in my developing 

strategies for sculptural and interactive work. 
 
While in Beijing, I was also able to immerse myself in the thriving experimental music 

scene of the city, attending a wide range of performances and workshops, including a 

workshop run by the British artist and instrument builder John Richards, who works 

under the name Dirty Electronics (figure 11). Like me, Richards is also interested in 

inclusive musical performance and electronic instruments that truthfully expose the 

components generating the sounds. Richards’s work interrogates the “hegemony of 

digital technology”, advocating an approach to electronic music and instrument 

construction that is based on notions of “the post-digital, the self-made and do-it-

yourself in contrast to the mass-produced, and the reinvigoration of the role of the 

human body in the process of electronic music”.2 Encountering the work of Richards re- 

                                                             
1. Kahn, Earth Sound Earth Signal, 17. 
2. John Richards, “Getting the Hands Dirty,” Leonardo Music Journal 18 (2008): 25. 
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  Figure 11 John Richards conducting one of his interactive performances 
   
 

 

invigorated my own approach to analogue circuit construction, both re-affirming my 

long-held approach and teaching me new approaches and possibilities of repurposing 

technological objects to become sound generators (such as wiring the motor from a 

computer printer into a sound mixer, creating bursts of electronic noise simply by 

winding the motor coil).  
 
I applied much of what I had learnt about improvisation during this period at Zajia—

such as working with whatever instrument or device you find, allowing a work to 

develop itself without being overly concerned about preconceived notions or objectives, 

and allowing apparent “mistakes” to become opportunities that feed and develop the 

work—to the studio work that I produced during a one-month residency at Inside Out 

Museum (figure 12), located in the outer reaches of Beijing. The major work I created 

during this residency, The Body Is Present (2014, figure 13), consists of a physical 

structure constructed in an improvisational way from objects collected from the streets 

in the area around the museum. I combined the physical structure with circuitry I built, 

which was both a strong visual component of the work as well as being functional. 

During this period, I began to more closely interrogate my material-gathering  
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 Figure 12 Inside Out Museum, Beijing  
 

 

process and to understand how this related to my love of wandering and exploring new 

areas. I decided to further refine my artistic nomadic production strategies to 

incorporate even longer periods of observation and attentiveness to my new 

environments. 
 

I embellished the main structure of The Body Is Present (2014) with a hand-built 

electronic noise-generating circuit, built from components and speakers sourced from 

the enormous nearby electronics component market. I built the sound component to be 

interactive by removing the last electrical resistor component from the circuit, and 

wiring in the metal framework of the physical structure of the work. The circuit was an 

adaptation of a widely available design that utilises the 555 integrated circuit as a square 

wave generator. There are several variations of this circuit freely available for electronics 

engineers to incorporate into their designs. The final version that I used in this and  
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  Figure 13 Travers Nash The Body Is Present 2014  

 

 

many other works that followed, resulted from the combination and misinterpretation 

of several schematic diagrams I found on the Internet. My interpretation worked, and 

has served me well throughout this research project. In The Body Is Present (2014), the 

electronic circuit was completed when a human participant touched both sides of the 

metal frame, fulfilling the role of that last resistor, allowing the sound to be generated. 

The human body itself was a part of the circuit, and thus part of the artwork. Using the 

skin of the human body introduced a natural element into the circuit that greatly 

affected the sound produced. Different skin produces different resistance (due to factors 

such as being oily or dry, for example, as well as variation in one’s natural resistance to 

electricity), so the sound produced has a natural, almost biological, feel to it. I was much 

happier with the natural sound produced by the hand-built electronics than the digital 

sound produced by the interface of the EEG reader processed by max/msp computer 

software. Through the title of the work, I highlighted the fact that anybody who 
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 Figure 14 Marina Abramovic The Artist Is Present 2010. Source: http://cdn.collider.com/wp- 
  content/uploads/Marina-Abramovic-The-Artist-Is-Present-image-4.jpg 
 

 

 

participates in the work becomes not only a conceptual component of the work, but also 

a physical component of it. Sitting on a structural form resembling a throne, the viewer 

is positioned in a perceived elevated position of authority. Mindful of Marina 

Abramovic’s The Artist Is Present (2010, figure 14), I set this work up as a 

democratisation of the work of art; in my work, anybody can be a part of the art even in 

the absence of the egotistical artist.   
 
The human body itself is a producer of energies and signals. The nervous system 

functions through the vibratory transmission of signals, enabling the embodied human 

to function within the even larger universal system, itself functioning via its own 

exchange of energies and signals. Affect theory attempts to theorise the interactions of 

vibratory transmission at all levels of society and beyond. As a study of bodies (human or 

otherwise) acting upon another, affect theory provides a methodology for understanding  
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relations between entities as processes of transference.3 The rhythms and patterns that 

allow for the interaction of entities and their affect upon one another throughout the 

universe can be understood through sonic metaphorisation, since the transference of 

affect throughout subjective and objective realities is best explained as vibration. These 

vibrations of universal affect could all be heard, should the ear organ be sensitive enough 

to transmit them into our consciousness.  
 

Numerous religious and spiritual belief systems form links between sound or sonic 

vibration and notions of higher consciousness or ‘God’, as evident in such ideas as the 

Hindu concepts of ‘OM’ and ‘Nada-Brahma’ (God is Sound), to Western notions of the 

‘Music of the Spheres’. The book of John from the New Testament of the Bible states that 

“In the beginning was the Word, and the Word was with God, and the Word was God” 

(1:1), which indicates that sonic vibration also forms the core of material existence 

through the lens of Christianity. Douglas Kahn notes the fascination of the “Key-note of 

nature” by a number of physicists and musicians, including Pauline Oliveros, who I 

refer to in Chapter Five. Kahn also discusses the discovery of the actual “hum” that the 

earth produces due to energy exchange processes.5 It is evident that sonic vibrations are 

revered in the majority of world cultures. The use of sound to affect perception and 

elicit inter-personal connectivity through sonic vibratory transference became the major 

focus of this research project.  

                                                             
3. Gregory J. Seigworth and Melissa Gregg, “Impingements,” In The Affect Theory Reader, edited  
 by Melissa Gregg and Gregory J. Seigworth (Durham: Duke University Press, 2010), 1–25. 
5. Kahn writes, “The earth is continuously ringing, independently of seismic events, between two and 
seven millihertz due to energy exchanges between the lithosphere, hydrosphere, and atmosphere. The hum 
is exceedingly weak—its cumulative global force if harnessed would power a few lightbulbs—and it 
sounds off fifteen octave below middle C.” Kahn, Earth Sound Earth Signal, 177. 
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 Figure 15 An example of a sound system used to generate sonic vibration in the Kingston ‘Dancehall’ 
  scene 
 

 

The British academic Julian Henriques undertook an extensive study of the ‘Dancehall’ 

scene of Kingston, Jamaica (figure 15), through the lens of affect theory. His study 

makes interesting use of the understanding of vibrational transference through various 

levels of social interaction, as bodies are brought together and into synchronic 

movement through the medium of pervasive sound. Henriques observes that:  

 The transmission of affect should be considered as the energetic patterning of 
 frequencies, as distinct from the circulation or traffic of objects, the flow of particles or 
 the kinetic movement of bodies. Rhythms are material, but not physical. This is what 
 makes wave propagation particularly appropriate for understanding affect... a wave 
 consists of no more than a moving pattern of intensity, that is, a periodic disturbance in 
 a medium, for which the diffusion of longitudinal sound waves through the gaseous 
 medium of air provides a good example. Waves pattern relationships ... Against the 
 conventionally fixed boundaries of the individual, sound waves exhibit remarkable 
 powers of diffusion—round corners, unlike the straight line of sight and even through 
 objects, which are mostly impenetrable to light waves. Vibrations also propagate in 
 different wavebands through a wide variety of media, not only in the material medium 
 of solids, liquids and gases, but also, as argued below in corporeal and sociocultural 
 media. In addition, rhythms and cycles can easily transfer from one medium to 
 another.6 
  
The vibrational transference through the medium of sound that occurs through my 

works such as The Body Is Present (2014) adds another level of synchronistic resonance  

                                                             
6 Julian Henriques, “The Vibrations of Affect and Their Propagation on a Night out on Kingston’s  

 Dancehall Scene,” Body & Society 16, no. 1 (2010): 58–59. 
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  Figure 16 Laurie Anderson Handphone Table 1978  

   
 
 

between the active participant viewer and the work itself. The participant is connected 

to the work through touch and physical presence on the plinth. Through contact with 

the metal beams, they become a part of the electrical circuit, as the bio-electrical current 

of their skin becomes a part of the electrons circulating through the electronic 

components. Furthermore, synchronic resonance occurs through vibratory transmission 

as the electronic noise blasts out of the speakers located behind the participant’s head. 

The electronic signal is converted to vibration by the speaker cones, transferred through 

the air into the participant’s ear canal to once again be converted back into bio-electrical 

signals in the brain and interpreted as sound. The potentials for subjective–objective 

feedback loops and resonances in this sort of work are enormous; however, it is beyond 

the scope of this research project to measure any sort of quantitative proof, so I shall 

leave it at speculation of the metaphorical possibilities.  
 

In Handphone Table (1978, figure 16), artist Laurie Anderson similarly explored the 

transference of sonic vibration through a direct connection to the embodied subject. In 

this work, the participant is directed to take the ‘correct position’ at a table via a 
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   Figure 17 Yolanda Uriz Kulunka 2012  
 

 

 

 

 

photograph, clasping their hands over the ears and resting the elbows on the table, so 

that:  

 the body becomes a physical link between the taped audio source hidden inside the 
 table, the table itself and the body as resonator. The position the participant takes is not 
 only one of contemplation (alluding to Rodin’s The Thinker) but also alludes to the 
 confessional. Remaining in this position is as much a part of the work as the 
 information received.7  
 
Although the participant’s presence does not influence the original sound signal as in 

The Body Is Present (2014), there is a direct synchronic resonance between the subjective 

work and the art object through vibratory transference achieved by physical contact. 

Yolanda Uriz explores a similar physical connection through the medium of sound in 

works such as Kulunka (2012, figure 17). Here, special tactile speakers allow the ‘viewer’  

                                                             
7. Ihor Holubizky, “Very Nice, Very Nice,” In Sound by Artists, ed. Dan Lander and Micah Lexier  

(Mississauga: Blackwood Gallery, 2013), 247. 
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Figure 18 Rafael Lozano-Hemmer Pulse Room 2006 
 

 

 

 

to feel the sound through their body as they lay horizontal on panels. A projection of the 

cymatic patterns of the same sound played through water is projected on the roof above, 

providing a somewhat obvious correlation between the embodied senses of hearing, 

sight, and touch. In Uriz’s work, a direct connection between technological and 

subjective viewer is again established through sound. I question whether the visual 

component is necessary, or simply an act of conforming to art viewer’s expectation of 

having something to look at. It might have been interesting to investigate the qualities of 

heightened sensory experience possible in this work had the visual component been left 

out.  
 
The work of Rafael Lozano-Hemmer also creates direct connections between embodied 

human subjects and technological objects, generating sonic vibrations. Pulse Room 

(2006, figure 18) aims at re-establishing natural rhythm within a society sped up by 
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technology, pulsing a room filled with light bulbs in synch with the participant’s heart-

beat. As Regine Debatty explains: 

With all their beauty, playful undertones and poetry, the works of Lozano-Hemmer re-
purpose the most mundane objects and situations and engage the public in critical 
reflection. The technology… is never meant to provoke a sense of innovation and 
progress. Technology is Lozano-Hemmer’s media, because it is what comes naturally… 
Pulse Room demonstrates in a very visual and moving way how much our body 
interconnect with technology. The installation turns bio-rhythm into art without 
managing nor wanting to hide the predatory nature of technology.8  
 

In this work, the particulars of the viewer’s participation are abstracted so as to provide a 

rather expected interaction with the technological object. The viewer engages through 

an interface, becoming the active instigator of the event, rather than an active 

participant. It provides a typical example of our day-to-day interactions with technology, 

yet it could be possible to delve deeper into the heightened emotional engagement that 

is possible to produce within the gallery context. I undertake a more detailed 

investigation into the psychological and affective aspects of sonic vibration in the next 

chapter.  

 

One verifiable result of The Body Is Present (2014) is the affect it had on viewers. 

Consultation with gallery staff after the work had been installed for several months 

revealed that most people were reluctant to actively engage with the work. While the 

proposal to actively connect your physical body with an electrical circuit may have 

deterred engagement (I am not exactly sure how reassuring the Chinese translation of 

my wall text was as to the safe levels of voltage involved in the work), I believe the 

electronic scream that was produced by the circuitry may have been the biggest culprit 

for lowering the number of willing participants in the work. Marie Thompson theorises 

on the affect of the power of the scream, noting that screams are “the newborn’s 

sonorous declaration of life, of its affective capacity—its power to affect and be 

affected... screams are an exemplary mode of affective communication”.9 The scream 

resonating from The Body Is Present (2014) offered the potential participant an 

                                                             
8. Regine Debatty, “Pulse Room: Rafael Lozano-Hemmer,” in Enter Action: Digital Art Now (2009): 111. 
9. Marie Thompson, “Three Screams,” in Sound Music Affect: Theorizing Sonic Experience, ed.Marie  

Thompson and Ian Biddle (London: Bloomsbury, 2013), 146. 
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opportunity to sonically declare a rebirth through the vibratory disintegration of 

subjective/objective differentiation and to realise the interconnections and resonances 

that pervade all levels of reality. Debatty identified Lozano-Hemmer’s Pulse Room as 

predatory technology. The outcome in this case renders the predation as a kind of 

seduction. In The Body Is Present, the technological scream enacts a more plaintive and 

urgent consumption of the participant’s presence. 

 
My travel to Nepal, outlined in the next chapter, gave me the opportunity to extend my 

initial investigations into methods of utilising the technological object to instigate 

deeper inter-personal communicative events into another cultural context.  
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Chapter Four 
 
 

On The Triumph of Technology 
-------------------------------------------------------- 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The next artist residency I participated in was located in Kathmandu, Nepal. 

Kathmandu is extremely jarring on the senses. The culture is full of contradictions; 

though undergoing modernisation, it still abounds in traditional art and customs. 

Furthermore, the combination of Buddhist and Hindu religious practices creates an 

unusual atmosphere. The quiet, peaceful calm of the Buddhist introverts mixed among 

the loud customs of the extroverted Hindus creates a contradictory juxtaposition of 

cultural experiences. Even coming from Beijing, I noticed how much dust and pollution 

is in the air. The desperate push for development, coupled with the crippled economy 

and extreme levels of poverty, creates a surreal urban aesthetic. The only billboards you 

see here are to advertise concrete or steel, with different companies suggesting they are 

the best choice for building the strongest and the toughest home possible. A chaotic, but 

fun, bus ride through the city reveals half-built multi-level buildings, always with 

concrete pillars and steel supports spiking out on the top floor, ready for additional 

levels to be made when there’s more money.  
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In ‘developing’ cultures such as Nepal, I have noted that the most prevalent products of 

Western consumerist culture seem to be cigarettes and cellular phones. These seem to be 

the object pioneers of our culture of mass consumption as it spreads out into the furthest 

reaches. The cellular phone in particular seems to be the biggest heralder of change and 

destroyer of traditional culture. These personal communication devices are prevalent 

everywhere you look. You will often see business class type males with more than one. 

I’m not sure exactly of the reason of this, perhaps the answer I was given of “one for the 

girlfriend, one for the wife” wasn’t just a joke (I once saw a man on a bus journey with 

three, juggling calls between each of them). Although these phone devices are often basic 

models, far removed from the ‘smart-phone’ technology that abounds in more affluent 

societies, they still manage to heave the Nepali population into the world of social 

media. The most popular interface of social media, the un-nameable blue logo, brought 

about a rapid change in Nepali culture that I observed within just a couple of years. I 

had first visited Nepal a year before I began this PhD research project. At that time, 

social media was just starting to gain popularity with Nepalis. Western culture had 

already been a major influence on the local dress and customs, and the younger 

generations of men wore Western-influenced t-shirts, jeans, and similar icons of 

Western fashion; however, all of the girls, young and old, still wore traditional outfits. 

When I returned three years later to participate in this residency, all of the young 

generation women and girls were wearing Western-influenced clothes; it was suddenly 

rare to see a girl under twenty wearing traditional clothes any more. I found the 

abandonment of a long tradition of clothing as a result of social media’s promotion of 

Western fashion and taste to be a disturbing sign of the impact of technological culture 

upon Nepal’s rich and diverse traditional visual culture.  

 
This apparently destructive influence on traditional culture, brought by the 

technological signals interfaced through social media, formed the basis of the piece 

Between Us (2014, figure 19). I took the analogue noise-generating circuit that I had 

developed for The Body Is Present (2014) and placed it onto traditional hand-woven 

baskets obtained from a store near to the residency. The circuit was interactive in a 

similar way again, with the participant’s skin completing the circuit. This time, the  
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  Figure 19 Travers Nash Between Us 2014  
 

basket was worn on the head, and touching one hand on each of two metal bolts placed 

at eye level in the baskets completed the circuit and generated the sound (figure 20). 

Consisting of two baskets, worn by two participants, the audio output of each of the 

basket’s circuitry was routed to one of two respective megaphones located on top of a 

bamboo pole. The installation was presented so as to facilitate a technologically 

mediated ‘conversation’ through the interface of the traditional handicraft basket 

covered with noise-generating technological apparatus (figure 20). The communicative 

human voice signal had been substituted by a noisy, nonsensical technological signal, 

while the communicators hid behind a technological veil.  
 
I saw this work as the culmination of my desire to enable two non-musicians to engage 

in a sonic, synchronic interaction. This version was much more low-tech and less direct 

than what I had been trying to achieve with the EEG devices. However, I saw this work 

as more natural and suited to my abilities and technical aptitude. In this instance, I was 

in control of the technology employed in the work, rather than being reliant on  
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         Figure 20 Travers Nash Between Us (detail) 2014 
 

guessing what the technology was doing, as was substantially the case with the EEG. 

The flesh of the embodied performers was directly connected to the electronic circuitry, 

therefore directly connected to the sonic vibrations being generated by the megaphone, 

which was then connecting with the other participant through vibratory transference. In 

effect, this work was sonically highlighting what occurs on a sub-conscious level in daily 

human social interactions.  

 

The megaphone loudspeaker is wrought with connotations of sonic authoritarian 

control. Even in its early crackly infancy, the loudspeaker was immediately recruited to 

amplify propaganda and political ideologies. The Nazi party in Germany used the 

megaphone extensively during and after its rise to power in order to build and maintain 

public support,1 while the megaphone was utilised in America by preachers and  

politicians alike to sonically enlarge their personal powers of persuasion.2 In Between Us 

(2014), I appropriated the megaphone to amplify a social interaction free from political 

ideologies. The participants were blind to their surroundings and the other person they 

were communicating with. The basket veil forced deeper listening by closing the visual 

                                                             
1. “Without the loudspeaker, we would never have conquered Germany.” Adolph Hitler, Manual of  
 German Radio, 1930, quoted in Jacques Attali, Noise: The Political Economy of Music, trans.  
  Brian Massumi (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 1985), i. 
2. Hillel Schwartz, Making Noise: From Babel to the Big Bang & Beyond (New York: Zone Books, 2011),  

625–53. 
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sense and any expectations or pre-determined conceptions and judgements that might 

occur through sight. The sounds themselves were free from connotations of linguistic 

referents, transcending expectations and allowing a new and unique interaction to occur.  

               

Perhaps because of the insights sparked by comparisons with my earlier experience of 

Nepal, it was here that I began to understand the critical relevance of the rapid 

implementation and adoption of new technology as a superior form of reality. In 

Simulacra and Simulation, Baudrillard postulates his theory of the ‘hypereal’: the 

simulated reality created by the technological object. Baudrillard argues that the 

oversaturation of technologically mediated images infects our society with simulacrum, 

copies without originals, creating a false reality in which all notions of authenticity are 

lost. He writes, 

 To dissimulate is to pretend not to have what one has. To simulate is to feign to have 
 what one doesn’t have. One implies a presence, the other an absence. But it is more 
 complicated than that because simulating is not pretending... pretending, or 
 dissimulating, leaves the principle of reality intact: the difference is always clear, it is 
 simply masked, whereas simulation threatens the difference between the “true” and the 
 “false,” the “real” and the “imaginary”.3  
 
Hiding behind the veil of technology, it is possible to invent an entire false identity, not 

just merely as an ‘online presence’. Walking the streets of any contemporary city reveals 

a population whose natural truth lays deeply hidden behind mass-produced, ready-made  

identities. Contemporary daily life is full of instances and events in which truthful, 

natural reality has been replaced by simulacra mediated by technological objects. As Guy 

Debord notes in Society of the Spectacle, “In societies where modern conditions of 

production prevail, all of life presents itself as an immense accumulation of spectacles. 

Everything that was directly lived has moved  away into a representation.”4 

Contemporary digital technology goes even further than what Debord was discussing in 

the 1960s. Earlier analogue technologies were at least partially natural. For example, the 

chemical emulsions on analogue film reacting with light was a natural, chemical 

reaction. There was still room for natural processes to occur. By contrast, digital 

                                                             
3. Jean Baudrillard, Simulacra and Simulation, trans. Sheila Faria Glaser (Ann Arbor: The University of  

Michigan Press, 1994), 3. 
4. Guy Debord, Society of the Spectacle (Detroit: Black & Red, 1983), 2. 
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technology completely erases ‘natural’ from the equation. It reduces observable reality 

into a simulation of zeros and ones, in which there is no room for any natural 

intervention or variation. It is most likely Descartes’ declaration of “mind being separate 

from matter”5 that has paved the way for the creation of a society full of objects severely 

devoid of any imaginative thought or emotional resonances. In contrast to Descartes’ 

thinking, more recent studies, particularly in the fields of cognitive science, have 

uncovered that, instead of operating as a dualistic, rational machine as previously 

thought, 

 the human nervous system does not process any information (in the sense of discrete 
 elements existing readymade in the outside world, to be picked up by the cognitive 
 system), but interacts with the environment by continually modulating its structure. 
 Moreover, neuroscientists have discovered strong evidence that human intelligence, 
 human memory, and human decisions are never completely rational but are always 
 colored by emotions… our thinking is always accompanied by bodily sensations and 
 processes.6 
 
Contemporary daily life in developed countries, and now developing areas such as 

Nepal, is governed by a technologically mediated existence, where human interaction 

and communication are reduced to the exchange of culturally significant signs. This 

technologically mediated existence regulates our interactions and relationships on a daily  

 

 

Figure 21 Travers Nash Come Join the Circle Child 2015 

 

                                                             
5. Fritjof Capra, The Web of Life (New York: Doubleday, 1996), 19–22. 
6. Ibid., 68.  
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basis, negating a significant aspect of human embodiment, as Sobchack states: 

To say we’ve lost touch with our bodies these days is not to say we’ve lost sight of them. 
 Indeed,  there seems to be an inverse ratio between seeing our bodies, and feeling them: 
 the more aware we are of ourselves as the cultural artifacts, symbolic fragments, and 
 made things that we see in—and as—images, the less we seem to sense the intentional 
 complexity and richness of the corporeal existence that substantiates them. In a culture 
like ours, so preoccupied with images of bodies and bodies of images, we tend to forget 
 that both our bodies and our vision have lived dimensions that are not reducible to the  

 merely visible.7  
 
The emotionless and detached contemporary human condition is a product of 

abstracted communication through technological generated signs. According to 

Bourriaud, the commodification of every aspect of the social human sphere has  

transformed us into mere “consumers of time and space”.8 Bourriaud believes the 

possibility of clearing “obstructed passages and re-establishing inter-human connections 

exists through artistic production”, for it is within the reflective white space of the 

gallery that Art gains the privileged position of allowing a re-examination of 

subject/objecthood by re-contextualising interactive subjectivity. 
 

I further developed the idea of signal substitution during my next residency, undertaken 

in Turku, Finland. In contrast to Nepal, the cultural landscape of Finland is highly 

developed and pervaded by the latest in technological apparatuses. Here I decided to 

upscale the foundation of Between Us (2014) by creating an installation in which four 

participants could simultaneously engage in a technically mediated conference of noise. 

Titled Come Join the Circle Child (2014, figure 21), this piece was a further exploration 

of the veil of the technological ego that disrupts our daily communicative interactions, 

preventing more natural, deeper connections to occur. The creation of false identities, 

avatars, or even just technological ‘enhancement’ of the true self that often accompanies 

online presence, was presented as plastic buckets, with the noise-generating 

 

 

                                                             
7. Vivian Sobchack, Carnal Thoughts: Embodiment and Moving Image Culture (Los Angeles: University of  

California Press, 2004), 179. 
8. Nicolas Bourriaud, Relational Aesthetics (France: Les Presses Du Reel, 2002), 8–9. 
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                               Figure 22 Travers Nash Bucket of Bliss 2014 
 

technological apparatus again directly applied to the rear of the buckets. Rather than 

hard-wiring the audio output directly to a loudspeaker on a pole, this time I decided to 

make mobile versions and attached mini megaphones directly to the top of 

the buckets. The title referred to the overbearing control of the technological interface of 

‘social media’ that entices with a so-called social interaction, but then acts as an 

overbearing guardian, force-feeding information that isn’t really wanted or needed, in an 

effort to manipulate and control us like children.  
 
Another piece I worked on in Turku, Bucket of Bliss (2014, figure 22), also featured 

technological apparatuses connected to a plastic bucket. In this work, the audio output 

from a hand-built analogue noise-generating circuit was connected to a speaker 

mounted as a contact speaker directly onto the bucket. The sound was transferred from 

the speaker cone directly into the bucket via a wine bottle cork.  
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    Figure 23 David Tudor Rainforest IV 1973  
  

 

Artist David Tudor also used this method of converting objects directly into 

reverberating extensions of electromagnetic speakers. His use of special cone-less 

speakers in installations such as Rainforest IV (1973, figure 23) was an attempt to allow 

objects to “reveal their own resonant characteristics”. Tudor was not interested in 

creating instruments that could be manually played; instead, he was creating electronic 

music in which the signal source and output was the same unique sound-generating 

object. He attempted to identify the best objects for resonation, by experimenting with 

the affect the special transducers produced on a variety of materials. Tudor utilised 

electronic signal generators (oscillators), tuned to match each particular object’s 

resonance response, and then using his own electronics designs to route and amplify the 

signals into the objects. 9 

 

As in Bucket of Bliss (2014), Julianne Swartz’s work explores deeper listening from the 

viewer. In How Deep Is Your (2003–12), Swartz routes popular music songs through the 

gallery, with the signal originating in the basement, transmitted via tubing 

                                                             
9. John Driscoll and Matt Rogalsky, “David Tudor’s “Rainforest”: An Evolving Exploration of  

Resonance,” Leonardo Music Journal 14 (2004): 26.  
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   Figure 24 Jean Tinguely Radio Sculpture 1962 
 
 

 

and converted to sound inside a funnel, which is large enough to accommodate the 

viewer’s head. Although this work instigates deeper listening by limiting the visual sense, 

it merely provides a passive listening event; there is no direct interaction, as explored in 

Bucket of Bliss (2014). Furthermore, there is little in the way of criticality towards the 

technological object in Swartz’s work, since the apparatus responsible for the signal 

generation is hidden away from view, while the tubing and funnel are painted to render 

them a more homogeneous and “safe”, rather than ridiculous, aesthetic. 

 
With Bucket of Bliss (2014), I began to emphasise the process of inventiveness in the 

sound-generating methodologies within my sculptures. I used visual strategies that 
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highlighted and extended the possibilities of the found materials I was employing, 

emphasising the re-evaluation of the discarded objects and materials, making no attempt 

to hide or disguise their origins, and establishing key points of curiosity for viewer 

investigation within the structures of my sculptures. These sorts of developments began 

to feed back into my sound-producing circuit explorations. In addition to the human 

interface, the possibilities for random and unusual visual events and their impact on the 

sonic output of the works became important. 

 

During my residency in Turku, I worked extensively to develop my methodologies of 

incorporating bare electronic components into sculptural form. I had begun this line of 

inquiry very early in this research project; however, in earlier work, I explored 

incorporating the exposed components into the sculptural structure since they were 

necessary to complete the audio component of the work, and wanted them to be 

exposed. In works such as Bucket of Bliss (2014), I worked to place the components as a 

predominant visual feature, working the remaining sculptural form around an aesthetic 

based on the technological components rather than the components playing a 

complementary role to the visual form.  

 

Other artists such as Jean Tinguely have incorporated functioning electronic 

components as structural forms in their work. In Radio Sculpture (1962, figure 24), 

Tinguely removed the housing from a radio and the “functioning components were 

allowed to acts as the structure: function as form, rather than form following 

function”.10 The work of German artist Peter Vogel (e.g., Moving Lights 1980, figure 

25) is also particularly inspiring, since his works explore the possibilities of building a 

functioning electronic circuit into a visual sculptural form. His tower-like structures are 

often interactive through the use of hidden photo-cells. Fellow German Walter Giers 

incorporates similar ideas into wall-mounted pieces that he covers with Plexiglas, which 

usually play “specific and repeating electronic audio programs”.11 

                                                             
10. Holubizky, “Very Nice, Very Nice,” 249. 
11. Ibid.  
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Figure 25 Peter Vogel Moving Lights 1980 
 
 

 

 
 

 
Figure 26 Tristan Perich 1-bit symphony 2010 
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Tristan Perich seemed to develop this idea further when he built a self-contained 

composition on a single microchip, with accompanying electronics all in plain view and 

housed within a CD case in his work 1-bit symphony (2010, figure 26). Jim Williams, a 

lab technician at MIT, has also undertaken some interesting explorations into the 

aesthetics of exposed electronics circuits in works, such as Living Room Thermometer 

(2008).  

 
My personal intention to focus attention on the source of the auditory signal stems from 

my investigations of ‘acousmatic’ sound, which I will describe in detail in Chapter Five. 

In contrast to theories of sound gaining more authority through the source being 

hidden, I seek to expose the technological apparatus responsible for the sounds being 

heard. In Bucket of Bliss (2014), I also added an element of interactivity with the use of 

light-dependent resistors. These variable resistors created an electronic circuit, and thus 

sound component, that was directly influenced by light. Active participant viewers were 

requested to use their cell phones to ‘play’ the circuit (many of the tech-savvy patrons of 

this particular gallery had smart phones with a certain application that turned the 

camera flash into a strobe light, which provided interesting results), while placing their 

head inside the bucket. Inside the bucket, the role of visual sense was lessened, 

increasing the participant’s awareness and digestion of the sound component of the 

work.  

 
Recent research carried out by neuroscientists has uncovered interesting subject/object 

connections in regard to the art viewing experience.12 They discovered an empathetic 

connection between art object and viewing subject that runs so deep as to cause “mirror 

neurons” to fire within the observer’s brain in response to “the representational content 

of the works in terms of the actions, intentions, objects, emotions and sensations 

                                                             
12. David Freedberg and Gallese Vittorio, “Motion, Emotion and Empathy in Esthetic Experience,”  

Trends in Cognitive Sciences 11, no. 5 (2007): 197–203. 
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depicted in a given painting or sculpture”.13 The same area of the brain responsible for 

the feelings and emotions contained within the artwork object are triggered in the 

observing subject. This “embodied empathetic resonance” of feelings correlates to a 

connection of understanding between the artist and observer, mediated through the 

artwork itself. The resonance inside our head brings signification and meaning from 

outside, and implants it within our subjective consciousness. As Daniel Levitin explains, 

brain neuron activity occurs in patterns that directly correspond to incoming signals 

from the world outside and that “the act of perceiving then entails that an 

interconnected set of neurons becomes activated in a particular way, giving rise to our 

mental representation of the object that is out-there-in-the-world”.14 Mental cognition 

then is actually a product of the resonance of input signals from the world outside.  

 

The idea of resonance fits well with my long-standing interest in music and sound, and 

the next chapter charts the period during this research project where sound became an 

increasingly important aspect of my installation work, especially in relation to the 

writings of the theorists mentioned in this chapter, which now took on particular 

relevance, despite the fact that I had initially read them several years ago. Importantly, 

Chapter Five notes the particular importance of the residency in Finland, and associated 

access to significant recording and synthesising equipment in Stockholm, but also brings 

together the sound experimentation in China and elsewhere to give a theoretical 

overview of the role and relationships of sound in the field that might be termed ‘noise 

music’. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                                                             
13. Ibid., 199. 
14. Daniel J. Levitin, This Is Your Brain on Music: The Science of a Human Obsession (New York: Plume,  

2007), 154–55.  
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Chapter Five 

 

Sound Beyond Music: My Sonic Vibratory Affect Is Bigger than Yours 
------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In this chapter, I describe my extensive investigation into sonic perception that resulted 

in works of a purely auditory nature. These works allowed me to focus my attention on 

the generation of impactful and meaningful sonic vibrations through a deeper 

investigation into auditory signal generation. Once again, this line of inquiry occurred 

sporadically throughout the candidature period. In order to fully describe the theoretical 

underpinnings and justifications for my sonic explorations, it is once again necessary to 

break away from the chronological description of my research project, jumping both 

forward and backward from the point reached thus far. The associated physical object-

based works that were informed by these purely sonic investigations will be described in 

detail in later chapters.  
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While at the Titanik Artspace, I used the provided studio area, as well as the abundance 

of sound equipment available, to produce a number of works intended to be released as 

sound recordings via physical objects, as either analogue tape or vinyl LP. I had been 

experimenting with producing recorded sound works for a number of years, and had 

begun to release these works publicly since my exchange period in China through 

different online based networks. At this stage, the costs of production have prevented 

release in my desired physical forms.  

 

As previously discussed, the time of isolation at the Chinese university gave me time to 

focus my attention on gaining new technical abilities in areas of music production and 

recording. Through online tutorials and forums, I became familiar with standard 

industry recording practices and software packages. I produced several tracks, with most 

of the sounds being generated by computer software synthesiser programs. I also 

experimented with recording short improvised works on guitar and piano. I found a 

music store in a nearby neighbourhood that had pianos in little booths that could be 

rented by the hour quite cheaply, so I took along my pocket recorder and made a short 

improvisation that I released as Jinan Music Store Piano Improv (2013). The lack of the 

booth’s soundproofing made it less than ideal for ‘professional’ recording; however, the 

drum lesson taking place in the room next door actually adds to the recording rather 

than detracts from it. Despite the drum student having no idea of my presence, and me 

not particularly paying attention to the rhythm that was being played, there is still a 

synchronic connection present between the drumming and my piano work. 

 
While undertaking the residency at Inside Out Museum, Beijing, I had both the space 

and opportunity to set up a makeshift recording studio and to produce several tracks 

that I later released on the Internet. These tracks were produced using hand-made 

electronics circuits processed through guitar effects pedals, then arranged and mixed in 

computer software. On tracks such as Dream Walked Through (2013), I utilised software 

drum sequencers on my laptop, wired through analogue guitar pedals, that were then 

connected back to the computer to be recorded. These sorts of software rhythm 

producers are intended to produce commercial quality electronic dance music. I 
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generally dislike the digital aesthetic of software instruments and prefer to add low-fi 

analogue warmth through the use of external processing. As an interrogation the 

speeding up of daily life through technology, I also slowed the rhythm down extensively; 

a standard dance track would be at least 120 beats per minute, depending on the genre, 

while I had mine set to well below half that figure.  
 
According to psychologist Ernst Meumann,1 rhythm is the product of intellectual 

activity, requiring “conscious effort” in order that the mind “be affected by sensory 

stimuli”, thereby enabling the ego to “reduce the risk of being undercut by unconscious 

mechanisms and, hence, to maintain an ordered time continuum”.2 Veit Erlmann 

further interrogates rhythm as a process of the personal ego’s quest for authentication, a 

process that enables the “individual get its groove back, by rebalancing the realm of the 

inner ‘syncope’ and by synchronising the ego’s Zauderrhythmus with other, purportedly 

more regular rhythmic orders”.3 An extension of the personal ego’s need for rhythmic 

order can be found in the organisation and structuring of contemporary existence. At 

the turn of the twentieth century, economists such as Karl Bücher sought to discover 

“how to organize rationally the labour power of the rapidly growing urban proletariat 

and how to balance economic ‘development’ with social justice”4. Erlmann writes that 

Bücher, along with other “reform-minded economists”, believed that  

 the specter of revolution... might be spirited away by replacing unnatural work 
 conditions with  a supposedly more natural economy of bodily energy expenditure. 
 Rhythm was at the center of this project. A law of nature, a principle of order, and  an 
 aesthetic rule—rhythm is the basis of life, arising from the “organic essence of 
 mankind”. But such rhythm stands in stark contrast to factory work. The irregular and 
 unnatural pace of machine labor is no longer “music and poetry,” as it still was for the 
 “savages” of Africa and Asia, and instead of enticing workers to production, the absence 
 of rhythm kills the human instinct for industry. … Bücher was quite taken with the 
 idea that a “national division of labor,” as he euphemistically called capitalism, would 
 lead to “an advance towards higher and better forms of social existence”.5  
 
The capitalistic system’s creation of new rhythms to govern daily life was achieved  

                                                             
1. Veit Erlmann, Reason and Resonance (New York: Zone Books, 2010), 387.  
2. Ibid., 278–79. 
3. Ibid., 288. 
4. Ibid., 290. 
5. Ibid. 
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 Figure 27 John Cage 
 

through not only the regular rhythmic patterning of the five day working week divided 

into standardised working hours, but also through the use of special music, devised 

especially to “increase productivity”. According to Jacques Attali, commercially 

produced “Mass Music” has been utilised as a:  

 powerful factor in consumer integration, interclass levelling, cultural homegenization. It 
 becomes a factor in centralization, cultural normalization, and the disappearance of 
 distinctive cultures... it slips into the growing spaces of activity void of meaning and 
 relations, into the organization of our everyday life: in all of the world’s hotels, all of the 
 elevators, all of the factories and offices, all of the airplanes, all of the cars, everywhere, it 
 signifies the presence of a power that needs no flag or symbol: musical repetition 
 confirms the presence of repetitive consumption, of the flow of noises as ersatz 
 sociality.6  
 

One of the biggest corporate faces for this form of culture-dredging music aptly chose to  

name itself Muzak.7 Attali describes this corporation’s particular form of background 

                                                             
6. Attali, Noise, 111. 
7. “Since it was first founded in 1934, The Muzak corporation has been offering programs of “functional 
music” that... can help to improve the psychological disposition of its listeners.... the corporation aims to 
portray Muzak not as mere background music, but as a psychologically active, sonic accompaniment, 
carefully designed to remain below the threshold of common attention. As a balm for everyday life, 
Muzak purportedly works effectively in industrial and public environments, helping to boost employee 
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music as being “akin to castration”.8 The mind-numbing ‘programmed music’ that has 

filled workplaces and shopping districts since the dawn of capitalism has been specially 

conceived to perpetuate the system’s desire of effective production and consumption. 

John Cage (figure 27) focused a significant amount of his creative energy towards 

instigating a challenging antidote to the sterilising power of ‘Muzak’. To both extend his 

notions of ‘silence’ (discussed in more detail later in this chapter) and his dislike for 

Muzak, Cage proposed a work “to compose of uninterrupted silence and sell it to 

Muzak Co. It will be 3 or 4½ minutes long—those being the standard lengths of 

“canned” music—and its title will be Silent Prayer”.9 According to Kahn, this work, 

although never realised, focused Cage’s “fantasy from silencing all the mass media to 

silencing just one aspect: Muzak”.10  
 

Susan Philipsz also interrogates the pervasive nature of background music project in 

public space with her work Filter (1998), in which she broadcast a popular song 

performed by the music group Radiohead over the PA system of a Tesco Supermarket. 

The song was edited so that the original instrumental accompaniment was removed, 

leaving only the vocal track. According to Philipsz, the intimacy of the voice in such a 

violently public space proved to unsettle people who heard it.11 The background music 

projected within such spaces is intended to provide a subconscious confirmation of the 

cultural ideals and acceptable social behaviours expected of the public. One of the most 

influential elements of music in influencing emotional behaviour is through its rhythmic 

content.  

 

 

 

                                                             
morale and productivity, while also creating a pleasant environment for the consumer... the net effect is an 
anonymous sound field seemingly devoid of directly perceivable musical meaning.” Ronald M. Radano, 
“Interpreting Muzak: Speculations on Musical Experience in Everyday Life,” American Music 7, no. 4  

(1989): 449–50. 
8. Attali, Noise, 111. 
9. John Cage, quoted in Douglas Kahn, “John Cage: Silence and Silencing,” The Musical Quarterly 81,  

no. 4 (1997): 571. 
10. Kahn, “John Cage: Silence and Silencing,” 571. 
11. Barbara London, Soundings: A Contemporary Score (New York: Museum of Modern Art, 2013) 62.  
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According to psychological studies, the tempo and rhythmic style of music has a major 

impact on the listener’s emotion. Levitin notes that:  

Tempo is a major factor in conveying emotion. Song with fast tempos tend to be 
 regarded as happy, and songs with slow tempos as sad... The average person seems to 
 have a remarkable memory for tempo... The neural basis for this striking accuracy is 
 probably in the cerebellum, which is believed to contain a system of timekeepers for our 
 daily lives and to synchronize to the music we are hearing... The basal ganglia … are 
 almost certainly involved, as well, in generating and shaping rhythm, tempo and 
meter.12   
 

The impact of music upon our emotional and cognitive functioning is extreme. The 

influence upon our daily lives is evident upon both social and personal daily life. Walter 

Benjamin predicted the impact of technological innovation on the “Tempo of Living”, 

resulting in an acceleration of daily embodied existence, observing that:  

 Just as technology is always revealing nature from a new perspective, so also, as it 
 impinges on human beings, it constantly makes for variations in their most primordial 
 passions, fears, and images of longing...more than a hundred years before it was fully 
 manifest, the colossal acceleration of the tempo of living was heralded in the tempo of 
 production. And, indeed, in the form of the machine... simultaneity, the basis of the 
 new style of living, likewise comes from mechanical production... the collective 
 machine, now an organized system of various kinds of single machines, and of groups of 
 single machines, becomes more and more perfect, the more the process as a whole 
 becomes a continuous one.13 
 
The “music intelligence” company The Echo Nest published a study in 2013 that seems 

to confirm the effect of technological-dominated daily life on human rhythmic activity, 

noting that the average tempo (measured in bpm) of Western popular music increased 

rapidly from the 1950s until the 1980s, where it apparently reached its peak, remaining 

fairly constant around the 110 bpm mark ever since.14  

 
In Turku, I continued with my sonic explorations and experimentations of the 

recording medium. I produced eight tracks during my time in Turku and released them, 

once again online. The works I produced in Turku were the product of a hybrid 

digital/analogue workflow. Most of the sounds were generated through synthesis patches 

                                                             
12. Levitin, This Is Your Brain on Music, 58–59. 
13. Walter Benjamin, The Arcades Project, trans. Howard Eiland and Kevin McLaughlin (Cambridge: The  

Belknap Press of Harvard University Press, 1999), 392–94. 
14. “People Liked Their Music Fastest in the ‘80s,” The Echo Nest (blog), posted 19 September 2013,  

http://blog.echonest.com/post/61686021710/people-liked-their-music-fastest-in-the-80s. 
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created in max/msp programming software. I then routed the audio externally and 

processed them through a collection of guitar effects pedals before sending them back 

into the computer for recording. The pedals I utilised mostly added delayed repeats and 

distortion effects to the sound signal. I also experimented with using my voice to give a 

human presence to the electronic noise. In tracks such as Takes Us (2014), I recorded 

my voice through a contact microphone (piezo disk) wired through guitar effects pedals. 

I then mixed and arranged the different layers of electronic noise and vocals in the 

computer, also adding certain computer-based effects such as granulation, glitches, and 

spatialisation that cannot easily be achieved in the analogue domain.  
 
At the conclusion of my residency in Turku, I was fortunate enough to be able to 

undertake a one week residency at Elektronmusikstudion (EMS) in Stockholm. EMS is 

a government-funded recording studio made available to composers and sound artists, 

allowing them a professional environment full of recording equipment, and some 

vintage synthesisers. Artists from all over the world travel there to be able to use their 

Buchla and Serge synthesiser systems. EMS is one of the few remaining icons of the 

heyday of institutional sonic experimentation, with many of its contemporaries, such  

 

 Figure 28 Serge Tcherepnin with one of his synthesiser designs produced during the 1970s  
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as the BBC Radiophonic Workshop and the Columbia-Princeton Electronic Music 

Centre, no longer in operation15. This residency allowed me the time and equipment to 

deeply explore the creation of sound using the technological object. The synthesiser 

system provides an ideal palette on which to explore different ways that sounds can be 

created and combined. I was able to concentrate on developing interesting sounds, 

rather than having the constraints imposed of creating installation works that are 

interesting not only sonically but also visually. I spent the first few days working with 

the vintage Serge synthesiser system.  
 
This particular system was seen by its inventor, Serge Tcherepnin (figure 28), as a more 

democratic synthesiser than other systems being developed during the same period (such 

as the Buchla). The Serge system offers great versatility for experimentation, as there is  
 

 

 

 

  
            Figure 29 Don Buchla  
  

                                                             
15. Andy Battaglia, “Once Upon a Time In... Harlem.” The Wire, April 2011, 36–43. 
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less control designed into the system regarding what sort of signals can go where. In 

contrast, the Buchla synthesiser system was designed by Don Buchla (figure 29) with a 

price-point that meant that it was mostly only institutions and well-financed 

experimenters that could afford to own one. The Buchla is also much more controlling. 

Signal flow is controlled by differently coloured cables and sockets, dividing audio 

signals from control signals, and even coding inputs differently from outputs. I found 

that some of the most interesting sounds I created during the residency came about from 

mixing the signals up on the Serge system, and using control signals as audio, using 

highly modulated audio signals as control signals, for example.  
 

The Serge also offered unique opportunities for creating patches that utilised a lot of 

feedback, signals feeding back on themselves, which also created some of the most  

interesting sounds. After spending two days on the Serge, and two days with the Buchla, 

I was given the last three days to work in the mixing room, which featured professional 

monitor speakers and pro-tools mixing setup.  I used this opportunity to experiment 

with my own methodology of combining the recordings of different interesting patches 

to make final finished pieces. I was impressed with the diverse results obtained with the 

combination of several, separately created and recorded patches. By adjusting the levels 

and dynamics (compression, eq and so on) of each patch recording, I was able to create 

space for each track so that they complemented each other rather than overbearing or 

distracting from one another.  
 
Although these experimentations with sound are intended for a different form of public 

presentation, I see them as a contributing element of my overall practice. The different 

avenues of investigations, be it object-based installations, recordings, or my explorations 

in performance, discussed in more detail later, continued in parallel and informed one 

another. For example, breakthroughs and new ideas gathered from experiments in 

recording media helped generate new areas for exploration within my installation work, 

while a new circuit I developed for an installation piece helped generate a new method 

of presentation for a performance work. The constant across these avenues of 

investigation was a focus on sonic vibratory transference in one form or another. One of 
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the biggest areas of inquiry within my recording work that pushed my installation work 

forward significantly, was investigations into the empowering nature of sonic vibration 

and its affect on the embodied experience. Exposure to the flourishing ‘noise’ music 

scene in Beijing was a major influence on this avenue of investigation. Itself inspired by 

the Japanese noise scene, the sheer force of sound being generated at some performances 

was overbearing at times. In these instances all notions of formal systematised musicality 

are abandoned, and sound is chosen and generated simply for the affect it has on the 

listeners, be it pleasant or otherwise. My goal within my own work was, and is, not to 

generate “muzak”, but to sonically affect the listener, and to challenge musical 

expectations.  

 
The Italian Futurist Luigi Russolo proposed a distinction between ‘noise’ and ‘sound’ 

and their uses within institutionalised music. Russolo proposed that the integration of 

what would normally be described as ‘noise’ could enrichen the timbral pallet of a 

musical tradition that no longer stimulated the acoustic senses of the audience. He 

believed that the:  

 evolution of music is comparable to the multiplication of machines, which everywhere 
 collaborate with man. Not only in the noisy atmosphere of the great cities, but even in 
 the country, which until yesterday was normally silent. Today, the machine has created 
 such a variety and contention of noises that pure sound in its slightness and monotony 
 no longer provokes emotion. In order to excite and stir our sensibility, music has been 
 developing toward the most complicated polyphony and toward the greatest 
 variety of instrumental timbres and colors. It has searched out the most complex 
 successions of dissonant chords, which have prepared in a vague way for the creation of 
 MUSICAL NOISE [sic]... our ear is not satisfied and calls for ever greater acoustical 
 emotions. Musical sound is too limited in its variety of timbres.16  
 
Russolo’s initial campaign for the inclusion of extra-musical sounds and ‘noise’ within 

the context of music was further advanced by John Cage, whose exploration of ‘silence’ 

led him to the conclusion that a world without sound does not exist; that, in fact, “there 

is no such thing as silence”.17 Therefore, for Cage, in a world in which silence does not 
 

 

                                                             
16. Luigi Russolo, The Art of Noises, Monographs in Musicology (New York: Pendragon Press, 1986), 24.  
17. John Cage, Silence: Lectures & Writings (London: Calder and Boyars, 1968), 191. 
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 Figure 30 Merzbow during a live performance     
 

 

 

 

exist, “all sounds could be music, and no one needed to make music for music to 

exist”.18 According to Kahn, Cage opened music up completely and made “music more 

musical”:  

 by extending the process of incorporation to a point to every audible, potentially audible 
 and mythically audible sounds, where consequently there existed no more sounds to 
 incorporate music, and he formalized the performance of music to where it could be 
 dependent upon listening alone. He not only filled music up, he left no sonorous (or 
 potentially sonorous) place outside music, and left no more means to materially 
 regenerate music.19  
 
In turn, Cage’s work within the context of canonised Western ‘art-music’ paved the way 

for a myriad of sonic explorations within various sub-cultural auditory cultures. One of 

the most intense explorations of the affect qualities of ‘noise’ occurred within the 

cultural context of Japan, which, during the late 1980s and early 1990s, provided an  
 
 
 

                                                             
18. Kahn, “John Cage: Silence and Silencing,” 558. 
19. Ibid. 
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  Figure 31 Dominick Fernow performing as Vatican Shadow   
 
 
 
ideal cultural Petri dish for the harsh and intense genre known as ‘noise music’.20  
 
According to David Novak, during this time:  
 
 Japan was reported as a retrograde society steeped in state corruption and corporate 
 control of individual subjectivity, twisted by its own national repression of wartime 
 violence into a rationalized nightmare of technocapitalism. It was the site of an 
 idealized foreign tradition, but also a bizarre world of arbitrary postmodern hybridity. 
 Japan became the “mirror of modernity,” whose avant-garde refractions of the West 
 filtered out through the incommensurable prism of the “Japanese version”.21  
 
For artists such as Akita Masami, more famously known as Merzbow (figure 30), noise is 

a platform for a personal attempt to “unravel the social effects of Japanese 

consumerism.... producing an anonymous context of subliminal private experience... 

making audible these excesses of Japan’s self-destructive capitalism”.22 Merzbow is one of  

                                                             
20. “‘Noise Music’ was a loose, metageneric term for all of these diverse underground sounds that were 
too noisy to be absorbed into a commercial mainstream or recognised as a distinct musical movement. 
Noise was everything on the margins of musical genres: recordings with no consumer market, sounds that 
could never be confused with any kind of normal music.” David Novak, Japanoise: Music at the Edge of  

Circulation (Durham: Duke University Press, 2013), 13. 
21. Ibid., 10. 
22. Ibid., 192. 
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a number of artists who utilise sonic vibration to undermine and interrogate traditional 

hierarchical systems. According to Attali, music has been used as strategic instrument of 

power across three specific zones:  

 In one of these zones, it seems that music is used and produced in the ritual in an 
 attempt to make people forget the general violence; in another, it is employed to make 
 people believe in the harmony of the world, that there is order in exchange and 
 legitimacy in commercial power; and finally, there is one in which it serves to silence, 
 by mass-producing a deafening, syncretic kind of music, and censoring all other human 
 noises. Make people Forget, Make them Believe, Silence them. In all three cases, music 
 is a tool of power: of ritual power when it is a question of making people forget the fear 
 of violence; of representative power when it is a question of making them believe in 
 order and harmony; and of bureaucratic power when it is a question of silencing those 
 who oppose it.23  
  
The idea of incorporating noise into musical forms as a method of subversion has been 

used in a sub-cultural context throughout much of the developed world. American noise 

artist Dominick Fernow adopts a similar methodology to Merzbow in his Vatican 

Shadow project (figure 31); his performances and recordings adopt a militarised 

approach to subvert the current American military industrial complex. Much of the 

experimental scene I encountered in Beijing has adopted a similar approach to the 

Japanese sub-cultures of several decades earlier. The utilisation of harsh unpleasant 

frequencies that would otherwise be described as ‘noise’ is a push towards maximising 

the affective force of the sonic vibrational event.  

 

Steve Goodman makes a detailed study of the vibrational force of the sonic event. He 

theorises that the “intense vibrational environments” of certain sonic performance events 

produces an “ecology of affects” that submerges “bodies and technologies, all 

functioning as transducers of energy and movement from one mode to another”.24  
 

 

 

                                                             
23. Attali, Noise, 19. 
24. Steve Goodman, Sonic Warfare: Sound, Affect and the Ecology of Fear (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press,  

2010), 27.  
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 Figure 32 Sunn O))) during a typical live performance and a detail of the   
 amplification equipment that the group uses to ensure maximum sonic affect in a live context 
 

Goodman uses the term “sonic dominance” to denote the use of sonic vibrational affect 

to influence embodiment, noting its use as a form of para-military entertainment. He 

believes that:  
 sonic dominance draws attention to the sensory flattening activated by acoustic and tactile 
 vibration. Moreover, this contributes to a particular mode of collectivity, activating a power of 
 allure, or provocation. The notion of sonic dominance helps to conceptualise the nexus of 
 vibrational force in magnetic, attractional mode. In the overpowering, almost totalitarian 
 sensuality of bass materialism, it also illustrates the mobilisation of a sonic ecology of dread: fear 
 activated deliberately to be transduced and enjoyed in a popular musical context.25  
 
I have explored this impact on the human embodiment experience through the use of 

sheer sonic force at various times, in both a pre-recorded and a performative context. 

Although I utilise frequencies and sounds outside of traditional musical tastes, I do not 

                                                             
25 Ibid., 29.  
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believe that my own use of sonic force is as extreme or exuberant as some other ‘noise’ 

performers. Certain recording and performance artists are more interested in their music 

being heard through the resonating body rather than through the ear canal, performing 

at such loud volumes as to physically interfere with the audience members’ bodies. Paul 

Hegarty makes the claim that ‘noise’ performance is steeped in masochism due to its 

aggressive physicality.26 Certain musical groups such as Black Dice and Sunn O))) 

(figure 32) expect that concert attendees will be wearing ear plugs, as the concerts are 

performed at extremely high volume levels with the intention of the sound being ‘felt’ 

more than it is ‘heard’. The sheer sonic force of such high levels can sometimes have 

detrimental physical side effects on the audience. Joseph Stannard analyses a live 

performance of Sunn O))) at London’s Corsica Studios, stating the performance was 

 an effective reminder of Sunn O)))’s core values, as cathartic and cleansing as one has come  to 
 expect from the duo’s reliably thorough exploration of volume and density... the sound itself as 
 physically affecting as ever, with post-gig reports of hearing loss, tinnitus and nausea, not to 
 mention the vibrational disintegration of photographic equipment.27  
 
More serious physical effects were reported after a presentation of Kurt Hentschlager’s 

work ZEE (2013), which was presented as part of the Dark Mofo festival in Hobart  

during 2013. News reports28 indicated that seven people were hospitalised after suffering 

seizures while viewing the work, being overcome by the intense overbearing stimulation 

of aural and visual sensations. Another artist who has performed as part of the same 

festival is Ryoji Ikeda (figure 33), whose work utilises “raw” sound, often at extreme 

volume levels. In contradiction to the physicality of intense sound during his loud 

performances, Ikeda’s CD release dataplex (2005) contains a track whose data can only  
 

                                                             
26. “The masochist controls time through letting go, like Nietzsche stepping in to the river of the  
 eternal return forever, and manipulates space through his or her body as recipient of spatial  
 interaction. Hence masochism oscillates between sensory deprivation and sensory overload....  
As well as attacking the ears, noise tries to make the listener aware that the ear is only part of  
what is doing the listening.” Paul Hegarty, “Brace and Embrace: Masochism in Noise  
 Performance,” in Sound Music Affect, ed.Marie Thompson and Ian Biddle (London: Bloomsbury, 2013),  

138–39. 
27. Joseph Stannard, “Sunn O))).” The Wire, April 2009, 43. 
28. “Dark Mofo Seizures: Seven People Hospitalised During Hobart Festival.” ABC News, 21 June 2013,  

http://www.abc.net.au/news/2013-06-21/seven-people-suffer-seizures-during-
psychadelicinstallation/4772916. 
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          Figure 33 Ryoji Ikeda during a live performance 
 

 

 

be read or played by certain CD players: in instances where it cannot be read, “the music 

is there, yet not there”.29 Ikeda’s examination of silence explores the limits of control 

that a performer has into the way a sound work is perceived by the audience, especially if 

the work is released into a physical or digital format, which can be listened to in a time 

and place away from the artist’s physical presence. When a work is released as a 

recording, an artist can no longer hold any expectations as to the volume level that the 

work will be experienced at. In my recorded works, I experimented with techniques of 

frequency layering and dynamics processing, such as compression, which increase the 

perceived volume and vibrational intensity, ensuring that the frequencies have as much 

vibrational affect as possible no matter what volume level the work is listened at. 

Through layering sounds, I have attempted to instigate impacting vibrational 

transference through the electro-magnetic speaker into the biological body cavities of the 

listener without relying on the simplistic device of auditory volume. 
 
 

                                                             
29. David Toop, “Ryoji Ikeda,” The Wire, May 2006, 40. 
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The lack of noise pollution laws (or at least their lack of enforcement?) in Beijing 

ensures that experimentations into sonic affect can be conducted unhindered. The 

sound engineer at the venue that hosted Zoomin Night, a weekly concert series for 

improvised and experimental sound, was particularly fond of ensuring that a significant 

length of the surrounding Hutong vibrated through the intensity of the weekly sonic 

experimentation. I was fortunate enough to perform at one of these events, and decided 

to juxtapose periods of intense electronic frequencies with more soothing bursts on the 

Khene, a bamboo lute-like instrument I had acquired on a trip through Laos.  

 

My next live performance was at Fruity Shop, a record store run by a local Beijing 

experimental guitarist who also hosted regular performances of experimental music 

performances. On this occasion, I performed using technological devices intended for 

musical performance, mostly guitar effects pedals, and a modest Eurorack synthesiser 

system I had been assembling. In each of these performances, I focused predominately 

on the physical and physiological affects of the frequencies being produced. These 

performances were intended to challenge what would be described as traditionally 

‘musical’, thus the audience was presented with a barrage of frequencies intended to 

penetrate into their nervous systems through vibratory transference. In contrast to the 

over abundant and seemingly egotistical use of sheer sonic force, apparent in the 

presentation of obvious and overbearing volume levels in performance, my installation 

work, discussed in detail later, required a more ‘gentle’ approach to sonic power. 

Delicate and subtle, yet still persuasive through its charm, sound at a lower volume still 

has the power to affect and impact on conscious perception.  
 
According to psychological studies, the processing of sensations that allow for 

interactions between embodied subjectivity and the surrounding environment, such as 

sonic vibration, follows the sequence of sensation, perception, and then finally 
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cognition.30 Hermann Helmholtz, who conducted what he perceived to be a thorough 

study of sonic perception, notes that:  

 Sensations result from the action of an external stimulus on the sensitive apparatus of 
 our nerves. Sensations differ in kind, partly with the organ of sense excited, and partly 
 with the nature of the stimulus employed... The sensation of sound is therefore a species 
 of reaction against external stimulus, peculiar to the ear, and excitable in no other organ 
 of the body, and it is completely distinct from the sensation of any other sense.31   
 

The actual processing of auditory sensory information in the human brain is a highly 

complex process, with the same mechanism being responsible for the processing of all 

sonic vibration, whether their origin is music, language, or otherwise.32 The debate 

surrounding the origins of music and language, and the evolutionary order of these two 

phenomena is beyond the scope of this particular research project. However, John 

Sloboda proposes that music and language can both be divided  

 into three components: phonology, syntax, and semantics... particular fixed 
 combinations of phonological units can have fixed meanings, but it is a characteristic of 
 both language and music that meaning is also carried by the ordering and combination 
 of elements in longer sequences.33  
 
The musical systems formed in various cultures have specific rules and regulations that 

determine what specific frequencies, and phonological ordering of these frequencies, can 

occur in order to achieve musical meaning. Musical meaning is largely dictated within a 

defined system, assigning the use of specific frequencies, and ratios between the 

                                                             
30. Scott D. Lipscomb, “The Cognitive Organization of Musical Sound,” in Handbook of Music  

Psychology, ed. Donald A. Hodges (San Antonio: The University of Texas, 1996), 133–34. 
31. Hermann Helmholtz, On the Sensations of Tone (New York: Dover Publications Inc., 1954), 7.  
32. “There is general agreement today that the initial, still mechanical, frequency analysis of a pure or  
 complex tone is completed at the level of the basilar membrane; the complex tone is resolved in its  
 components in a process equivalent to a Fourier analysis, the result of which is communicated to the  
 auditory relays of the brain. The change to an electric-chemical analysis occurs in the sensory cells of  
the membrane, where the information is transmitted to the nerve fibers leading from the peripheral  
part of the system into the central nervous system (CNS... The first station in the CNS after the  
auditory nerve is the nuclei cochlearis (CN) in the hindbrain...These cell groups possess various kinds  
of neurons situated in different parts of the nuclei. Some respond only, or preferably, to low and  
middle frequencies, others to high frequencies; some neurons specialize in reproducing repetitive  
low-frequency stimuli of up to 700 per second, while others specialize in characteristically responding  
to steady-state sounds such as vowels.” These signals then continue for further processing in other  
areas of the brain in order to determine sound source location and so on. Nils L. Wallin, Biomusicology: 
Neurophysiological, Neurophsychological and Evolutionary Perspectives on the Origins and Purposes of Music  

(Stuyvesant, New York: Pendragon Press, 1991), 150–51. 
33. John A. Sloboda, The Musical Mind: The Cognitive Psychology of Music(Oxford: Clarendon Press,  

1985), 11.  
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frequencies arranged as ‘scales’. The modern Western musical system is still largely based 

around the ‘diatonic’ scale attributed to Pythagoras.34 It is claimed this ‘diatonic’ 

sequence was determined by Pythagoras through the use of the mono-chord,35 a single 

stringed instrument with a movable bridge to allow the pitch frequency of the string to 

be altered. Apparently, his experimentations with the mono-chord were initially inspired 

by hearing the single consonant ringing of several metalsmiths’ hammers working in a 

forge. Using mathematical reasoning, he proceeded to determine scaling system based 

on the ratios of 2:1 for the octave and 3:2 for the fifth,36 thus creating the foundation for 

Western music ever since. It was through this apparent discovery that Pythagoras has 

been credited as ‘determining’ the Western notion of ‘harmony’.37 Roger Scruton argues 

the case of ‘tonality’ forming the foundation of Western musical tradition, noting that:  

Perception is a natural epistemological power of the organism, which depends on no 
 social context for its exercise. The musical experience, however, is not merely 
perceptual. It is founded in metaphor, arising when unreal movement is heard in 
imaginary space. Such an experience occurs only within a musical culture, in which 
traditions of performance and listening shape our expectations. And in our [Western] 
tradition.... tonality has played the leading role in the building of musical space... 
Tonality provides a paradigm of musical organization—an organization in which 
melody is led by harmony, and harmony in turn by melody.38  

 
The contextualisation of a sequence of tones and their perception as either consonant or 

dissonant is largely determined by the complexity of the frequency ratio.40 Beyond the 

“sensory response” of perceived consonance or dissonance: 

 two tones may sound either smooth or rough in the presence of one another. In most 
 accounts, dissonance... is regarded as a point of musical instability, of musical tension: 
 the listener is expected to respond to dissonant combinations of tones with the feeling 

                                                             
34. James Murray Barbour, Tuning and Temperament: A Historical Survey (Mineola, New York: Dover  

Publications Inc., 2004), 1–2.  
35. Daniel Heller-Roazen, The Fifth Hammer: Pythagoras and the Disharmony of the World (New York:  

Zone Books, 2011), 11–17.  
36. For instance, the key of a contemporary piano, assigned the signification of middle ‘a’ in the  
 notation system, emits a frequency of 440Hz, while the ‘a’ one octave higher emits a frequency of 880Hz. 
37. Heller-Roazen, The Fifth Hammer, 9. 
38. Roger Scruton, The Aesthetics of Music (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1997), 239. 
40. “The consonance of a musical interval, defined as the sum of two complex tones with a certain  
ratio in fundamental frequency, is highly dependent on the simplicity of the frequency ratio. Intervals  
with frequency ratios that can be expressed in small integer numbers (say less than 6) are relatively  
consonant because the lower, most important components of the two tones are either widely apart or  
coincide. If the frequency ratio is less simple, there will be a number of partials from the two tones that 
differ only a little in frequency, and these partials give rise to dissonance.” Diana Deutsch, The Psychology  

of Music (New York: Academic Press, 1982), 20. 
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 that they do not project the sense that the music has “arrived” at a convincing point of 
 repose, a good stopping point.  Alternatively, consonant combinations of tones... are 
 presented in these accounts of music as points of stability, good stopping points.41 
 
It is apparent that it is the contextualisation within a specific ‘key’, or “system of pitch 

relationships governing how we interpret music”42 that determines the perception of a 

specific tonal sequence as either consonant or dissonant. According to Attali: 

  music is inscribed between noise and silence, in the space of the social codification it 
 reveals.  Every code of music is rooted in the ideologies and technologies of its age, and 
 at the same time produces them.43  
 
Raymond Murray Schafer notes further that musicians not only create their 

compositions from imagination informed by the forms and styles of musicality of their 

own and others cultural history, “but musicians also live in the real world and in various 

discernible ways the sounds and rhythms of different epochs and cultures have affected 

their work, both consciously and unconsciously”.44 Schafer notes that in the Western 

contemporary cultural context, the increased usage of low-level frequencies is a result of 

the permutation of our contemporary soundscape with machine-generated, low-

frequency noise.  
 
 

Jean-Francois Augoyard and Henry Torgue also note the impact on machine noise on 

contemporary ‘sonic-experience’, noting the connection between low sonic frequencies 

and feelings of “danger, sadness, or melancholy”.45 They also observe that much of the 

droning and humming that infiltrates our contemporary daily soundscape (for example, 

fluorescent lighting and refrigerators) are in fact all aligned (either directly or 

harmonically) to the frequency of the electrical network (50Hz in Europe and Australia, 

60Hz in North America), and that astoundingly “when we ask someone to sing a note 

spontaneously, the pitch often corresponds to a harmonic of the electrical network 

                                                             
41. David Butler, and Helen Brown, “Describing the Mental Representation of Tonality in Music,” in 
Musical Perceptions, ed. Rita Aiello and John A. Sloboda (New York: Oxford University Press, 1994), 196.  
42. Ibid., 197.  
43. Attali, Noise, 19. 
44. Raymond Murray Schafer, The Tuning of the World (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1977), 103.  
45. Jean-Francois Augoyard and Henry Torgue, Sonic Experience: A Guide to Everyday Sounds (Montreal:  

McGill-Queen’s University Press, 2005), 42.  
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frequency”.46 It is undeniable that the pervasion of our contemporary daily lives with the 

hum and crackle of electrical apparatus has an enormous impact on our embodied 

experience within the modern soundscape. Murray Schafer suggests that the increase in 

low frequency within popular musical culture is a result of the hum of the electronic 

world in which we reside.47 This cognitive affect of the technological objects sonic 

vibration is what a number of practitioners and I attempt to highlight through 

performative works.  
 

Atsuhiro Ito’s (figure 34) optron instrument is basically a fluorescent light plugged into 

guitar effects pedals. By turning the light on and off, the electrical discharge signal is 

routed through the effects and then sonically amplified. The pedals and hand control of 

 
     Figure 34 Atsuhiro Ito performing with his optron instrument 
 

                                                             
46. Ibid. 
47. “The boost in bass effects, and young people listening to this music generally emphasize this effect by  
boosting the bass response of their record payers. This is interesting because the longer wavelengths of  
low-frequency sounds have more carrying power (as the foghorn demonstrates), and as they are less  
influenced by diffraction, they are able to proceed around obstacles and fill space more completely.  
Localization of the sound source is more difficult with low-frequency sounds, and music stressing  
such sounds is both darker in quality and more directionless in space. Instead of  
 facing the sound source the listener seems immersed in it... the boost in bass effect in contemporary  
popular music has its parallel and has perhaps even received a stimulus from the general increase in  
low-frequency environmental sounds.” Murray Schafer, The Tuning of the World, 116. 
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the tube allows for a large variety of sounds to be produced. I attended a performance by 

Ito at the IMA gallery in Brisbane as part of the Mono 6 festival in 2009. I was 

impressed by the range and intensity of the sound that Ito was able to wrangle from 

such a device. The direct synchronisation between audio-visual sensations is also a large 

part of the performance, as the sound is a result of the light being switched on and off. 

In contrast to the visual stimulation achieved by Ito, Gerrit Dekker held a performance 

in de Appel in Amsterdam 1978 in which the audience sat in a dark room, while Dekker  

proceeded to play back the pre-recorded sound of a fluorescent lamp. The volume of the 

recording was gradually increased “to a maximum, after which he reversed the process to 

complete silence again”.48 Dekker relocated “the sound of light, recorded from another 

time and place”, bringing the audience “full-spiral” while standing stationary in the 

same position in the room for forty-five minutes.49 Dekker’s performance was 

completely devoid of visual reference, critically examining the visual sensation of 

artificial light through its absence, focusing instead on the auditory vibrations that 

usually occur outside of conscious observation. The affect his work has on perception 

would have influenced his audience depending on the location, given the phenomenon   

Figure 35 Rolf Julius Music for the Eyes 1981 

                                                             
48. Gerrit Dekker, quoted in Chris Thompson, Felt: Fluxus, Joseph Beuys, and the Dalai Lama  

(Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2011), 245.  
49. Thompson, Felt, 246. 
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of the electrical network hum previously discussed. In Music for the Eyes (1981, figure 

35), another effort to focus attention away from the visual and towards auditory 

sensation, the German artist Rolf Julius instructed the listener to lay down on the floor 

and place a set of speakers on their eyes. In this work:  

 the low volume audio track is ‘heard’, as the title suggests, through the eyes... the 
 listener is not only in a vulnerable position, but is also cut off from any visual 
 information. Sound becomes the dominant sensory transmitter, and the body, for the 
 duration of the experience, is completely and physically engaged in that single act.50 
  
Julius attempts to subvert the visual sense and convert the eye organ into a transmitter of 

auditory vibration. Julius is one of many artists who ask the viewers to close their eyes to 

subdue visual sensation in order to discover a deeper level of sonic vibration. It is in fact 

much easier to avert the eyes from unwanted visual information than it is to avert the 

ears from unwanted sound.  
 

The term ‘earworm’ (or ‘Involuntary Musical Imagery’) is used to describe “the 

experience of a short melody getting stuck in the mind and being heard repeatedly 

without the individual’s will or conscious control.51 These “cognitive itches” are most 

effectively instigated through the use of simple repetitive melodic phrasing and 

unexpected rhythmic variation.52 According to Daniel Levitin, little in the way of 

scientific study has been undertaken into this area in order understand the psychological 

processes that allow for ‘earworms’ to occur; however,  

 our best explanation is that the neural circuits representing a song get stuck in 
 “playback mode,” and the song—or worse, a little fragment of it—plays back over and 
 over again... typically less than or equal in duration to the capacity of auditory 
 short-term (‘echoic’) memory: about 15 to 30 seconds. Simple songs and commercial 
 jingles seem to get stuck more often than complex pieces of music.53  
 

The phenomena that allow for sections or fragments of sonic melody to become locked 

inside a cognitive feedback loop has been used extensively by the popular music and 

advertising industries, attempting to perpetuate the popularity of a particular song or 

                                                             
50. Holubizky, “Very Nice, Very Nice,” 247. 
51. G. Floridou, Victoria J. Williamson, and Daniel Müllensiefen, “Contracting Earworms: The Roles of  

Personality and Musicality,” Proceedings of ICMPC-ESCOM 12 (2012): 302. 
52. Ibid. 
53. Levitin, This Is Your Brain on Music, 151. 
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brand through sonic manipulation that literally gets stuck in the head of the listener. 

Joel Beckerman proposes that certain ice-cream vendors during the Great Depression 

were some of the earliest entrepreneurial minds to utilise the ‘earworm’ to grow their 

business, since “the choice of a single, simple melody was effective because it anchored 

an easily remembered sonic brand in the ears of consumers”.54 In a culture where even 

the sound that a Macintosh brand computer makes when powered on has been 

specifically designed to instigate instant brand recognition in whoever hears it,55 

contemporary daily existence is constantly being subconsciously manipulated by 

designed sonic vibration.  

 
During my performances, I de-programed this subconscious manipulation through 

sonic vibration. Contemporary daily sonic-experience conditions instil specific 

expectations within a potential listener, and I have explored the breakage of these 

expectations to generate new cybernetic connections and patterning. According to 

Levitin, a musical system trains us to: 
 expect certain pitches, rhythms, timbres, and so on to co-occur based on a statistical analysis our 
 brain has performed of how often they have gone together in the past. We have to reject the 
 intuitively appealing idea that the brain is storing an accurate and strictly isomorphic 
 representation of the world. To some degree, it is storing perceptual distortions, illusions, and 
 extracting relationships among elements... we have musical schemas... these begin forming in 
 the womb and are elaborated, amended, and otherwise informed every time we listen to music. 
 Our musical schema for Western music includes implicit knowledge of the scales that are 
 normally used... by the age of five, infants have learned to recognize chord progressions in the 
 music of their culture—they are forming schemas.56  
 
My performances disrupt the expectation within the audience, to allow for completely  

new experience and sensations that de-program the mind, which has been tuned by a 

standardised musical system and sonic information specifically designed to become 

wedged in our neurological system through sonic vibrational affect.57 According to 

                                                             
54. Joel Beckerman, and Tyler Gray, The Sonic Boom: How Sound Transforms the Way We Think, Feel,  

and Buy (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Harcourt, 2014), 27–28. 
55. Ibid., 10–14. 
56. Levitin, This Is Your Brain on Music, 112–14. 
57. “The energetic patterning of vibrating through the particles of a medium provides the basis of what  
 can be called a dynamic or rhythmic materialism. This eschews the linear determination of a single  
cause and effect, or ‘determination in the last instance’, in favour of patterning, cybernetic feedback  
systems and ‘control loops’. It suggests that affect is expressed rhythmically—through relationships,  
 reciprocations, resonances, syncopations and harmonies. Affect is transmitted in the way wave  
 dynamics are propagated through a particular medium—which may be corporeal, or material, or  
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Levitin, the greatest control of musical expectation is achieved through melody.58 If, as 

Levitin also notes, “the brain represents all music and all other aspects of the world in 

terms of mental or neural codes”,59 and if this initial information enters the cognitive 

system through sonic vibration in the first place, then the bombardment of the auditory 

system with sonic frequencies devoid of any easily decipherable melodic content should 

disrupt expectation-forming neural networks and allow for new connections to form. 

 
Perth-based sound artist and composer Cat Hope attempts to challenge standard 

musical expectations with her ongoing Abe Sada Bass Orchestra project [2007]. Hope 

aims to “manipulate the lower end of the sound spectrum...[to] vibrate audiences with 

the extreme bass they produce” by utilising groups of bass guitar players who range in 

number from three to thirty. In these performances, the players recreate familiar melodic 

content within the low range bass frequencies. Although the removal of higher 

frequency melodic content may pose a limited challenge to some listeners, I believe 

familiar melodies composed within the Western musical structure fail to provide any 

real challenge or possible transcendence of culturally trained musical expectation. I have 

also utilised more familiar and less challenging melodic content within my recorded and 

performance work. However, my use of ‘melody’ is mostly an attempt to lure people 

with the familiar and to encourage a relaxation of the senses and deeper listening60 

before undertaking the true challenge to perceptual expectation.61  

                                                             
sociocultural. This is to propose a vibrant cultural studies, working and thinking through vibrations  
them-selves, rather than a cultural studies of vibration. It is a vibrational—rather than a social— 
construction of the senses that is pursued.” Julian Henriques, “The Vibrations of Affect and Their 
Propagation on a Night out on Kingston’s Dancehall Scene,” Body & Society 16, no. 1 (2010): 58. 
58. Levitin, This Is Your Brain on Music, 115. 
59. Ibid., 117. 
60. “All sound begins at the eardrum. Right away, sounds get segregated by pitch. Not much later, speech  
and music probably diverge into separate processing circuits. The speech circuits decompose the  
signal in order to identify individual phonemes—the consonants and vowels that make up our  
alphabet and our phonetic system. The music circuits start to decompose the signal and separately  
analyze pitch, timbre, contour and rhythm. The output of the neurons performing these tasks  
connects to regions in the frontal lobe that put all of it together and try to figure out if there is any  
structure or order to the temporal patterning of it all. The frontal lobes access our hippocampus and  
regions in the interior of the temporal lobe and ask if there is anything in our memory banks that can  
help to understand this signal. Have I heard this particular pattern before? If so, when? What does it  
mean? Is it part of a larger sequence whose meaning is unfolding right now in front of me?” Levitin, This  

Is Your Brain on Music, 128. 
61. “The average brain consists of one hundred neurons... Each neuron is connected to other neurons—
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Several months after my final performance in Beijing, I performed at a local 

experimental music venue in Barcelona, this time at Màgia Roja, an artist-run studio 

and performance space. During this performance, I experimented with no-input mixer 

(using the signal of an audio mixer fed-back through itself as an instrument) played 

through guitar effects pedals, and also decided to return to one of my first forms of 

artistic expression, the electric guitar. Playing guitar from age six, and taking formal 

lessons for several years, I had abandoned the instrument for periods of  

several years on more than one occasion, since I felt I had grown too familiar and found 

experimenting more and more difficult. I had recently returned to experimentation with 

this instrument, focusing my attention on different alternate tunings as a way to renew 

my artistic interest.  
 

During the performance, I intuitively juxtaposed the harsh frequencies of the electronic 

noise signal of audio mixer fed-back through effects pedals with moments of more 

soothing melodies played on the guitar. Although the melodic content may have 

appeared somewhat familiar and soothing after the harsh bombardment of mixer  

feedback, I was in fact playing in my own tuning, with the frequencies being lower than 

standard Western practice based on A440Hz.62 Thus, despite melodic intervals within 

standard musical systems being generated, the audience’s sonic expectations were still 

being challenged.63  

                                                             
usually one thousand to ten thousand others. Just four neurons can be connected in sixty-three ways, or 
not at all, for a total of sixty-four possibilities. As the number of neurons increases, the number of possible 
connections grows exponentially...The number of combinations possible—and hence the number of 
possible different thoughts or brain states each of us can have—exceeds the number of known particles in 
the entire known universe... much of the brain’s computational power comes from this enormous 
possibility for interconnection, and much of it comes from the fact that brains are parallel processing 
machines, rather than serial processors.” Ibid., 85–86. 
62. The placement of the ‘fretted’ segregations on a guitar neck prevent any extreme experimentation  
within frequency interval relationships; an imposition some, such as Aming in Beijing, attempt to  
remedy through the removal of the fret material. 
63. “Augoyard and Torgue therefore submerge the sonic event in an ecology of vibrational effects, out of  
which, the subject and object emerge. The write that “the sonic effect, sometimes measurable and  
generally linked to the physical characteristics of a specific context, was not reducible either  
objectively or subjectively.... despite appearing to break with the politics of silence of the acoustic  
ecology movement, Augoyard and Torgue’s notion of sonic experience remains centered on a  
phenomenology of sonic perception in which human audition is given primacy. As a notion of  
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Terry Riley believes that the music of Western culture is in fact too ‘fast’ since it is “not 

in tune”, and “if Western music is ‘fast’, we’re also ‘fast’ to become involved in wars or 

pollute the environment”.64 Riley, along with several other composers, and specifically a 

“pressure group” named Omega432, believe that a system based on A440 Hz is tuned 

too ‘high’ and thus the vibrations of our music are too ‘fast’. The group Omega432 

believe that standard concert pitch should be lowered back to “the historical level of 432 

Hz”.65  
 

There are several objections to the equal-tempered tuning system upon which Western 

music is based. Philip Clark notes that “militant tuners”, such as Lou Harrison, Tony 

Conrad, Pauline Oliveros, Terry Riley, and La Monte Young, utilise their own tuning 

systems in opposition to “a ‘one size fits all’ tuning system that grinds down the more 

aromatic, ruder expressive contours intrinsic to naturally-tuned Just Intonation”, since 

equal temperament goes against “the natural spectra of the harmonic series, a bit of 

social engineering so dark and sinister, militant tuner propose, in its implications about 

music, about society, about our wellbeing even, that something must be done about 

it”.66  

 

Harry Partch (figure 36) is one of the forefathers of the modern resistance to the 

dominance of the standardised Western tuning system. Partch went as far as developing 

his own system based on a 43 note Just Intonation. Partch also developed a number of 

custom-designed instruments to accompany his unique tuning system.67 Partch’s 

                                                             
 postcybernetic warfare entails wars between media, machines, as much as it does between human  
bodies, then this notion of sonic experience should be extended toward an ecology of vibrational  
affects. To their sonic phenomenology of effects, an environmentality of affects is preferable, resting  
 on an ontology of vibrational force in which body become merely another actual entity in a  
vibrational event, assuming not necessarily any more significance than the resonances between other  
entities within this nexus. However, the helpful insight of Augoyard and Torgue’s theory that can be  
retained here is that the body is rendered as a multi fx-unit, as transducer of vibration as opposed to a  
 detached listening subject isolated from its sonic objects.” Goodman, Sonic Warfare, 46. 
64. Philip Clark, “The Primer: Militant Tuning.” The Wire, October 2011 (issue 332), 34. 
65. Ibid. 
66. Ibid. 
67. Ibid., 38. 
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Figure 36 Harry Partch with some of the instruments he designed and built to accompany the        

 unique tuning system he devised  

 

rejection of the ‘Equal Tempered’ system was due to his view that this system was 

fundamentally flawed, in that it forces a tonal system out of a mathematical calculation  

of ratios which necessitates the rounding off of acoustical true frequencies in order to fit 

into a neat mathematical ratio, since: 

 we say that the “octave” contains six “whole tones,” four “minor thirds,” and three 
 “major  thirds,” and that twelve “perfect fifths” equal seven “octaves.” The facts are that 
 no acoustically true interval will go a certain number of times into a 2/1 without a 
 varying remainder, and that no acoustically true interval to an nth power will go into 
 2/1 to an nth power without a varying remainder... In Equal Temperament, then, to 
 achieve it twelve equal degrees, each 3/2 is robbed of one-twelfth of 23.5 cents, or nearly 
 2 cents... In other words, twelve quasi-“perfect fifths” do fit perfectly, for practical 
 purposes, into seven “octaves,” and this is the only perfect thing about the “solution.” 
 And the ramification of evil complications in this one little act of perverting nature is 
 actually endless.68  
 

This ‘making do’ and averaging of ratios to fit a mathematical system, rather than 

                                                             
68. Harry Partch, Genesis of a Music: An Account of a Creative Work, Its Roots and Its Fulfillments (New   

York: Da Capo Press, 1974), 135–36. 
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selecting natural, acoustical true musical frequencies, as well as the basing of these 

frequencies on a standard of higher pitch than is necessary, explain my choosing to 

investigate alternative methods of tuning to include in my performance. One  

alternative to the ‘Equally Tempered’ system is ‘Just Intonation’, the tuning 

methodology of choice for Terry Riley, who sought to slow down a culture that was 

running too fast, by exploring how “Just Intonation impacted on structure; the idea 

that, mess with people’s habitual tuning habits, and melody, harmony, rhythm and scale 

will need to change too”.69 Riley was introduced to ideas of ‘Just Intonation’ via his 

friendship with La Monte Young. The ongoing project Dream House (figure 37) that 

was conceived of by Young consists of constant sonic droning70 that is accompanied by a  

 

 
      Figure 37 La Monte Young’s ongoing Dream House project with accompanying light  
               installation by Marian Zazeela 

                                                             
69. Clarke, “The Primer,” 37. 
70. “The Dream House’s exceedingly long, ideally never-ending drones continue regardless of the  
presence or absence of listeners. Paradoxically, Young’s non-cochlearity is actually a radical adherence  
to sound-in-itself. Dispensing with the need for listeners, it posits sound as an organism with its own  
reason for being. Young’s role is to gestate pitches into existence and then, essentially, to feed and  
nurture them, allowing them to flourish in the incubating environment of the Dream House, going  
about their business, growing in complexity. Sound, imagined this way, is primordial, phenomenal,  
material. Young couldn’t care less about the symbolic grid. His sounds have no textual, no signifying  
status. They are not just non-cochlear, but are also mute in relation to concerns beyond their  
interval.” Seth Kim-Cohen, In the Blink of an Ear: Toward a Non-Cochlear Sonic Art (New York:  

Continuum, 2009), 137. 
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light installation by his wife Marian Zazeela. Young attempts to create an environment 

in which his music can be ‘lived-through’, since “pure vibrations must be felt bodily”.71 

Young’s interest in the ‘drone’ can be traced to his interest in ‘Oriental mysticism’, with 

his “interest in long tones” leading him to discover the “intonational precision of just 

intonation as well as the mysticism of the Indian drone”.72 Jose Maceda traces the origin 

of the ‘drone’ musical form to the discovery of bronze and its incorporation into musical 

instruments in South-East Asia.73 The drone is still an effective method of challenging 

Western musical expectation. The absence of obvious discernible melodies encourages a 

deeper focused listening, and is an effective method of achieving heightened sensory 

stimulation through the use of unfamiliar, unstructured sonic vibration.  
 

Upon my return to Australia in 2015, I conducted three major performances. In these 

instances, the local enforcement of noise pollution laws ensured the organisers of the 

events maintained low volume levels. Therefore, I focused more on the presentation of 

the performance, and the method of generating the vibrational frequencies, rather than 

my initial focus on the phenomenologies of the sonic vibrations. My first performance 

was conducted at Live 5, a Nonlinear event, a series of live performance events organised 

by local Melbourne sound artist Todd Anderson Kunert and hosted by  

                                                             
71. Clark, “The Primer,” 37. 
72. Jeremy Grimshaw, Draw a Straight Line and Follow It: The Music and Mysticism of Lamonte Young  

(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2011), 87. 
73. Maceda writes, “The discovery of bronze and its use as musical instruments brought about another 
concept of time, for the freedom of vibration in instruments with short decays became one of long 
duration, a new aesthetic value which the court societies of Southeast Asia favored, gradually leaving a 
native music played on bamboo and wooden instruments to remain mostly in villages and rural areas. A 
sense of mystery pervades gong sounds associated with rituals, ceremonies, and communications with 
sprits; and a fundamental element that characterizes these sounds appears in a concepts of drone or 
ostinato, as this is present in many if not most gong ensembles of Southeast Asia. Drone may be 
understood to be not only a sustained sound, a continuation of the long vibration of gongs, but also a 
constantly repeating phrase of one or more pitches played by one or several instruments for the duration 
of the music. A musical counterpart of drone is melody, which may be taken as a succession or 
permutation of pitches, events in time in many musical ensembles in Southeast Asia. A bilateral 
relationship between drone and melody describes not only the music but also the thinking behind the 
music, for different combinations of drone and melody represent an expression of a group of people, 
perhaps a reflection of a social organization, a representation of values, and a view of time. While time 
may be measured by pulse in a drone, it may also be represented by pitches in a melody, except that, 
where pulse or beats in a drone are repeated regularly, melodic pitch occurs in time irregularly, often  
avoiding the regularity of the pulse.” Jose Maceda, “A Concept of Time,” In Arcana ii, ed. John Zorn  

(New York: Hips  Road, 2007), 152–53. 
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 Figure 38 Travers Nash performance at Live 5 conducted at Strange Neighbour gallery 
 

 

Strange Neighbour art gallery (figure 38). Kunert and I had corresponded prior to my 

arrival, and was interested in my proposal to conduct a performance in which the 

audience had to hold hands in order for the sound to be generated. For this 

performance, I built an instrument specifically designed for this purpose (figure 39). I 

made slight modifications to the circuit I had used on several installation works, such as 

The Body Is Present (2014), this time installing the circuit on a portable, but still 

somewhat sculptural, object. The circuit was constructed with two silver spoons 

connected instead of a resistor component, which were each intended to be held by an 

audience member in order for the circuit to be completed and the sound frequencies to 

be generated. 
 

At the event, I asked the audience to form a semi-circle, with the pyramid-like structure 

of the instrument in the centre. I then gave a spoon to an audience member at each side 

of the semi-circle, and asked everybody in the audience to hold hands. The German  

artist Hans Joachim Dietrich explored similar concepts with his Object for the 9th New 

York Avant Garde Festival (1971), which consisted of a small cloth bag with a set of 

instructions written directly onto it. Two electrical leads hung out from the bag, and a 

participant was instructed to hold one of the leads, and hold hands with another person  
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Figure 39 Travers Nash instrument object built for nonlinear performance 2015 
 

holding the other lead. A “primitive electronic buzz” was emitted from a small speaker 

inside the bag through the use of a capacitance circuit, which Ihor Holubizky notes was 

“an ironic variation on Duchamp’s Sculpture With Hidden Noise (1916)”.73 Other artists 

also examine the possibilities of technology to instigate inter-human connections within 

public settings and social interactions, using techniques that invite viewer participation. 

For example, the collaborative work of Luke Fischebeck and Sarah Rara, who work 

together under the moniker of Lucky Dragons, examines social interactions by creating 

interactive works that require group participation, often involving the breaking down of 

social barriers. Their project Make a Baby (ongoing, figure 40), is in essence a computer-

controlled musical synthesiser that morphs and produces different sounds depending on 

the physical connections made by various participants, who each hold a resistance-

measuring cable connected to the device.  
 

                                                             
73. Holubizky, “Very Nice, Very Nice,” 249. 
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In my performance at Nonlinear, the electrical conductivity of each member’s skin 

enabled the current to pass along the length of the human circle and back into the 

circuit. The unique resistance of each individual contributed to the sonic output of the 

instrument. I added a delay effect to the signal, and then passed it through an 

equalisation device in order to ‘play’ the instrument through the manipulation of certain 

frequency bands—increasing the bass for a while, decreasing higher frequencies, cutting 

the middle frequencies for a while, and so on. I also incorporated a drum cymbal, which 

I vibrated with a Sarangi (a Nepalese violin-like instrument) bow, adding short intense 

bursts of high frequencies, to meld with and colour the frequencies being produced by 

the electronic sound. I was intently focused on the sound being produced by the 

speakers, so was not paying as much attention to the actual audience members as I 

probably should have. When listening back to the audio documentation of the event, it 

is evident that certain members of the audience were more interested in continually 

testing if the sound was in fact dictated by the act of holding hands. I had encouraged 

them to test this fact before I began the actual performance; however, the addition of the 

delay pedal seemed to instigate an intense investigation into the validity of my claims 

that the audience was in fact a part of the sound-generating circuit.  

 Figure 40 Luke Fischebeck and Sarah Rara performing as Lucky Dragons as part of the ongoing Make 
  a Baby project 
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According to Ryszard Kluszczynski, artists can employ a number of methodologies and 

strategies within the framework of ‘interactive art’. Kluszczynski observes that  

 An interactive work of art, both in theoretical aspect, and also when looked at from 
 phenomenological approach and from the perspective of its experience, inevitably takes 
 on the shape of an event. An artist does not make a final, completed piece of art, instead 
 produces an area of activity for the receivers, whose interactive actions bring to life an 
 artwork-event. Regardless of what shape the final product of an artist’s activity takes on, 
 an interactive piece of art finds its real, final formation only as a result of participative 
 behaviour of the audience.74  

Upon reflection, I believe I needed a stronger presence within the audience circle to 

encourage a greater appreciation for what I was trying to achieve, but also that perhaps 

this was not so important. More significantly, I concluded that it was more valuable to 

focus the audience’s attention on the physiological affect of the sounds themselves, 

rather than trying to highlight their own physical presence within the work. 

 

My next performance in Melbourne was at an Avant Whatever event, a series of sonic 

explorations hosted by Ben Byrne. This event offered an appreciative and collaborative 

performance environment. For this event, I attempt to create a technological-based 

ritual, utilising a variety of sound sources connected to a multi-channel mixer. In this 

performance, I decided not to employ any external electronic effects; the sounds were all 

created using low-tech, hand built electronics. I did, however, use techniques of signal 

feedback through the mixer in order to intensify and alter the sound. I constructed a 

number of sound-generating electronics circuits, including several I had never used 

before. I also used two low-current solar panels as sound sources (the events leading up 

to my use of these devices as sound sources are discussed in a later chapter), lit with 

candles placed in a ritualistic manner on the floor, where I conducted the entire 

performance. I also utilised two ‘circuit sniffers’, electronic devices that were originally  

 

 

                                                             
74. Ryszard W. Kluszczynski, “Strategies of Interactive Art,” Journal of Aesthetics & Culture 2 (2010): 2. 
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  Figure 41 Christine Sun Kim during a performance 

 

 

 

   Figure 42 Umeda Tetsuya during a performance  
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designed as ‘phone-taps’, but can produce interesting sonic artefacts when placed against 

digital technology, particularly laptops and cell phones. I used my own cell phone as 

well as one acquired from an audience member, and the beeping, glitchy drone 

produced from the internal circuitry provided the sonic background to the entire 

performance. 

 
Artists such as Christine Sun Kim (figure 41) and Umeda Tetsuya (figure 42) also 

employ a more natural appreciation of the sonic potentialities of objective reality and 

incorporate them into simple but affective performances. Sun Kim, who was born deaf, 

interrogates notions of the ownership of sounds within her multidisciplinary practice. 

Utilising a variety of methods to extract sonic vibration within her performances, she 

instigates simple but meaningful interaction between everyday objects. Umeda Tetsuya 

also performs humble sonic interactions among everyday objects of consumer culture. I 

witnessed one of his live performances at Cafe Oto in London. Tetsuya works to 

incorporate physical space as a catalyst for his explorations into natural phenomena. His 

performances create a series of cause-and-effect relationships that play out to create a 

varying and interesting sonic environment utilising natural forces such as gravity, heat 

and wind. His utilisation of the unexpected droning sound that can generated by boiling 

rice inside a column of empty soup cans proved to be particularly popular with the 

audience at Cafe Oto.75 Tetsuya provides an interesting example of the sort of variation 

that can be achieved within ‘sound-art’ performance.  

 

Tetsuya’s performance that I witnessed coincided with a brief visit to London that I had 

planned to attend the School of Sound symposium, held from 8 to 11 April 2015. This 

series of talks by artists such as Peter Sellers, Pauline Oliveros, and Nicolas Becker 

provided inspiration from a diverse pool of people working with sound. In particular, 

Becker, a Foley artist76 who is responsible for the soundscapes in a diverse range of 

                                                             
75. The audience member who continued to request Tetsuya perform this particular phenomenon “one-  
more time”, even after three or four occasions, ended up being one of the other artists who  
undertook the same residency during the same period as me in Turku discussed in more detail later. 
76. Someone who creates background sound in film which is not dialogue or composed musical  
 Soundtrack. 
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movies, helped to re-confirm my position on ‘acousmatic’ sound, and my intention of 

always having the source of the sound well exposed. The Hollywood system of 

substitution and simulation often fakes the illusionary sound/vision relationship. 

Becker’s particular approach is still quite creative; for instance, he explained how the 

sounds of George Clooney and Sandra Bullock working on a space station in the 

opening scenes of Gravity (2013) were in fact the recorded sounds of Becker sitting in a 

bathtub and bashing some tools around under water. The filtering of sound through 

water and skin was a substitution for the perhaps impossible audible event of astronauts 

working in space. Despite the laws of physics preventing sound from travelling in the 

vacuum of space, the cinematic spectacle still managed to convince audiences of the 

realism of what they were hearing was originating from the scene on screen.  

 
As previously mentioned, it is apparent that the visual is the dominant sense in the 

processing of audio-visual events. The power of the visual over the auditory was believed 

to be reversed by Pythagoras via his placement of a curtain between himself and his 

disciples to draw attention away from his physical presence and focus attention on the 

aural meaning of his lectures.77 The film theorist Michel Chion has made several 

investigations into the relationship between the senses during audio-visual events. 

According to Chion, Pythagoras’s use of the curtain was the first instance of ‘acousmatic’ 

sound, in which the sound heard is isolated from the visual perception of the source: 

“the isolation of hearing from seeing in the ‘acousmatic’ experience directs the listener’s 

attention toward the sound as such. It allows a listener to grasp the sound itself as a 

‘sound object’”.78  
 
As previously discussed, the ‘acousmatic’ sound-object has been an avenue of interest 

investigated by various composers. Hearing Becker’s talk sparked my interest in the use 

of the ‘sonic-object’ in the role of substitution, in that it is common practice in cinema 

for a sound to be removed from its original source, and substituted on screen with a new 

and false visual representation of its source.   

                                                             
77. Brian Kane, Sound Unseen: Acousmatic Sound in Theory and Practice (Oxford: Oxford University Press,  

2014), 4. 
78. Ibid., 5. 
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In his analysis of the audio-visual cinematic event, Chion highlights the power of the 

visual to influence the perception of auditory information. Chion believes the “simplest 

and strongest” relationship between the senses occurs through ‘offscreen sound’ in 

which:  

 the confrontation of sound with image establishes the sound as being offscreen, even as 
 this sound is heard coming from the surface of the screen. Take away the image, and the 
 off-screen sounds that were perceived apart from other sounds, purely by virtue of the 
 visual exclusion of their source, become just like the others. The audiovisual structure 
 collapses, and the sounds make a completely new one together. A film deprived of its 
 image and transformed into an audio track proves altogether strange—provided you 
 listen and refrain from imposing the images from your memory onto the sounds you 
 hear.79 
 
Arthur Lipsett explores the relationship of sound and vision in the film medium in his 

short film Very Nice, Very Nice (1960), for which he chose to construct the soundtrack 

before assembling the accompanying images. Through this collage of found sound and 

image, Lipsett reverses the role of sound serving to reinforce the image, giving the 

soundtrack “an existence and meaning independent of the images”, with no particular 

conventional narrative or story-line.80 I also investigated the audio-visual relationship 

with several video works produced during this research project.  

 

 

 

 Figure 43 Travers Nash Burst 2014 
 

 

                                                             
79. Michel Chion, Audio-Vision, Sound on Screen (New York: Columbia University, 1994), 40. 
80. Holubizky, “Very Nice, Very Nice,” 252. 
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The most significant of these investigations was Burst (2014, figure 43), which I 

produced during the residency in Turku. I initially filmed myself blowing up a balloon 

past its physical capacity to cause it to burst. In the editing process, I slowed the footage 

down in order to focus attention on the physicality of the performative act. I had 

recorded the sound of the event separately using high-quality equipment, and was able 

to also slow down the audio to match the video. The slowed-down audio proved to be 

revealing in that the sudden fluctuations in frequency being produced by the balloon 

were quite obvious when slowed down. I initially experimented with manipulating the 

viewer’s reception of the performance by composing two separate soundtracks to  

accompany the original visual and audio content. The first track utilised consonant and 

pleasant sound frequency relationships in order to elicit a positive and pleasant response  

from the viewer. The second featured dissonant tone relationships in order to instigate a 

tense, perhaps negative opposition to the on-screen event from the viewer. I originally 

showed this work on a loop with a series of three sequences played out, the first with the 

natural sound track slowed down, the second with the consonant track, and the third 

with the dissonant track. Upon public presentation during an open studio event, I 

decided that the viewer manipulation through the use of different soundtracks was a bit 

obvious and preferred the reaction from the original sound track without the addition of 

the composed sounds. This realisation confirmed my long-held belief that the natural 

original is always better than a coerced realisation of what one desires to achieve.  
 
Pauline Oliveros was another presenter at the School of Sound symposium. Oliveros had 

already been a big influence on my thinking; her concept of ‘deep listening’ had helped 

me to develop my method of composition I experimented with in Beijing and at the 

EMS studios. According to Oliveros, ‘deep listening’ is:  

 the process of practicing listening with the understanding that the complex wave forms 
 of continuously  transmitted to the auditory cortex from the outside world by the ear 
 require active engagement with attention... Listening is not the same as hearing and 
 hearing is not the same as listening. The ear is constantly gathering and transmitting 
 information—however attention to the auditory cortex can be tuned out. Very little of 
 the information transmitted to the brain by the sense organs is perceived at a conscious 
 level. Reactions can take place without consciousness.81  
 
                                                             
81. Pauline Oliveros, Deep Listening: A Composer’s Sound Practice (New York: iUniverse, Inc., 2005), xxi. 
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While working at EMS, I developed a method of layering the sounds during the mix 

process that in some instances created an intense barrage of overbearing noise on the 

surface, yet if one listens deeply, they can begin to hear melodies and rhythms among 

the interaction of the synthesised frequencies. Since recording at EMS, I have worked 

with the idea of creating listening events in which the listener must listen82 deeply in 

order to find the order among the chaos and hear the harmonies among the noise. 

 

During the conference, I was also able to meet a number of individuals working in the 

field from various places, including Russia, Finland, and India. After the symposium had 

ended, I still had a day left in London, and went to the Royal College of Art (RCA) with 

two Master’s students who had attended the School of Sound. Although the RCA had 

no special program or facilities for a specialisation in ‘Sound Art’, these two  

students had convinced their tutors to allow them to set up a recording studio in a 

section of the animation studio in the basement. We ended up recording several tracks 

of improvised music using a wide variety of instruments and objects that other students 

from the RCA had brought into the studio. 
 
The work and events outlined in this chapter led me to a greater understanding of the 

need for ‘deep listening’ to truly appreciate a pure sonic experience. This newfound 

appreciation for deep sonic experience began an investigation into the possibilities for 

the affective combination of visual and physical sculptural presence with sonic vibration 

for an enriched sensory experience, which is outlined in the following chapters.  
 

 
 
  

                                                             
82. “To be listening will always, then, be to be straining toward or in an approach to the self... When  
one is listening, one is on the lookout for a subject, something (itself) that identifies itself by  
resonating from self to self, in itself and for itself, hence outside of itself, at once the same as and  
other than itself, one in the echo of the other, and this echo is like the very sound of its sense.”  
Jean-Luc Nancy, Listening, trans. Charlotte Mandell (New York: Fordham University Press, 2007), 9. 
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Chapter Six 

An Objective Return 
---------------------------------------------------- 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In this chapter, I discuss in detail the studio investigations that resulted in object-based 

installation and sculptural works. These investigations were informed by the theoretical 

framework already discussed. In terms of chronology, these works were scattered both 

before and after the studio- and performance-based works already discussed. As 

previously mentioned, each aspect of my practice informs one another. However, in the 

interests of clarity, the studio work will now follow a chronological development since 

the theoretical underpinnings have already been established.  
 
From London, I travelled to Reykjavik, capital city of Iceland, in May 2015. Arriving in 

Iceland felt like arriving on another planet. The volcanic rock that surrounds the drive 

from the airport transports your imagination to clichéd images of space exploration. 

(Iceland was in fact used by NASA to train astronauts in preparing for missions to the 

moon.) Today, Iceland is used to store much of the Western world’s information in data 

storage facilities owned by the giants of information capital. The journey north to 

Húsavik, a small ocean side village and the location of my next residency, exposed a 

surreal landscape of harsh natural beauty. It was this strange juxtaposition of stark 

natural wonderland with undercurrents of a foreboding technological presence that I  
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 Figure 44 Travers Nash Bubble and Flow 2014 
 

 

explored in the video and sound work Bubble and Flow (2014, figure 44). This work was 

a video and sound exploration into the techno-surrealist landscape I experienced during 

my travels in Iceland.  A landscape of geo-thermal networks entwined with information 

networks, the channels of information and channels of energy of ice, steam and boiling 

water running alongside the exchange of billions of gigabytes of information every day.   

 

The other works I developed during my residency in Húsavik continued down the 

avenues of exploration I had been developing during the previous residencies. The 

isolation of this particular residency, along with the cost of items in Iceland, forced me 

to become even more reliant on items of scrap and the discarded. It was here that I 

honed my ability to hunt down objects from the side of the road, and the garbage tip in 

particular. It was also in Húsavik where I began to realise that often the most 

aesthetically interesting objects for me were in fact the ones least wanted by the rest of 

society. The rusty surface of the BBQ I collected from the refuse collection station, and 

the panelling on the broken old door I dug out of the snow from behind a nearby 

restaurant under renovation, proved to be some of the most striking objects I had 

incorporated into my practice thus far. In utilising discarded objects such as these, I 

found it necessary to incorporate familiar sculptural/visual compositional signifiers and 

strategies in order to alert the viewer to the fact they were in the presence of ‘art’ rather 

than just a large collection of rubbish. Using some of the ‘codes’ of sculptural practice 

proved the visual backbone for the works, upon which I experimented with different 

methods of producing sound and physical vibration in order to resonate the objects and 

the observer. 
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     Figure 45 Travers Nash In A Certain Way 2015  
 

 
The major piece from that resulted from this residency, In A Certain Way (2015, figure 

45), utilised the two previously mentioned objects, along with a number of other objects 

I collected from the studios and nearby area. I also constructed a hand-built electronics 

circuit that included 555 integrated circuit components to generate an electronic 

noisescape. I fed the noise circuit into a speaker that was connected to the BBQ in a 

manner similar to Bucket of Bliss (2014). I glued a wine cork directly to the speaker cone 

with a bolt already threaded through. I then drilled a hole in the centre of the BBQ and 

attached a bolt that allowed the vibrations of the speaker cone to resonate the metallic 

sphere of the BBQ directly. 
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  Figure 46 Travers Nash Sound Totem #1 2015 
 

This method of sound reproduction greatly altered the timbre of the circuit’s sonic 

output compared with what would have been obtained from a conventional speaker. 

The resonating object passed out the frequencies of the circuit, but also added its own 

frequencies produced through its resonation. I also found some disused fairy lights at the 

refuse station, which happened to operate on a relatively safe 12 volts. I wanted to make 

the lights flash; however, because the closest electronics components store was a couple 

of hundred kilometres away, I had to think of a way to make the lights flash without the 

micro-controller and relay circuit I would have usually employed.  
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  Figure 47 Travers Nash Sound Totem #2 2015  
 

 

The residency director seemed to have aided my subconscious requirements when he 

brought in a disused desk fan a local resident had donated to the art organisation. This 

immediately sparked an investigation into a method of utilising the natural flow of  

airwaves from the fan to create the desired flashing of the lights. A disused shoe rack I 

had dug out of the snow alongside the door proved to be conductive enough to 

construct a switch of sorts. Using a metal washer and some wool that a previous resident 

artist had left in the studios, I fashioned a switch that flapped in the airflow, and caused 

the lights to flash whenever the washer made contact with the shoe rack rail. Since the 

lights were connected to the same ground and power supply as the noise circuit, there 

also seemed to be an influence of the current from the lights on the sound component. I 

have found throughout this research project that my method of haphazard circuit 

construction often provides surprising and interesting sonic outcomes, much more so 

than the predictable results that would occur from a well-engineered circuit.  
 
The two other installation pieces I constructed in Húsavik, Sound Totem #1 (2015, 

figure 46) and Sound Totem #2 (2015, figure 47), continued this new line of enquiry  
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regarding the rapid construction of sound-generating assemblages using whatever was at 

hand. These two items were hastily constructed using items that I found in the residency 

studio. I saw them as a way of challenging myself to produce resonating structures using 

technological apparatus that weren’t designed for sound production, rather than 

focussing on the sound-generating circuits and resonating speakers I had been utilising 

in much of my previous works. These two new works were an investigation into the 

arrangement of objects to be not only visually appealing, but also to be functional, 

kinetically, structurally and sonically. Sound Totem #1 (2015) utilised a computer fan as 

the chief sound source. I then arranged the other objects in a way that conformed to my 

understanding of compositional conventions as well as acting to resonate the sound of 

the fan against the lid of a saucepan. The vibration was amplified not only through a 

bucket directly under the lid, but also through the transfer of vibrations down a wooden 

post and the post of shovel, which both terminated with contact on a saucepan. Each 

object not only amplified the original source of sound, they also added their own 

additional resonances and frequencies throughout the resonance transfer process.  
 

I incorporated a much stronger technological presence in Sound Totem #2 (2015), 

adding a rather powerful exhaust fan I found in the storage cupboard of the studios. The 

design standards of contemporary consumer culture allow some unexpected 

relationships to form among randomly collected objects. The fan managed to fit itself 

perfectly in a channel underneath a commode I also found in the same storage area. A 

sheet of aluminium with a round hole already cut in the centre complemented this 

relationship further, and also acted to direct the wind off the fan into a whirlwind 

pattern. I attached another metal washer onto some wool off the same roll I used 

previously, and attached the other end onto a grappling hook I found (the studios were 

located in a former fish storage facility at the harbour). Placing the washer into the air 

stream of the fan caused it to spin and hit the sides of the aluminium sheet, creating a 

cyclical metallic rhythm that complemented the drone and noise of the other two works 

previously discussed.  
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In his detailed study that attempts to uncover the universal foundations of human 

religion, Emile Durkheim notes Totemism as one of the earliest forms of spiritual belief 

systems. He notes that these systems:  

undertake to construct the idea of the divine out of the sensations aroused in us by 
 certain natural phenomena, either physical or biological. For the animists it is dreams, 
 for the naturists, certain cosmic phenomena... we must look for the germ of the grand 
 opposition which separates the profane from the sacred... since neither man nor nature 
 have of themselves a sacred character, they must get it from another source... beyond 
 those which we have called animistic and naturistic, there should be another sort of cult, 
more fundamental and more primitive, of which the first are only derived forms or 
particular aspects. In fact, this cult does exist: it is the one to which ethnologists have 
 given the name of totemism.1  

Durkheim goes on to note that it is usual practice that the totem chosen to unite a 

specific group is rarely an individual object or entity, but usually a “species or a 

variety.... sometimes however it is a particular object”.2 In my Soundtotem works, I 

created my own version of this ancient practice of symbolic unification through the 

arrangement of a selection of objects. The specific assemblage produced a unique 

auditory vibration as a result of the objective arrangement. I initiated a new sense of the 

sacred through not only the artistic manipulation of objective reality, but also through 

the immaterial sonic medium. In his study of the ‘trance state’3, Gilbert Rouget 

investigates the relationship between music, or organised sonic vibration, and that 

particular ‘spiritual’ psychological phenomena, stating:  

 in one place music triggers it; in another on the contrary, it calms it. Sometimes 
 thunderous drums send the subject into trance; at others, it is the very faint susurration 
 of a rattle. Among certain people a musical instrument is said to produce this effect, 
 whereas among others it is the human voice. Some subjects go into trance while 
 dancing, others while lying prone on a bed. Under these conditions, one asks oneself, 
 How does music act?4  
Rouget further proposes that despite many claims of the power that music has to induce 

that trance state, “music will ultimately appear as the principal means of manipulating 

                                                             
1. Emile Durkheim, The Elementary Forms of the Religious Life, trans. Joseph Ward Swain (London:  

George Allen & Unwin, 1976), 87–88. 
2. Ibid., 104. 
3. Judith Becker, who also undertook an investigation into the relationship between music and altered 
states, defines ‘trance’ as “a state of mind characterised by intense focus, the loss of strong sense of self and 
access to types of knowledge and experience that are inaccessible in non-trance states.” Judith Becker,  

“Music and Trance,” Leonardo Music Journal 4 (1994): 41. 
4. Gilbert Rouget, Music and Trance: A Theory of the Relations between Music and Possession (Chicago:   

University of Chicago Press, 1985), xvii. 
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the trance state, but by ‘socializing’ much more than by triggering it”.5 Brennan notes 

the affect of the ‘social’ on biology itself,6 claiming that it is rather the ‘social’ and its 

vibratory transference and affects that determine the biological. It was this ‘socialising’ 

power of sonic vibration that I was instigating through the collective arrangement of 

resonant objects. The objects operated together as a whole, producing a unitary 

vibration that would affect the viewer and initiate an immaterial connection between the 

subjective viewer and objective work, and potentially a socialising vibratory transference 

should more than one viewer be present at a time.  
 
After the residency in Húsavik had concluded, I moved to my next residency destination 

in Barcelona. The organisation that hosted this residency, Hangar Centre for 

Production, proved to be the most well established and organised I had encountered to 

date. Based largely on artistic re-interpretation and development of technology, Hangar 

provides a well-resourced environment for research, and a community of like-minded 

peers. The centre has a regular roster of local and international artists (who work in all 

sorts of mediums, from traditional oil painting to Internet-based ones) who practice in 

large upstairs work studios. Downstairs spaces host a large variety of workshops and 

regular meet-ups. There is also an artist collective–run DIY analogue synthesiser 

company, Befaco, based at the centre. Regular meetings and encounters with some 

artists from this collective, who were described to me as electronic signals artists, 

provided some great inspiration and guidance in my exploration of analogue electronic 

circuitry. Having them close by further developed my interests in analogue sound  

                                                             
5. Ibid., xviii. 
6. “What is at stake with the notion of the transmission of affect is precisely the opposite of the 
sociobiological claim that the biological determines the social. What is at stake is rather the means by 
which social interaction shapes biology. My affect, if it comes across to you, alters your anatomical 
makeup for good or ill. This idea, perhaps more than any other, stands neo-Darwinism on its head. It is 
directly at odds with the premise on which neo-Darwinian biology is based. In neo-Darwinian biology 
especially, the individual organism is born with the urges and affects that will determine its fate. Its 
predisposition to certain behaviors is part of its individual genetic package, and, of course, these behaviors 
are intrinsically affective. Such behaviors and affects may be modified by the environment, or they may 
not survive because they are not adaptive. But the point is that no other source or origin for the affects is 
acknowledged outside of the individual one. The dominant model for transmission in neo-Darwinism is 
genetic transmission. It is the main model for transmission in the life sciences as they stand at present, and 
the critical thing about it here is that its proponents ignore the claims of social and historical context when 
it comes to accounting for causation.” Teresa Brennan, Transmission of Affect (Ithaca, NY: Cornell  

University Press, 2014), 74. 
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    Figure 48 Edgar Varèse  
 

synthesis systems begun in China, and enhanced during my residency in Stockholm at 

EMS. Electronic signal flow through specially devised systems is an excellent basis for 

sound exploration. A pioneer in using the technological object to create musical works, 

Edgar Varèse (figure 48) published his treatise The Liberation of Sound (1936) to express 

his ideas on new possibilities for sonic expression. Varèse foresaw the possibilities of 

technological instruments in the creation of an infinite variety of new timbres and 

musical colours.7  

                                                             
7. “Today with the technical means that exist and are easily adaptable, the differentiation of the various 
masses and different planes as these beams of sound could be made discernible to the listener by means of 
certain acoustical arrangements. Moreover, such an acoustical arrangement would permit the delimitation 
of what I call zones of Intensities. These zones would be differentiated by various timbres or colors and 
different loudnesses (volume?). Through such a physical process these zones would appear of different 
colors and of different magnitude in different perspectives for our perception. The role of color or timbre 
would be completely changed from being incidental, anecdotal, sensual or picturesque, it would become 
an agent of delineation like the different colors on a map separating different areas, and an integral part of 
form. These zones would be felt as isolated, and the hitherto un-obtainable non-blending (or at least the 
sensation of non-blending) would become possible.” Edgar Varèse, The Liberation of Sound (Berlin:  

Ricochet.cc, 2014), 1.  
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Timbre is the physical property of sonic vibration that allows the hearing subject to 

determine the difference between two musical instruments playing the same note, or 

two human beings speaking the same word, and, according to Daniel Levetin, “it is the 

most important and ecologically relevant feature of auditory events”.8 Timbre is a 

product of the relationship between the harmonic frequencies produced during a sonic 

event. Different materials will produce different variations in the amplitude of the 

various harmonic overtones produced by musical instruments, such as an oboe or a 

piano. If two musicians were instructed to play these two instruments on the note 

assigned as ‘a’ in the Western musical system, a harmonic overtones series would be 

produced based around the fundamental frequency of 440Hz. You would not only hear 

this base frequency, but also integer multiples of this frequency: 660, 880, 1200, 1420, 

and so on. The variance in materiality of an oboe and piano would dictate that each of 

these overtones has different intensities and amplitudes among the two instruments, and 

this different patterning and frequency interrelationship is what allows a listener to 

identify two different sound sources, despite both musicians playing the same ‘note’.9 

The various components of a modern modular synthesiser system enable the manual 

control and manipulation of all of these parameters that determine the cognitive 

processing of timbre. This feature of electronic sound generation makes this technology 

a very appealing and immediate avenue of investigation for anyone with an interest in 

creating new sounds.  

Contemporary modular synthesisers—Befaco’s format of choice being Eurorack (figure 

49)—provide the opportunity to generate and experiment with a potentially infinite 

variety of never before heard timbres. The actual physical instrument can be tailor made 

and arranged to create the artists own personal and unique instrument, consisting of any 

number of modules of a huge variety of sound generators and effects, such as oscillators, 

filters, amplifiers, sequencers, and so on. I was able to utilise and investigate this 

equipment and ideas of timbre and object resonance and apply some of my discoveries 

in the physical works I produced.  

                                                             
8. Levitin, This Is Your Brain on Music, 43. 
9. Ibid., 43–44. 
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      Figure 49 An example of a Eurorack format synthesiser with modules built by Befaco 
  
While at Hanger I participated in several workshops. The most impactful on my own 

personal practice being one conducted by New York–based artist and sound engineer 

Daniel Neumann (figure 50). This workshop focused on the spatialisation of sound, and 

on Neumann’s personal methodologies and theories of utilising the architectural space, 

as well as the speaker itself as an instrument for sound performance. Several of the 

discussions during this workshop confirmed as well as informed my own thinking in 

relation to the surrounding environment, and not just the object itself, being a part of 

my installation work, as well as opening new avenues of exploration to employ in my 

performance work. According to James Gibson, the ‘perception of space’ can be defined 

as “a basic type of perception on which other perceptions depend, that is, the detection 

of the stable permanent framework of the environment... a dim, underlying, and 

ceaseless awareness of what is permanent in the world”.10 While it is apparent that the 

visual and auditory sense systems collaborate in our perception of space, they operate on 

different levels. It is suggested that the visual sense is dominant over the sonic, with the 

                                                             
10. James J. Gibson, The Senses Considered as Perceptual Systems (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company,  
 1966), 59. 
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     Figure 50 Daniel Neumann conducting a workshop on sound spatialisation in New York 
 

former often influencing the latter.11 However, while our vision is limited to detecting 

what is directly in front of our eyes, our ears can receive sounds from all directions and 

even beyond objects that obstruct our vision.  
 

Visual and acoustic information are processed through different systems, yet brought to 

cohesion through embodiment; in fact, it is the body itself that provides the “intrinsic 

frame of reference” in order for us to make sense of space.12 According to Albert 

Bregman, the two senses serve two different functions in regards to scene analysis. The 

visual sense records the light reflected by the physical world, telling us information 

about objects. Hearing, on the other hand, registers the vibration given by events or 

“happenings”.13 In other words, sight gives us information about objective space, while 

hearing gives information about events in time. Although one could argue that we can 

                                                             
11. Bijan Zelli, “Musique Acousmatique and Imaginary Spaces,” in Sounding Out 5 (Bournemouth, UK:  

Bournemouth University, 2010), 2–3. 
12. Gary S. Kendall, “Visualization by Ear: Auditory Imagery for Scientific Visualization and Virtual  

Reality,” Computer Music Journal 15, no. 4 (1991): 72–73. 
13. Albert S. Bregman, Auditory Scene Analysis: The Perceptual Organization of Sound (Cambridge, MA:  

MIT Press, 1990), 7–8. 
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also see a book falling and not just hear it, Bregman’s idea does infer that through the 

audio-visual event, space and time are united through the senses.14 It is these processes of 

unification of time and space, through the audio-visual event as a process of 

embodiment that I have been exploring within my installation and assemblage works.  
 
I continued to explore new sound-generating sources during the residency in Barcelona. 

The three major works I constructed here, Refrained (2015), Kept (2015), and Prickles 

(2015) were all constructed from objects and materials collected during my wanderings 

around the nearby area, complemented by new methods of sound generation and 

resonation. Barcelona proved to be a competitive hunting ground for object collection 

from the street. The local ‘trolley men’ are a large population of predominantly 

Senegalese migrants who walk the streets with shopping trolleys collecting anything of 

value from the bins and sidewalks that can be taken to the local recycling centres for 

cash. A significant number walk the streets in the area where the residency studios were 

located, which made it more difficult for me to find interesting objects. Fortunately, the 

‘trolley men’ are mostly after metal, so I was able to gather enough materials of lesser 

recyclable value, particularly timber, and PVC piping to construct three works of 

significant structural volume. The skip bins located at nearby apartment construction 

sites proved to be the most plentiful hunting grounds of objects in Barcelona for my 

purposes.  

                                                             
14. “There is no area in which the visual and auditory systems would seem more complementary than in  
spatial perception... There are important contrasts between the two perceptual systems, however. The  
visual system is more spatially acute than the auditory system, especially in sensing the angle of  
elevation, and, whereas the visual spatial field is limited to the region in front of the viewer, the  
auditory spatial field is unbounded and surrounds the listener. Detecting sounds outside the visual  
field provokes the listener to turn and orient to the event. Sound is not blocked by objects in the  
same way as light, so one can hear around obstacles and give attention to unseen events, wherever  
they are. Our intrinsic spatial frame of reference is our body and our understanding of spatial  
 dimensionality results from the interaction of our body with the environment. The acoustic and  
neurological organization of auditory spatial perception suggests an underlying two-dimensional  
framework (that is not Cartesian). Time and intensity differences between the two ears determine the  
 position of a sound event along a left/right axis; this is referred to as ‘lateralization’ and it  
underscores the fundamental left/right symmetry of the body. Lateralization is one of the most  
fundamental dimensions of auditory organization. The acoustics of the torso, head, and pinna  
provide cues to the location of a lateralized sound source along the circular front/above/back/below  
dimension, which underscores the asymmetry of the body... One of the most powerful attributes of  
 spatial sound is its ability to position sound events within or outside of the personal space around our  
 bodies.” Kendall, “Visualization by Ear,” 72–73. 
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   Figure 51 Travers Nash Refrained 2015 
 
 

The sound-generating component of the major works in Barcelona was a continuation 

of the experimentation begun with the Soundtotems from Húsavik. I furthered my 

exploration of the possibilities of small DC motors and fans, and combined this with the 

sound-generating electronics circuits I had already developed. In Refrained (2015, figure 

51), I also experimented with the possibilities of feedback, using small inexpensive 

electret microphones and DIY amplifier kits. The various lengths of PVC pipe I had 

collected from the skip bins seemed like perfect candidates for further experimentation. I 

placed small speakers inside plastic buckets, and placed the PVC pipe on top of them. I 

then drilled holed into the pipes at different distances from the speakers, placed the 

electret microphones inside, pointing at the speakers. Wiring small audio amplifiers into 

the circuit between the microphone and the speaker formed a controllable feedback 

loop, with each microphone being wired to the speaker it was directed at. Controlling 

the volume of the amplification could level out the feedback into a sonically interesting 

drone, which was amplified via the reverberating of the PVC pipe.  
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I constructed three such feedback loops for Refrained (2015), and complemented the 

droning of these with a quiet percussive element by way of small vibrating motors, 

usually intended to vibrate cheap model cellular phones. I constructed analogue pulse-

width modulation circuits, intending to vibrate the motors at different frequencies. Six 

such motors and their individual associated circuits were spread across two cooking 

pans, intended for the preparation of Paella. Two small DC fans, pulled from scrapped 

computers, controlled a similar switching mechanism as what I had constructed in 

Húsavik, swinging a small metal washer connected to thread, and triggering the 

vibrating motors whenever the washer made contact with a strip of wire acting as a 

terminal strip. Another regular DC motor was also attached to the same circuit, which 

swung and hit a metal bucket with a screw.  
 

In all of my studio work undertaken during this research project, the source of the 

sound has always been visually apparent. The French engineer and sonic explorer Pierre 

Schaeffer (figure 52) has been recognised as the pioneer in the exploration of 

‘acousmatic’ sound. Fascinated with the new technology available to composers at the 

time, Schaeffer developed new techniques of composition utilising what he termed the 

‘sonic object’ (l’objet sonore), which he used to define “an acoustical object for human  

 

Figure 52 Pierre Schaeffer 
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perception and not as a mathematical or electroacoustical object for synthesis”.15 An 

‘acousmatic’ sound can be understood as a sound that is heard without the listener  

seeing its source, what Brian Kane terms ‘sound unseen’.16 For Schaeffer, the electro- 

acoustic sound studio and its associated technology, particularly magnetic tape, provided 

the composer with a new technological palette for the creation of work using these 

‘acousmatic’ sounds. Jean-Jacque Nattiez notes that:  

 Schaeffer evokes primarily the existence of the studio, the machinery, and the 
 procedures; he dwells on the fact that, during an audition, tapes allows not knowing the 
 technical or anecdotal origin of the sound that is heard. He makes a pregnant 
 comparison between tape and Pythagoras’s curtain, which separated the Master from his 
 disciples and forced them to concentrate on the content of the discourse rather than on 
 the gesticulations (or identity of the producer. Thus Schaeffer introduces the notion of 
 the ‘acousmatic’, and of ‘concentrated hearing’.17 
  
Thus, Schaeffer believed that compositional works involving ‘acousmatic’ sounds that 

are presented with no visual reference to their source force a deeper and more concerted 

form of listening. He believed that the “separation of eye and ear” forced the listener to 

“take a step back from the sources used and employ the strategy of reduced listening”, 

which Schaeffer encouraged through his careful selection and arrangement of sounds “in 

order to produce a musical discourse organised around degrees of tension, similarity, 

difference, and resemblance.”18 According to Andy Hamilton and his “acousmatic 

characterization”, music can be characterised as sounds being transformed into tones 

“abstracted from their worldly cause”, since “Acousmatically, sounds are experienced as 

detached from the circumstances of their production; non-acousmatically, they are 

experienced as having a certain worldly cause.”19 

 
The arrangement of everyday objects into meaningful sonic interactions that challenge 

Schaeffer’s theories of ‘acousmatic’ sound has been undertaken by a number of artists. In 

contrast to practitioners of ‘acousmatic’ sound, artists who generate directly from the 

                                                             
15. Murray Schafer, The Tuning of the World, 129. 
16. Kane, Sound Unseen, 4.  
17. Jean-Jacques Nattiez, Music and Discourse (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1990), 91. 
18. Kane, Sound Unseen, 119–21. 
19. Andy Hamilton, Aesthetics and Music (London: Continuum, 2007), 57–58. 
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objective source reveal a truthful signification within the listener. Max Bruinsma notes 

that:  

 A tape recording deforms, just as records and radio do. You hear a sound that is not 
 created by the medium that appears to produce it. By transporting sound from its 
 original environment to  the neutral space of the loudspeaker, these media, disposing of 
 the visible relationship between the sound and its source, alienate the listener from the 
 sound... when artist become involved with the reality of the medium, that of 
 electronically transmitted sound, they step into a world that differs fundamentally from 
 the ‘real’ one. A world that is already artificial... Recorded sounds by their nature are 
 different from ‘real’, original sound; they are representation, despite the high degree of 
 reality they suggest.20  
 
In performance works such as Variations Viii (1967) John Cage performs with truthful 

sonic vibration, utilising an assemblage of everyday objects that are generating the audio 

content clearly on display. Cage was one of the earliest to indiscriminately utilise 

everyday objects found within daily life and included within sonic artistic practice. 

Ujino Muneteru adopts a similar approach to sonic generation through everyday objects 

in his ongoing The Rotators project. Utilising a wide variety of objects from household 

appliances to musical apparatuses, Muneteru’s major criterion for his choice of objects is 

that they rotate. Haroon Mirza takes a similar approach to objective assemblages within 

an installation setting. 

         Figure 53 Christian Marclay performing with ‘found sound’    
    
                                                             
20. Max Bruinsma, “Notes of a Listener,” in Sound by Artists, ed. Dan Lander and Micah Lexier 
(Mississauga: Blackwood Gallery, 2013), 89. 
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Christian Marclay (figure 53) also uses found objects in his sonic works. In his 

exploration of sonic potentialities of ‘found sound’, Marclay began to cut up vinyl LPs 

and rearrange and glue assorted pieces back together, creating a sonic collage from a 

physical process. Marclay clearly expresses an interest in notions of time in his work. If, 

as previously discussed, sound allows for the processing of events in time through the 

experience of embodiment, then Marclay’s exploration of time through the sonic 

medium is interesting, despite his obvious use of rotating signification such as LPs, 

records, and clocks. Marclay’s mentor, John Zorn, explored time in certain 

compositions such as Archery (1981), which sought to: 

 pull free from the idea of Time as a linear progression of amounts (size of information, 
 length) to a more vertical conception: as an energy that appears immediately  
  everywhere, and can be collected, balanced and regenerated in ‘pockets’ of 
 information/material... Though they are all different, Marclay compositions such as 
 Screen Play, Ephemera, Shuffle, Zoom Zoom and now Manga Scroll have grown from 
 this dynamic of omnipresent energy. They attack the normal hierarchy of perception 
 whereby what is seen is taken to be the core reality of the event.21 
 
Zorn’s performances are explorations of truthful sonic expression that go beyond 

traditional notions of time. If an audio-visual experience allows the subjective 

consciousness to digest objective reality in space and time, then a sonic stimulation of 

perception that challenges the listener into new experience is an effective method of 

transcending traditional expectations and understandings.  
 
 
Within my own practice, I have constantly expanded my use of everyday objects in the 

search for new sonic content. In my object-based installation work, I am always 

negotiating physical sculptural concerns, with the intention of producing interesting 

sonic results, while I attempt to keep objective worldly cause and subjective embodied 

effect truthfully exposed at all times. In contrast to the promoters of so-called 

‘acousmatic’ sound, I want the viewer to look behind the ‘Pythagorean curtain’ and to 

lift the technological veil, to truthfully expose the technological apparatus that is causing 

the acoustical event. In an attempt to make the un-conscious conscious, I find it 

                                                             
21. David Toop, “Christian Marclay,” The Wire, October 2011 (issue 332), 45. 
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important to always have the veil lifted. Refrained (2015) also highlighted the need for a 

balance between conscious and subconscious decision making during construction, 

especially with regards to the physical structure and its visual aesthetic. In all the work 

made until this point, I had worked in a largely intuitive manner during the 

construction of the physical supporting structures. I then usually added the sonic 

component after the physical, visual structure was complete. At the end of constructing 

Refrained (2015), I was a bit unsatisfied with the visual aesthetic, finding it a little 

gimmicky. I had placed the pans and bucket and other materials where they seemed to 

intuitively want to fit. However, upon completion, there was a definite face-like 

arrangement between the objects. Since the completion of this work, I have taken more 

care when arranging objects, making a mix of intuitive, and conscious aesthetic choices 

in an attempt to avoid the obvious and mundane.  
 

The other two works, Prickles (2015, figure 54) and Kept (2015, figure 55), also 

incorporated new experimentation in sound generation. Prickles (2015) includes a 

similar circuit that I had developed for Come Join the Circle Child (2014) in Turku; 

however, this time, I routed it through two natural elements—a cactus and a pineapple.  

 
Figure 54 Travers Nash Prickles 2015  
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These two natural objects were chosen because they reflect the aesthetic of the 

local area I encountered during my wanderings, complemented by the locally gathered 

timber and other scrap items. Connecting the circuit through the cactus and pineapple 

added a distinct timbre and rhythmic element to the sonic output. Furthermore, it 

influenced the noise of the electronics and provided a natural, unpredictable sound. I 

juxtaposed the natural element of this piece with the artificial representation of a 

‘concrete’ materiality, in the form of a piece of foam I had gathered from a construction 

site. The foam had been used by the construction workers during some kind of concrete 

rendering process, and had patches of concrete render still attached. The grey colour of 

the foam also added to its visual discrepancies between appearance and actuality. I hung 

the foam using the same metal skewers I had used to connect the pineapple and cactus 

into the electronics circuit. From a distance, the floating piece of foam looked like a 

piece of concrete; however, upon closer inspection, the visual illusion disappeared and 

the true materiality of the object was revealed.  

 
 Figure 55 Travers Nash Kept 2015  
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In Kept (2015), I placed a DC motor up against a broken pane of glass I had found on 

the street. I really loved the scraping and clattering drone it produced, and I built the 

physical structure of this piece in an attempt to achieve a natural amplification of this 

sound. I used an old clothes rack I had found in the street as the supporting structure, 

and the metal also reverberated and added to the timbre. Finally, PVC pipe that 

connected to a bucket at the base worked to amplify the reverberation of the glass and 

clothes rack. I was much happier with the visual aesthetic of Prickles (2015) and Kept 

(2015) than Refrained (2015), as they were simpler and less obvious. As was the case 

with the Soundtotems, I was beginning to discover that the most effective works were 

often the simplest and easiest to make. In a Certain Way (2015) and Refrained (2015) 

had both consumed a significant amount of the residency time during their 

construction; and, although working on them had provided some significant 

breakthroughs in terms of new methods of sound generation and circuit control, I found 

the simpler work to be more aesthetically pleasing as an overall outcome.  
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Chapter Seven 

Through Acts of Combination 
------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
At the conclusion of my residency in Barcelona, I chose to base myself in Melbourne, as 

I had already secured two exhibitions at artist-run spaces there. The first exhibition was 

scheduled to open one month after I arrived, to be held at Kings Artist Run. I quickly 

secured a working studio and began my hunt for materials. Being back on ‘home soil’ in 

a way proved to make the hunt for suitable materials much easier. I already knew the 

best kinds of op-shops to look out for, and that roadside collections operated in such a 

way as to provide a bountiful collection in certain suburbs at certain times. By lucky 

coincidence, the suburbs due for ‘hard-rubbish’ collection were on the route from my 

hostel to work studio. In locations such as Barcelona, the restriction of having to carry 

any large objects by hand had severely hindered the materials-gathering process. By 

contrast, having access to a van in Melbourne allowed me to pull over whenever I saw 

something that caught my attention and take it straight to my studio. Within a week or 

so, I had gathered enough materials to construct several large-scale works for the 

upcoming exhibition, to be titled The Bundong People’s Cultural Awareness Society 

(2015).  
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I had settled on this title during the exhibition proposal process several months earlier. 

Influenced by the cultural theft I had witnessed in my travels through several 

‘developing’ countries, I decided to create an exhibition that showcased the cultural 

artefacts of a fictional tribal society whose culture had been flooded with and had 

absorbed the superficial objects of Western culture of mass production and 

consumption. My travels had led to this conception. For instance, during a visit to Laos, 

I was fortunate enough to witness a traditional festival of the local Hmong tribespeople. 

This particular festival was a long established match-making ceremony of sorts, in which 

the teenage boys and girls from all of the surrounding villages would gather together and 

participate in several game-like ceremonies in the hopes of meeting their ideal match. I 

noticed the impact of globalised material culture on the festival. All of the girls (and 

many of the boys) were wearing costumes displaying the traditional woven patterns of 

the different hill-tribes. However, closer inspection revealed that the clothes they were 

wearing were in fact machine-made, synthetic imitations of the traditional handicraft. 

Much of the real handwoven garments and cloth were instead located in stores to be 

sold to tourists—the costs proving too great for the true owners of this cultural 

tradition. Instead, they made do with synthetic reproduction of their own traditional 

handicraft, while the tourists purchased the real version.  
 
At the conclusion of the residency in Barcelona, the most effective and affordable route 

to Australia involved a bus trip to Paris before a flight to Istanbul and then on to 

Brisbane. The stop-over in Paris allowed me time to visit the Palais De Tokyo, which I 

had had ambitions of visiting for a while. Although I was somewhat disappointed with 

the apparent focus on fashionability rather than artistic content of much of the work I 

viewed there, I did find two installations on display at the time to be particularly 

relevant to the ideas I was generating for my upcoming exhibition in Melbourne. These 

exhibitions by the New York–based Thai-born artist Korakrit Arunanondchai and 

Chinese artist Tianzhuo Chen both presented multi-disciplinary installations that played 

with ideas of traditional, spiritual-based practices lost in a material-obsessed globalised 

culture. Arunanondchai’s Painting with history in a room filled with people with funny 

names 3 (2015), which spanned across two large rooms, claimed to be an exploration of  
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   Figure 56 Tianzhuo Chen Installation view at Palais de Tokyo 2015 
 
 

Eastern Buddhist and Animist spiritual philosophy through the lens of the “memory-

place” of a fictional Thai Denim Painter character. Although I tend to agree with the 

critic Joseph Nechvatal’s1 comment that the overall presentation leant more towards 

fashion than poignant artistic enquiry, I saw in this installation potentials and 

alternatives in the way that a fictional character could be developed as a vehicle for 

delivering larger conceptual investigations. Chen’s installation (figure 56) also adopted a 

very fashionable and superficial aesthetic. The budget he had to develop his installation 

obviously far exceeded anything I could hope to put towards my upcoming exhibition; 

however, I found the way he developed the themes of his fictional cult to be a source of 

inspiration towards my own ideas about The Bundong People.  

 
 

 

                                                             
1. Joseph Nechvatal, “An Installation That Squeezes the Art out of Painting,” Hyperallergic,  

http://hyperallergic.com/233375/an-installation-that-squeezes-the-art-out-of-painting/. 
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      Figure 57 Travers Nash, Head-piece constructed 
     in Húsavik to be worn in Northern Bundong 2015 
 

 

 

I had begun work on The Bundong People’s Cultural Awareness Society (2015) while on 

residency in Iceland, as my proposal had already been accepted by then. I had decided to 

continue with my exploration of the technological veil pervading contemporary human 

interaction in Come Join the Circle Child (2014), and adapting it to fit my proposed 

fictional tribal society. I constructed a head-piece (figure 57) using the by now familiar 

noise-generating circuit, wired to a megaphone on top of a bucket. The circuit was again 

not complete without the addition of the wearer’s skin contact, this time taking place at 

two metallic dish scourers placed at eye level. I decided to add to the mock ‘tribal’ 

aesthetic with the addition of waterproofing silicone applied to the bucket and 

ceremoniously scraped around with a paddle-pop stick.  
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Figure 58 Travers Nash North Bundong / South Bundong 2015 
 

 

I decided to complement the headdress with a complete costume consisting of a skirt 

made with a space blanket, and a shirt constructed from the red-white-and-blue plastic 

usually used to construct ‘high-strength’ plastic bags) anybody who has travelled in 

South East Asia will understand the reference, as this particular material is used 

extensively for shopping and travelling, creating temporary shelter, and as visual barrier 

in construction sites). I decided to make a video work, Northern Bundong (2014), in 

which I adorned myself in the headdress and costume and performed a ‘sound ritual’ in 

the middle of the semi-natural landscape not too far from the residency in Húsavik. I 

had found an abandoned structure that looked like it had previously been used to house 

animals out in a sea-side paddock, and decided that would make a good location for the 

video piece. In the final work, I wanted to juxtapose the stark natural beauty of the 

landscape with the harsh, semi-irritating noise of the electronic headdress, along with 

the overall ridiculousness of the visual aesthetic of the costume. I think the work 

achieved the desired result of showcasing a technologically mediated, synthetic ritual 

surrounded by the semi-sublime appeal of the seaside paddock.  
 
Upon returning to Australia, I decided to make a complementary video piece, Southern 

Bundong (2015). A quick visit to my parents’ new home in southern Tasmania proved 

to be the perfect opportunity to perform a quasi-ritual. I wanted to balance the ritual  
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   Figure 59 Travers Nash Bundong Head-piece 2015. Two head-pieces I created for the Bundong Peoples 
  Cultural Awareness society (2015) during my residency in Barcelona. The mask I  
  used in Southern Bundong (2015) is on the right.  
 
 
 
performed in the north of Iceland, itself a northern island, with one enacted in the south 

of a southern island. I performed Southern Bundong (2015) wearing the same costume I 

had worn in Northern Bundong (2015); however, this time, I adorned myself with a new 

headdress (figure 59) that I had constructed in Barcelona (I had in fact posted both 

headdresses to Australia; however, the one from Iceland was delivered extremely 

damaged and was not suitable for exhibition). I attempted to recreate the same 

juxtaposition of natural seaside landscape to host the visually inauthentic and sonically 

jarring ritual I performed. The two works were screened on a looping DVD attached to 

a monitor placed on the floor inside the exhibition. North Bundong / South Bundong 

(2015, figure 58) provided the only screen-based work in the exhibition, with the rest of 

the works consisting of sound-generating assemblages of found objects, much of which 

were a continuation of my sonic and visual experimentation carried out in Húsavik and 

Barcelona.  
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     Figure 60 Nick Cave Soundsuits 2006 - ongoing  
 

 

 

The American artist collective Forcefield undertake a similar exploration of hyper-

realistic ‘tribalism’ throughout their performance and installation work. They also 

appropriate the objects and materials of mass-production and re-interpret them  

through a ‘tribal’ aesthetic. Fellow American artist Nick Cave (not to be confused with 

the Australian with the same name who works primarily as a musician) also utilises a 

tribal- like aesthetic juxtaposed with contemporary material culture. In his ongoing 

Soundsuits project (figure 60), he creates visual exuberant costumes designed to generate 

sounds as they are worn. Cave’s work is an interesting interrogation of the subjective 

experience as a process of sonic creation. The delicate materiality generates equally 

fragile yet interesting sonic content, completely devoid of any electrical technology.  
 
The most visually predominate work in The Bundong People’s Cultural Awareness Society 

(2015, figure 61) was Fencesitter (2015, figure 62), which consisted of several objects I 

had acquired a long time previous. Fenceposts from my childhood home formed the 

foundation for a structure that held a large shiny metallic garbage bin, which I had in 

fact purchased during my Honours year of undergraduate studies, but had not utilised  
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  Figure 61Travers Nash The Bundong People’s Cultural Awareness Society 2015  
 

in any previous work. I attached similar vibrating motors and a control circuit to the 

base of the bin as had been used on Refrained (2015). I also employed a similar fan-

controlled switching element; however, this time, I increased the visual impact by using 

a disco ball I had found in the street, which I then wrapped in barbed wire. A large 

floor-based fan circulated the ball, allowing it to make irregular contact with several 

strips of isolated barbed wire acting as electrical terminals, which closed the circuit to 

not only the vibrating motors, but also a light bulb at the top of the structure, 

underneath an antique chair I had found sitting on the pavement. I was again really 

pleased with the natural and unpredictable nature of this method of controlling an 

electronics circuit. Even programming a micro-controller to ‘randomly’ switch an 

electrical switch on and off in reality proves not to be very random, but instead quite 

mechanical and rhythmic. Using a fan to circulate a switch produces a very 

unpredictable and truly random sequence of events. In the case of this exhibition, even 

the presence of a viewer in the room appeared to effect the circulation of the air, in turn 

having a direct affect on the light and sound of this piece. 
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 Figure 62 Travers Nash Fencesitter 2015 
 

I continued my experimentation with feedback using electret microphones in 

Deliverance (2015, figure 63). This time, instead of PVC piping, I used flexible metallic 

ducting connected directly to the speaker cone of a ten-inch subwoofer. The amplifier I 

used in this instance was not really powerful enough to drive such a big speaker; 

however, in the context of the exhibition, the volume level proved loud enough. I found 

the metallic ducting to be more visually attractive and to add a unique texture to the 

tone of the feedback. The sound produced in this instance was a warbled drone—some 

viewers even commented that it sounded a bit like a didgeridoo and asked if that was 

what I was trying to imitate. It was not only the combination of speaker cone size and 

the shape and materiality of the metallic ducting, but also the hand-cart and small ladder 

that supported the structure resonated and coloured the tone. Two windows placed on 

either side of the hand-cart had small dc motors attached, with the drive-shafts making 

direct contact with the glass window panes. The scratching drone effect this 
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   Figure 63 Travers Nash Deliverance 2015 
 

 

produced was sonically interesting in itself; however, once again due to my  

ad-hoc methods of circuit design, the noise from the motors was working its way into 

the feedback of the microphone/speaker circuit. This made for a very diverse sound 

output; in fact, the sound component of Deliverance (2015) was one of the most 

interesting produced thus far during this research project.  
 
I found the most visually seductive piece in this show to be Decrease, find peace (2015, 

figure 64), whose visual presence consisted of an ironing board collected on the street, 

sitting on top of an old wardrobe door, with both of these components balancing on 

two concrete-rendered pyramid forms I had constructed several years previous but had 

as yet not incorporated them into a finished work. This major visual component was 

complemented by a light source located in a pyramid lamp shade that I had acquired  
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   Figure 64  Travers Nash Decrease, Find Peace 2015  
 

 

 

from a local op-shop, along with a wooden bowl from the same shop that had attracted 

my attention because of its attractive visual patterning. The wooden bowl provided the 

only sound source of this piece by way of an analogue noise circuit wired to a speaker 

cone that was bolted directly to the wooden bowl. This turned the bowl into a 

resonating surface that added a unique texture to the electronic noise.  
 
The final large-scale ‘cultural relic’ of the Bundong Peoples Cultural Awareness Society 

(2015) was a quasi-totem form, constructed from items largely collected from op-shops. 

Different Tides (2015, figure 65) featured two glass vessels placed within two rustic wine 

crates collected from the street side. The rustic, quite heavily degraded, aesthetic of the 

wine crates was complemented by the jagged edges of one of the glass vessels, a product 

of an unfortunate incident in the studio, that ended up providing a more interesting 

visual outcome. 
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   Figure 65  Travers Nash Different Tides 2015  
 

 

The broken glass added a unique overtone to the hum of the electric DC motors 

attached to the structural frame, which was a pair of crutches from an op-shop. The DC 

motors were quite powerful, and resonated the entire structure, which in turn resonated 

the glass vessels, which hummed and added a unique series of overtones to the noise of 

the motors. The rest of the visual form consisted of a stool from an op-shop, and a light 

source located inside a hand-built post box I had found at the local Salvation Army 

store.  

 
The next exhibition, as echoes from the past shake you from the womb (2015, figure 66), 

was to be held six weeks later at Brunswick Art Space. I decided to base this exhibition 

on the concept of feedback—not only audio feedback in a literal sense, but also an 

exploration into the concepts of resonances and feedback in daily subjective life. Taking 

various Buddhist traditional views of the concept of karma as a starting point, I  
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  Figure 66  Travers Nash as echo’s from the past shake you from the womb 2015. Installation view at  
 Brunswick Art Space, Melbourne Australia 
 

 

planned the exhibition as a cyclic journey that explored concepts of light and dark, 

positive and negative experiences. After spending several years living in less affluent 

cultures, I was greatly impacted by the trends in mainstream Western culture towards a 

perverted interpretation of notions of good and bad, with an oversaturation of the 

population only wanting to take the good or the best from material existence. Informed 

by the notion that power only flows through the existence of positive and negative, I 

attempted to highlight the need for the coexistence of ‘good’ and ‘bad’ and that these 

binary opposites are simply a product of mind-based value discernment. I experimented 

with the medium and format of works for this exhibition, deciding to extend beyond my 

usual medium of sound-generating sculptural assemblages. This exhibition also included 

two video works, several photographic prints, and some painting explorations made on 

concrete slabs.  
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 Figure 67  Travers Nash Rajasthan 2012  
 

On the journey from Queensland to Melbourne after my initial arrival in Australia, I 

stopped at Sydney, which enabled me to view the ENERGIES: Haines & Hinterding 

(2015) exhibition at the MCA. David Haines and Joyce Hinterding collaborated on this 

multi-disciplinary exploration of various energies. The artists produced a large body of 

work over a variety of mediums. I found some of the sonic-based work to be interesting; 

however, I was most inspired by the variety of media employed and integrated into a 

cohesive body of work. I decided to expand the media I utilised in my next exhibition, 

and to include some wall-based works, such as examples of my photography, alongside 

my usual installation and video work.  

 

The photo works predominately explored the binary notions of light/dark and 

creation/destruction. Three of the prints depicted a night-time scene of destroyed 

buildings I had captured in an area of the Beijing Hutongs under forced development by  
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  Figure 68  Travers Nash the spirit of the empire hangs either way 2015 
 

 

the government. These three pictures were placed on the back wall of the gallery, 

directly behind the viewer when they first entered the gallery. On the centre wall was an 

image of a desert scene I had captured in Rajasthan in western Indian in 2012 (figure 

67). On the far wall was a more uplifting mountain scene I had captured while trekking 

in the Nepali Himalaya. The in-betweeness I was hinting at with the desert scene 

between the more obvious light and dark at either end was further exposed in the work 

Your Powers (2015), comprising three extension cords of different colours, one white, 

one black, and one grey. An interconnected relationship was formed between the chord 

via the re-configuration of the grey chord, so that the three cords were attached to each 

other at each end. I was seeking to break the Western binary notions of clear-cut black 

and white with the addition of the grey power cord. The balance and interplay of power 

was further explored in the upstairs section of the gallery, with the spirit of the empire 

hangs either way (2015, figure 68). A spirit level acquired from a big-box hardware store 

with the amiable brand name of ‘Empire’ stamped in the centre formed the foundation 
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   Figure 69  Travers Nash Score for Reworking 1, 2 and 3 2015  
 

of this low-tech interactive work. Four large nails protruded from the wall, allowing the 

spirit level to be removed and placed in either the inclining or declining position, 

allowing the participatory elevation or deflation of empirical values with one movement 

of the hand.  

The floor nearby hosted a screen-based exploration of harmony and chaos in Bubbles 

(2015), a video work I had produced during a whale watching journey in the bay 

surrounding the residency in Húsavik. One of the directors of the residency worked for 

a whale-watching company and secured us a free day out on the water, providing an 

opportunity for filming some footage of the both the serenity of the natural landscape 

from the water, along with the chaotic churning of the water being pushed from under 

the boats bough. I arranged the sequence of footage to jump between moments of 

peaceful serenity and churning chaos and later edited the sound to complement the two 

different experiences. On the wall nearby sat three explorations of paint and concrete: 

Score for Reworking 1, 2 and 3 (2015, figure 69). With these works, I recreated the 

method of sound composition I had explored during my residency at EMS, and 

rendered it in visual form. I had begun with plywood frame and bases and applied 
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       Figure 70  Travers Nash Fish Pond 2015 
 

several layers of concrete render, allowing time for each layer to dry, adding a layer of 

coloured acrylic paint and applying the next layer etc. In these particular works, I 

repeated this process for four layers. After the final layer was dry, I chiselled away the 

layers, with the materiality of the concrete render, along with its interaction with the 

various layers of paint dictating the final outcome. I enjoyed exploring this sort of 

improvised visual expression, in which the final form was dictated by natural process, 

more so than any conscious decision of the artist. This process reflected the manner in 

which I had arranged various layers or track of synthesised audio, then using dynamics 

processors such as equalisation and compression, I had chipped away at the layers to 

create the final composition. The computer based sound composition proved to be more 

exact and controlled than the unpredictability of the concrete render.  

 
I also included four sound-generating assemblages in as echoes from the past shake you 

from the womb (2015). One of these pieces, Fish Pond (2015, figure 70), ended up being 

one of the quietest works I have produced so far. Its only sound-generating component  
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   Figure 71  Travers Nash Cooked 2015 
 

was the switching power supply that controlled the EL wire used to construct the text. 

In the studio, the built-in synchronisation between the power switch and the flashing 

light provided the right relationship between the visual and sonic. In the exhibition, 

however, the volume of the power pack proved to be insufficient to be properly heard 

over the level of the other works in the show. If a work like this was to be shown again, I 

would need to attach a simple amplification circuit, with a piezo disk attached to the 

power pack in order to amplify the sound and achieve the same synaesthetic affect that 

was experienced in the studio.  
 
The largest structure in this particular exhibition was Cooked (2015, figure 71), 

constructed from pine wood cut in interesting wedged spear forms, found in a 

construction site skip bin. The pine balanced a destroyed armchair I collected from the 

street, along with an old rusty BBQ I had collected from the same street corner. This 

particular BBQ was not as aesthetically appealing as the one I had used in Húsavik;  
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 Figure 72  Travers Nash Bloomed 2015  
 

however, it was still quite interesting structurally, especially with the legs and base still 

attached (mostly). The sound source on this particular piece was an extension of the 

experimentation I had already begun resonating objects with using small DC hobby 

motors. In this instance, I utilised two DC motors, one on the wooden structure and 

one with the driveshaft making contact with the metal surface of the BBQ. I found that 

despite the round shape of the BBQ suggesting this particular object would produce a 

good sound, the way in which the motors resonated glass of different shapes was in fact 

more sonically interesting. In this instance, the BBQ only added rather predictable dull 

metallic drone to the tone of the whirling motors. In contrast, the different works 

utilising glass vessels and windows managed to produce a large variety of interesting 

overtones on top of the motor’s tones.  

 

I was more satisfied with the sonic output of Bloomed (2015, figure 72), which again 

utilised DC hobby motors as the sound source, although this time they resonated four 

glass water vessels. Once again, the glass proved to colour the motor’s whirl with a 

unique series of resonating overtones. In this work, I experimented with changing the 

tone even further by adding water in the vessels, an experiment that ended with 
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     Figure 73  Travers Nash Framed 2015  
 

 

 me deciding the sound of the empty vessels was more interesting. The wooden frame of 

this work supported a sheet of corrugated metal roofing I had collected from the street 

near to my studio. The positioning of this sheet of metal allowed it to resonate with the 

motors, and to pick up the overtones produced by the glass vessels, providing significant 

amplification of the sound. The best position for listening to this piece was actually to 

step behind the structure and listen to the sheet of corrugated metal.  

 
The final work in this exhibition to discuss was Framed (2015, figure 73), which 

featured a large assortment of found objects, including a pair of furry chairs and a metal 

clothes rack collected from the street, as well as several objects specifically included to 

crudely act as ‘artistic signifiers’, including a fibreglass bust that I had constructed during 

my undergraduate education and repurposed for this work. I also placed a picture frame 

I had found on the street. Behind the main structure was a droning PVC pipe that 

employed the same sound-generating technique used on Refrained (2015) in Barcelona. 

The electret microphone and amplifier fed back directly into the same size speaker I had  
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  Figure 74  Travers Nash A Chance to Hope, Once You Cut the Rope 2016 
 

 

used in Deliverance (2015), and despite all components in this setup being identical, the 

use of PVC pipe instead of ducting pipe proved to produce a much louder output. This 

work in fact produced a very loud horn-like drone, and in the brick-wall-and-concrete 

floor gallery, the echoing of this work proved to be overbearing and impacted on the 

whole show. To remedy this, I placed this work on a timer, setting it off for thirty 

seconds every seven minutes.  

 
The third exhibition in Melbourne was held at the Incinerator Gallery, a council-run 

space in the north western suburbs. As the name suggests, the building was formerly 

used as a garbage incinerator before being decommissioned and eventually converted to 

an art gallery. The work was an open commission to be funded by the gallery, so I 

decided to work with the historical underpinnings of the space, and create a work that 

itself initiated a cleansing process. A Chance to Hope, Once You Cut the Rope (2016, 

figures 74 and 75) was in fact the final realisation of a project I had begun during  
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   Figure 75  Travers Nash A Chance to Hope, Once You Cut the Rope 2016 
 

An “electronics for the artist class” I undertook during exchange at Alberta College of 

Art in my third year of undergraduate studies in 2009. Originally, I wanted to create a 

work that used motors to strike the keys of a vintage typewriter. My lack of mechanical 

engineering knowledge forced me to put the initial idea aside, and although I dabbled 

with it at various points during my current research project, it seemed a perfect time to 

resolve the work given the depth of knowledge I had acquired during the candidature. I 

had decided on utilising small DC solenoids, which would fire from signals sent by a 

micro controller. The solenoids would pull the keys through a series of pulleys, 

simulating the mechanical action of typing, as the phrase ‘sorry babe, but the romance is 

gone’ lit up on the concrete rendered board. Being given the opportunity to exhibit in a 

former garbage incinerator, I also saw the conceptual theme of this work as a perfect 

match to the space, as the romantic ties of nostalgia that can hinder growth are 

extinguished, allowing for renewal and development to continue.  
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  Figure 76  Travers Nash The Divine Heist 2016. Installation view at C3 Contemporary Art Space 
 

The large area I was allocated for this exhibition allowed me to rethink the supporting 

structure for the technological apparatus. I decided to use a large collection of scrap 

timber I had collected from various skip bins, and built a large interlaced timber web-

like structure between the typewriter and the screen. I saw this as a metaphorical 

‘firewall’ as sorts, a distancing between the nostalgia of the typewriter and the pseudo 

world of superficial technological representation in the form of the LEDs on concrete 

render. I also added a smoke machine to the work, which gave off a puff of smoke at the 

conclusion of the phrase being written, as a final act of exclamation to the fact that the 

backward-looking romance had indeed been ‘incinerated’.  

 
Logistical difficulties, in the failure of particular solenoids to arrive from overseas, forced 

some modification to my original design. I attached a vintage cricket bat to the 

structure, and incorporated a polished leather shoe attached to a windscreen wiper 

motor I had originally planned to kick the carriage return of the typewriter, which 
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Figure 77 Janet Cardiff The Murder of Crows 2008 

 

instead kicked the cricket bat. This in turn jerked the keys of the typewriter up and 

down through the interface of elastic cables. Attachment could now be cut, and 

cleansing of growth-hindering romantic nostalgia could be performed through a 

haphazardly jerky technological apparatus. Close observers would notice that the cricket 

bat is not pulling the keys that correspond to the phrase being lit on the board. Instead, 

the letters ‘H’ ‘O’ ‘P’ ‘E’ are being jerked up and down, adding to the disconnect 

between the longing nostalgia of the vintage technological apparatus of the typewriter 

and the superficial and detached screen interface of the LEDs on the concrete render.   

 
The fourth exhibition in Melbourne, The Divine Heist (2016, figure 76), was shown at 

C3 Contemporary Art Space, located in the Abbotsford Convent. Once again, the 

historical origins of the space itself informed and became a part of the work. This 

particular area, formerly used by the Catholic Church, still resonates with the devotion 

to the sacred of the convent’s former religious occupants. Instead of a sacred devotion to 

the divine, the area now plays host to satisfying the needs of a material-obsessed culture 

of consumption, albeit with a quasi-spiritual and in some instances new-age twist. I  

decided to play on the religious beginnings as well as the current utilisation of the space 

for the satisfaction of contemporary ‘spiritual’ needs.  
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During the planning stages of this exhibition, I began to conceive of my gallery 

exhibition process as an extension of my previously discussed audio recording releases, 

which involved considering the ‘compositional’ elements in the arrangement of sonic 

content. In contrast to a number of artists who employ an array of speakers to playback 

a pre-recorded sonic work, such as Janet Cardiff, I decided to treat each objective work 

as a sonic source, and the exhibition as a whole as a sonic ‘composition’. Cardiff works 

on the principle of ‘acousmatic’ sound previously discussed. In The Murder of Crows 

(2008, figure 77), which I experienced firsthand at the 2008 Sydney Biennale, Cardiff 

creates a spatially immersive sonic environment through the use of a network of one 

hundred speakers to play back a specially designed audio track. Phill Niblock creates 

similar spatiality aware environments utilising a number of different mediums in his 

immersive performances.2 Having considering these alternative approaches to 

installation practice, the Divine Heist (2016) provided me with the opportunity to 

conceive of an immersive, spatialised composition, consisting of sonic vibrations 

generated by object assemblages, in which the sound source was always evident and in 

plain sight. The layout of the galleries at C3 also meant that there would be other 

exhibitions from other practitioners within the same acoustic environment. I was 

therefore required to carefully consider the sonic output of the works to be included in 

this exhibition.  

 
These particular concerns led to my decision to include a coin-operated switching 

mechanism in the work interchange (2016, figure 78), as a means of controlling certain 

sonic events that would otherwise be uncontrollable in such an exhibiting situation. I 

also felt that allowing the viewer to surrender a portion of their material wealth (in this 

instance, ten cents) was a means of connecting the viewer to notions of spiritual 

surrender and giving from the heart in return for spiritual reward, as has been the 

practice in many religious traditions.  
 

                                                             
2. Dan Warburton, “Phil Niblcok: No Melody, No Rhythm, No Bullshit,” The Wire, March 2006, (issue  

265), 32–39. 
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    Figure 78  Travers Nash interchange 2016  
 

 

I had a plaque specially engraved with the text “whosever giveth from thy pocket shalt 

inherit the art” (figure 79) as a means of instigating the inner dialogue between the 

active participant viewer and the work. I was also forming a link between the Christian 

traditions of the act of tithing and the sacrifice of personal material wealth in exchange 

for the artistic experience. Unfortunately, the mechanical coin-reading device I had 

purchase online proved to function differently from what the provided instructions 

indicated.  
 
I decided to surrender to the technological hiccup, and placed masking tape on the work 

bearing the words “out of order”. The two louder works were programmed to operate 

on a timer, and the coin-reader work evolved into a questioning of value and desire. A 

Tibetan singing bowl was placed under the output of the coin-reader, so the surrender 

of a small portion of material wealth resulted in a directly perceptible synaesthetic event, 

with a coin dropping through the shoot resulting in the ringing of the bowl.3  
                                                             
3. “In the movement of sound, the making of an exchange is enacted; a place is generated by the 
temporality of the auditory. This is our moment is also immediately, This is our place. Auditory knowledge 
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   Figure 79  Travers Nash interchange (detail) 2016  
 

 

The coin switch was intended to control the two works in the centre of the long corridor 

like space I was allocated. The first of these was The Architects Floors (2016, figure 80), 

constructed from two glassed-panelled doors and two windows I had collected from the 

street on separate occasions (the windows were in fact re-purposed from Deliverance, 

2015). I upped the ante from previous experimentations using DC motors as sound 

sources, placing seven in total on various locations on the glass panelling of the doors 

and windows. The resonating drone was rich in a variety of harmonics produced from 

the whirling of the motors and the vibrations of the glass. I placed some motors on the 

glass horizontally, so that the glass picked up the vibrations from the spinning of the 

motor shaft through the body of the motor, and placed others so that the shaft was  
 

                                                             
is a radical epistemological thrust that unfolds as a spatio-temporal event: sound opens up a field of 
interaction, to become a channel, a fluid, a flux of voice and urgency, of play and drama, of mutuality and 
sharing, to ultimately carve out a micro-geography of the moment, while always already disappearing, as a 
distributive and sensitive propagation.” Brandon LaBelle, Acoustic Territories: Sound Culture and Everyday 
Life (New York: Continuum, 2010), xvii. 
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 Figure 80  Travers Nash The Architects Floors 2016 
 

 

 

actually making contact with the glass, introducing scratching of metal against glass to 

the acoustic mix. I saw this work as an exploration of the personal and cultural growth 

towards the ‘enlightenment’ process, involving the passing through windows and doors 

at the end and beginning of each cycle.  

 
The title of the work suggests that the ‘faults’ or ‘floors’ of the over-rationality and 

designing of contemporary consumerist culture has led to the over-inflation of our 

collective ego, a trap during the growth process. I placed the power supply on a white 

cement paver, in turn placed on a pile of potting mix (figure 81). I wanted to highlight 

the need to ground our cultural power sources, return them back down to earth. I found 

that the act of purchase, exchanging personal material wealth for potting mix, instead of 

digging a hole in a backyard and using the easily obtained natural substance of soil, 

added humour to the work. This was particularly relevant, since most of the rest of the 

physical structure of this piece was constructed with objects collected from the side of 
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    Figure 81  Travers Nash The Architects Floors (detail) 2016  
 

the street. The technocratic mind-set has enabled our culture to progress at a rapid rate; 

however, it has lost contact with the earth that nurtured it to fruition, turning its sights 

on the next planet that could play host to its culture of consumption, instead of 

returning to equilibrium within Earth’s eco-system.  
 

An exploration of the sonic vibration of everyday objects within a gallery installation 

setting is also explored in the work of other artists, such as Céleste Boursier-Mougenot, 

whose work interrogates notions of artificial and natural forces and events through sonic 

vibration. In From Here to Ear (2010, figure 82), a flock of finches occupies the 

installation, instigating sonic vibration through their interaction with a series of 

amplified electric guitars. His installation clinamen (2013), which I experienced at the 

National Gallery of Victoria in early 2016, features a large collection of porcelain bowls 

floating in a swimming pool. The utilisation of tidal currents, apparently artificially 

induced into the pool causes the bowls to move about and collide with one another, 

instigating sonic vibration upon each contact. 
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Figure 82 Céleste Boursier-Mougenot From Here to Ear 2010 
 
 

 

The artist known as Zimoun explores the phenomenologies of technological objects as 

they interact with other, traditionally static objects to instigate sonic events. The 

exploration of space within Zimoun’s practice expands the sonic affect of the seemingly 

fragile events that occur, often in large repetitive groups of similar objects, when 

performing the same mundane task.  

 

Further dialogue between our technologically driven society and the natural world was 

instigated with my work Grounded (2016, figure 83). In this work, I utilised a similar 

analogue noise-generating circuit I had used in Prickles (2015), this time inserting two 

plants into the circuit. I again exchanged my personal material wealth for a natural 

product at a nursery, removing them from their pots at the gallery and placing them in 

more of the potting mix. I used large metal skewers as electrodes that wired the plants’ 

root system into the analogue electronics circuit, enabling the electrical resistance of the 

natural plant substance to character the noise being produced. I saw this work as an  
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   Figure 83  Travers Nash Grounded 2016 
 

 

 

opportunity to give voice to the oppressed and unrepresented natural, truthful world. I 

had also given particular consideration as to which plants to use. The location of the 

plants within the structural form, one in potting mix on top of a concrete paver on the 

floor, the other closer to eye level inside a wooden drawer, instigated the selection of a 

variety that displayed deep red and purple hues for the floor, which I felt summoned up 

the deep-held fears that modern humans display towards unpredictable and chaotic 

nature. The plant in the drawer was a more soothing green, displaying fractal-like 

patterning in the leaves, which I felt mirrored the fractal patterning of mind, home of 

the human ego, separated from the chaotic nature below.  
 
The dichotomy between order and chaos was further explored with Portal (2016, figure 

84), an antique styled wardrobe I had acquired for no cost, which I spray painted with 

the word ‘Narnia’ in shiny gold lettering, a reference to the book series by C.S. Lewis. 

The apparent Christian referencing of his particular story was supplemented with the  
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  Figure 84 Travers Nash Portal 2016 
 

 

creepy lure of temptation in Portal (2016). Electronic apparatus inside the wardrobe, 

including a hand-built analogue noise circuit, amplification and speakers, reverberated 

the wardrobe with uncanny hissing and gave the work ghostlike presence at the right 

volume level. If the viewer was brave enough to open the doors, two switches that were 

connected to a circuit triggered a light thundering sound, which was not quite the result 

I had originally intended.  

 
At the opposite end of the space to Portal (2016) was positioned the most structurally 

and technically complex work in the show: Banquet (2016, figure 85). The objects used 

in this piece included a large, extendable dining table collected from the side of the road, 

with the legs removed and placed on either side, each with an oil drum sitting on top. 

The same spear cut pine from Cooked (2015) was repurposed as the expressively 

supporting structure of the dining table, positioned upright in the extended position. In 

the centre opening, created by extending the table, I placed the same disco ball I had 

used in Fencesitter (2015), this time lit from underneath, and freed from its barbed wire  
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  Figure 85 Travers Nash Banquet 2016 
 

restraints. The same fan also circulated the disco ball; however, this time, there was no 

electrical contact mechanism from the disco ball. Instead, there was a series of four 

sensors, placed inside plastic containers I had purchased years before but had never used 

in a work. When light from the moving disco ball touched the sensors, a signal was sent 

to a programmed micro-controller, which in turn triggered a pair of solenoids, one on 

each oil drum for each sensor. The solenoids were positioned on the drums, so that the 

shaft made contact with the metal edge whenever the solenoid fired. The sonic output of 

this event was further affected with the addition of smiley face–adorned bouncy balls, 

attached to the solenoids with large metal skewers. As the solenoid fired and pulled the 

skewer, a rubber band pulled back in the opposite direction, causing the balls to bounce 

lightly on the drum’s surface, colouring the tone of the striking of the solenoids centre 

shaft. Once again, the irregularity of the circulating ball by way of the fan produced a 

much more random and interesting rhythmic patterning than would be obtained by a 

more technical approach to firing the solenoids. 
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The rhythmic events occurring on the oil drum were further complemented by a 

constant droning soundscape generated by a pair of low-power solar panels, plugged 

directly into an amplifier and connected to a pair of speaker cabinets I had collected 

from the local garbage collection depot. I had discovered the use of solar panels as a 

sound source through encountering the work of Martin Howse, a Berlin-based British 

artist who also considers the technological object in his work. Martin has a far greater 

degree of technical aptitude than me. Yet, his down-to-earth approach to technology 

brings an interesting method of enquiry to his projects, in which he, like me, attempts to 

expose the hidden apparatus behind the technological object and to plant the 

technocratic ego back into the Earth from which it was nurtured. His ongoing project 

Sketches for an earth computer (2014–, figure 86) is an attempt to construct a “visible 

computational device self-constructed solely from the earth, and embedded within the 

earth as a critical monument to human technology”.4 In constructing a functioning 

computer from natural elements such as soil, rock crystals and oyster mushrooms, 

juxtaposed with synthetic technological apparatus such core-memory cells, plastic piping 

and copper plating, Howse creates installations that literally return the technological 

object to earth, allowing the natural elements to integrate within the apparatus, acting as 

functioning components of the computational network.  

 

I was fortunate enough to attend a workshop that Howse gave at the Media Lab in 

Melbourne during August 2015. Participants constructed one of his instruments that 

form a part of his Earthvoice (2015) project, involving a rubber glove and analogue 

noise-generating circuit. During the construction phase of the workshop, I was delighted 

to discover that Howse and I share a love of the humble 555 ic as a sound-source. His 

instrument involves a slightly different circuit to the one I usually employ in my work. 

The workshop participants left the media lab towards the end of the workshop and 

journeyed to a nearby park, in order to give voice to the earth through the crudely 

constructed technological apparatus.  

                                                             
4. Martin Howse, “Sketches for an Earth Computer,” 2014, http://www.1010.co.uk/org/sketches.html. 
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   Figure 86 Martin Howse Sketches for an earth computer 2014–15 
 

My first encounter with Howse was at an earlier performance he gave at West Space, 

where I noticed he had incorporated a solar panel with a laser beam as the principal 

sound source. When talking to him later, he explained that one simply has to plug a 

solar panel directly into an amplifier and the current produced by the panel will be 

converted to sound. Back in my studio, I experimented with different light sources on a 

solar panel and observed the sonic results. I found that natural daylight through a 

window provided a very interesting droning output. Since there was a window in the 

space where I had planned to position Banquet (2016), it seemed like a natural choice to 

include a solar panel as a sound source in an installation setting. Despite my ambitions 

of capturing the natural daylight and converting it directly into sound, when the work 

was set up and fully installed, I found that the major source of light instigating the 

current in the solar panels was in fact the fluorescent lighting of the gallery. I was still 

satisfied with the sonic output of the combination of natural and synthetic lighting 

hitting the panels regardless.  
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In summing up, the four major exhibitions in Melbourne gave me the opportunity to 

refine all of the technical and material processes I had explored throughout the project, 

and to develop them into a cohesive body of work. Towards the end, I was working to 

develop compositional installations in which the sonic output of the objects worked 

with the visual form to create a union of the senses through the perception of unique 

spatialised events.  
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Conclusion 

------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
 
 
 
 
 

This doctoral project sought to uncover new methods of challenging perceptual 

expectations through the use of sonic vibratory transference. The auditory affect of the 

technological object was explored by following three main streams of investigation. The 

first with the sound source embedded within visual form through sculpture, installation 

and video. The second was in recorded sound releases, and thirdly through performance. 

The research was undertaken within a number of cultural settings in various locations 

throughout the globe, as I undertook a nomadic journey exploring the objective and 

sonic aesthetics of each destination.  

The nomadic aspect of this project, though not initially an objective, became a 

significant factor in the development of my thinking and approaches. Importantly, my 

travels forced me to hold my research focus through a significant variety of situations 

and environments and contributed greatly to increasing my appreciation of studio 

working methods, the value of improvisation and adaptability, and to appreciate and 

understand the values and limits of my instinctive decision making in the studio. My 

travels led me to confront my place amongst different cultures and technologies and led 

to invaluable opportunities to meet and work with creative practitioners from different 

cultures; greatly increasing my knowledge and understanding of the possibilities for the 

sonic affect in a variety of situations. 
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As outlined in Chapter One, my journey through sonic transference began in 

Ahmedabad India, where my approach towards the objective world adapted to suite new 

cultures, and provided new challenges to my materials gathering process. My object-

based practice expanded to incorporate less desirable materials of little monetary value as 

I continually interrogated the power of fashionability over the perception of worth. I left 

behind the predominance of screen-based works undertaken in my honours research 

project, as I moved closer towards integrating my sculptural practice with my long held 

interest in music and sound.  

As my access to equipment and facilities changed I focused on making the best use of 

the resources at each nomadic staging point. At times, this meant I was able to deeply 

investigate the phenomenology of pure sound and to generate recordings for private 

listening. At other times, I was able to present live sonic performances, both solo and as 

part of open collaborative improvisational groups. Over the course of this research 

project I have produced original creative works for five solo exhibitions, five open studio 

events and six public performances.  

As I developed a deeper appreciation for the affect of sonic vibration, I became 

increasingly interested in using the medium of sound to instigate inter-personal 

interaction. My interest in this area led to my investigation into the possibilities of 

utilising EEG technology to create a meaningful musical event for people with no prior 

knowledge of musical instrument use, as was discussed in Chapter Two. My research 

into the potentials of bio-signals led me to adapt a more low-tech approach to 

instigating interactive sonic events, as I slowly began to abandon the more technically 

advanced digital interface.  

As discussed in Chapter Three, I returned to exploring the sonic potentialities of 

simpler, less 'high tech' objects to gain a deeper understanding of the vibratory energy of 

everyday life. I began to incorporate into my installation practice what I had learned 

through improvised jam sessions with likeminded sound explorers.  I also developed my 

approach to exposing the technological apparatus, through the construction and 
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manipulation of hand-built analogue circuitry. I utilised these circuits to add sonic 

vibration to my object-based work, creating affective synchronic resonances between the 

work and its audiences. Chapter Four discussed these further developments through my 

exploration of generating communicative events through the use of low-tech apparatus 

emitting auditory vibration. The work undertaken in Kathmandu and Turku 

interrogated the manipulative possibilities of the technological object, as I sought to 

undermine the less desirable influence of 'social media', through the creation of 

genuinely connective performative events and installation objects.  

My installation works manifested my new deeper appreciation for sonic vibratory 

transference through the examination of culturally diverse object-hood. I created audio-

visual environments that challenged the observer’s perceptions, as their visual and 

auditory senses were brought into cohesion through the embodied perception process. I 

constantly expanded my use of everyday objects in the search for new sonic content. In 

my object based installation work, I constantly negotiated physical sculptural concerns, 

with the intention of producing interesting sonic results, while keeping objective worldly 

cause and subjective embodied effect truthfully exposed at all times. Rather than present 

viewers with 'acousmatic' sound, I allowed them to look behind the 'Pythagorean 

curtain' and to lift the technological veil, to truthfully expose the technological 

apparatus generating the acoustical event. Thus, I challenged perceptions that cultivates 

a conscious awareness of the un-conscious.  

The deeper exploration of sound itself was outlined in Chapter Five. The works I 

produced as recorded sound enabled me to gain a greater appreciation of the 

physiological and psychological affect of pure sonic vibration. I explored various 

methodologies of achieving maximum impact of auditory affect. I also developed a 

unique approach to sonic composition that challenged traditional music expectation by 

including non-standard frequencies that fell outside of the standardisation of the 

Western musical system. I extended these investigations into performance works that 

expanded the possibilities of creating meaningful connections between audiences and 
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sound generating technological object-hood. I explored different roles of both the object 

and audience in this work, exposing the possibilities of interaction and engagement.  

My intense investigation into sonic vibration, which formed the foundation of my 

recorded sound work, uncovered the frequency discrimination inherent in the Western 

musical system. The hierarchical distinction of pleasant and unpleasant frequency, 

attributed to Pythagoras, attempts to conflate all artistic sonic expression into a confined 

range of frequencies. A number of artists believe this system is based on frequencies that 

literally have our culture 'highly strung'. I sought to expose the frequency-ism inherent 

in our culture's discernment of taste through the inclusion of vibrations that fell outside 

of traditional western 'musicality'. My performative works sought to explore the 

possibilities of using the technological object to initiate meaningful synchronic 

connections between subjective observers through the immateriality of sonic vibration. I 

discovered new methods of instigating cognitive resonances that challenged the musical 

expectation of the listeners. I also explored different methodologies of instigating 

impactful vibrational transference through the electro-magnetic speaker and into the 

biological body cavities of the listener without having to rely on the simplistic device of 

auditory volume.  

In my recorded and performance work I focused on developing sound generation 

methods that explored non-traditional frequencies and timbres generating new sonic 

forms of vibratory transference. As my performance experiences continued I found that 

sometimes the visual aspect of these sonic performances was distracting and irrelevant. 

Though I had invented novel forms of live sound generation, I began to feel that sonic 

performance was more successful if audience members focussed on the auditory 

resonances and possibilities of deep listening. I concluded that it is the affective qualities 

of the sonic vibrations that are the most important aspect of these works, not the novelty 

or visual appeal of the method of their generation.  
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Conversely, my research into the presentation of sonic works in the visual art object 

environment revealed the importance of visual strategies for generating observer 

empathy to create a greater appreciation and focus on sound. I took what I had learned 

from these deeper sonic explorations, and fed them back into my installation practice as 

was discussed in Chapters Six and Seven. Here I experimented with a number of visual 

experiential strategies, from limiting visual access through head coverings, to 

participatory strategies involving direct control, or subtler effects through light and 

galvanic skin resistance, in order to carry the materiality and construction of the visual 

form. My initial explorations of new methods of sound generation using technological 

apparatus in Húsavik and Barcelona allowed me to discover unique methodologies for 

the generation of sonic vibration through the creation of meaningful interaction 

amongst the objects I employed.  

The different avenues of investigations undertaken in this research project, be they 

object-based installations, recordings, or my explorations in performance, were all 

interwoven and informed one another. New breakthroughs and ideas generated from 

experiments in recording media helped identify new avenues of investigation in my 

installation work, while a new circuit I developed for an installation piece helped 

generate a new method of presentation for a performance work. The predominant 

concern across these avenues of investigation was a focus on sonic vibratory transference 

in one form or another.  

I have found and refined over the recent Melbourne exhibitions several strategies to 

encourage viewers to experience the sonic challenges of non-traditional frequencies, 

timbres and vibrations. In these works, I maintained visual reference to simple 

traditional sculptural compositional principles in active structures that featured key 

inventive sound generating systems. These strategies encouraged viewer empathy and 

worked to increase focus and appreciation of the challenging soundscapes being 

generated. My use of the found and discarded, and my simple inventive actions with 

these objects worked to set up scenarios of humour and empathy in viewers. The 

imaginative use of post-consumer objects in this context makes subtle and accessible 
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reference to the effects and spread of consumer culture, while simultaneously 

questioning our understandings of value through the re-creation of their usefulness 

within an art context. By making trash function anew, my visual works encourage 

curiosity led investigation. Also, the revealing of the machinations and methods by 

which the sound scape is generated, creates a point of access for deep listening within the 

sonic environment the visual objects have generated. The four exhibitions in Australia 

allowed me to refine everything I had discovered through the other stages of the project, 

and to integrate them into a spatialised sonic event.  

This research project uncovered new possibilities for the utilisation of the sonic object to 

instigate new interpersonal subjective and objective relationships through the 

transference of sonic vibration. Methodologies to challenge acoustical expectations were 

developed to ensure maximum impact on observer perception through the all-pervasive 

medium of sound. My journey through various cultural settings allowed me to witness a 

homogenisation of the visual and auditory cultural aesthetic, as the system of globalised 

capitalism spreads. In various works, I have highlighted the threat to cultural aesthetic 

diversity brought from the imposition of Western discernment of objective value and 

‘taste'. I sought to create a framework through which alternative cultural values could be 

integrated as a valuable contribution, rather than discarded as inferior and of lesser 

value. Throughout the research project notions of value were constantly questioned, as I 

utilised discarded objects and selected sonic frequencies that moved beyond any 

systemised standardisation of taste, exploring sound for its affective qualities that 

encouraged deep listening to find the harmony amongst the noise.  
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Appendix A: 
Chronology of Residencies, Exhibitions  

and Individual Works Completed during candidature 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 
 
 

Video documentation of installation works viewable at:  
 
http://vimeo.com/user4472084 
 
Sound Recordings available as digital release at:  
 
http://soundcloud.com/egors-mtn 
 
 

 
Ahmedabad, India 
 
Residency at Studio Verve 
 Doorway #1 (2012) 
 Composition for Bucket and Airhorn performed for an Audience of Two (2012)  
 
Beijing, China 
 
Performance at Zajia Lab 
 We Are Loop 2013 
 
Residency at Inside Out Museum 
 The Body is Present 2014 
 
Performance at Zoomin Night 
 
Performance at Fruityshop 
 Live Performance at Fruity Shop, Beijing, 2014 
 
Recorded works 
 Still Rings Still You, 2013   Another Time Maybe, 2013 
 Jinan Guitar Improv #2, 2013  Jinan Music Store Piano Improv, 2013 
 Accoustic Guitar Improv #3, 2013  Improvisation on piano inside a music store, 2014 
 Improvisation on Electric Guitar, 2014  The Ghosts in Your heart, 2014 
 Let the Inside Out, 2014   Pass Through, 2014 
 Improvisation for Zither, 2014  60 Seconds, 2014 
 Drifting Closer, 2014   Dream Walked Through, 2014 
 Improvisation for guitar and brainwaves, 2014 
 
Kathmandu, Nepal  
 
Residency at Bikalpa Art Centre 
 Between Us, 2014 
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Turku, Finland 
  
Residency at Titanik Art Space 
 We are Loop 2.0, 2014   Bucket of Bliss, 2014 
 Come Join The Circle Child, 2014  Burst, 2014 
 
Recorded Works 
 Disturbance, 2014    Float, 2014 
 Expectation, 2014    Exaltate, 2014 
 Takes Us, 2014    Sometime There, 2014 
 What We Saw, 2014 
 
Stockholm, Sweden 
 
Residency at EMS  
 
Recorded Works 
 No Chance to Hope, Tied to a Rope, 2014 A Part of It, 2014 
 Collapsed in Two, 2014,   Amidst the Fire, 2014 
 
Húsavik, Iceland 
 
Residency at Fjúk 
 In A Certain Way, 2015   Sound Totem #1, 2015 
 Sound Totem #2, 2015   Northern Bundong, 2015  
 Bubble and Flow, 2015  
 
Barcelona, Spain 
 
Residency at Hangar Centre for Production 
 Refrained, 2015    Prickles, 2015 
 Kept, 2015 
 
Performance at Majia Roja 
 
Melbourne, Australia 
 
Exhibition at Kings Artist Run 
  The Bundong Peoples Cultural Awareness Society, 2015 
 Fencesitter, 2015    Deliverence, 2015 
 Decrease (find peace), 2015   Different Tides, 2015 
 North Bundong / South Bundong, 2015     
 
Performance at NonLinear presents Live 
 
Performance at Avantwhatever 
 
Exhibition at Brunswick Art Space  
  As Echos from the Past Shake you from the Womb, 2015 
 Your Powers, 2015   The spirit of the empire hangs either way, 2015 
 Bubbles, 2015    Score for Reworking 1, 2 and 3, 2015 
 Fish Pond, 2015    Cooked, 2015 
 Bloomed, 2015    Framed, 2015 
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Exhibition at Incinerator Gallery 
  A Chance to Hope, Once you cut the Rope, 2016 
 
Exhibition at C3 Contemporary Art Space 
  The Divine Heist, 2016 
 The Architects Floors, 2016   Grounded, 2016 
 Portal, 2016    Banquet, 2016 
 
Recorded Works 
 Passed, 2016    Pretensed, 2016 
 Placed, 2016    Pierced, 2016 

Pulsar #1, 2016    Pulsar #2, 2016 
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